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Abstract
The desire to develop control systems that can be rapidly deployed has resulted in the formula-
tion of algorithms that combine system identification with the development of control technique
resulting in a single-step implementation. One such algorithm is Subspace Model Predictive
Control (SMPC), which is a combination of results from subspace methods in system identifi-
cation and model predictive control. In this thesis, novel algorithms of SMPC are investigated
and developed. More specifically, a data filtering procedure is proposed in the computation
of subspace predictor coefficients, resulting in the suppression of non-stationary disturbance in
the identification data and incorporation of integrator in the predictive control law. Compu-
tational advantages of parameterization of control input trajectory using Laguerre functions
are demonstrated and extended to Multi-input and Multi-output (MIMO) systems. By ma-
nipulating the unique structure of subspace data matrices, an efficient recursive algorithm for
the updating of subspace predictor coefficients is investigated. This efficient algorithm is then
extended to SMPC for time-varying systems, with the proposal of a novel recursive control
law. The advantage of this implementation is that recursive updating is only performed when
there is plant-predictor mismatch, thus input and output signals need not be persistently ex-
citing at all times. Consequently, unnecessary fluctuations of signals are avoided, resulting in
a smoother steady-state response. Finally, an implementation of a variable forgetting factor
was introduced in order to facilitate faster convergence. These innovative approaches result in
more efficient and reliable SMPC algorithms, thus making this design methodology a promis-
ing choice for control system design and implementation. Experimental results obtained from
Permanent Magnetic Synchronous Machine and DC motor are used to demonstrate the efficacy
of the proposed approaches.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Control systems and engineering is an established and advanced field of study. Similar for all
systems theory and applications, it first involves the understanding of the behaviors and prop-
erties of the system, followed by the development of the control strategies. The need for faster
deployments of control systems, as well as more efficient, precise, and accurate high-performance
controllers has resulted in the development of various algorithms and design methods that com-
bine these steps into a single-step for design and implementation.
This thesis researches one such a class of algorithms, which combines the results from sub-
space estimation methods in system identification with the field of model predictive control.
The algorithms and design procedures presented in this thesis will lead to a faster development
of predictive controllers based on experimental data as well as reductions on their computa-
tional requirements in order to set the stage for real-time adaptation and implementation. The
additional benefit of the research outcomes is that the predictive control systems developed will
enable the incorporation of operational constraints.
This chapter will begin with literature review of the main topics covered in this thesis,
followed by the contributions presented in this work. Finally, the outline of the thesis will be
presented.
2
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1.1 Motivation
The development of a control system generally can be generally divided into two important
steps. The first step is the development of the system model, and the second step is the control
system design based on the system model developed. The derivation of the system model is
critical in order to ensure the closed-loop stability and performance of the control system. One
approach involves deriving the appropriate equations that describes the dynamic behavior of
the system, based on the physics laws that are applicable. Some of the physical laws that are
frequently used are Newton’s law for mechanical systems [57], the four principles of thermody-
namics for mass-energy systems [85], and Ohm’s law for electrical systems [61]. This method
of deriving differential equations that describe the system from known laws of science is com-
monly referred to as system modeling, and it is a wide, well-studied subject in control system
design. While many models of engineering systems have been derived successfully via system
modeling, there are cases where this approach is not applicable. This is especially true for
complex, multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems where the equations needed to describe
the behavior of the system can be complex and plentiful. In severe cases such as extremely
complex systems, the equations may even become inadequate to capture the whole system
dynamics [38]. As a result, system modeling of complex systems can be very difficult, time
consuming and expensive. Additionally, the constants and variables used in the derivation of
the model may not be accurate, resulting in inaccuracies or unexplained dynamics of the system.
In view of this, another approach to obtaining the system models is available in the literature
(Ljung [73]). This approach commonly utilizes the data obtained from the experiments con-
ducted on the system to be controlled, with which a suitable dynamic model is then constructed.
This mature science of extracting mathematical model from data is called system identification.
In the second step, the control system design involves the specification of desired closed-
loop performance, solving the controller parameters and preparing for the implementation of
the control system in real-time. Model predictive control is a class of control systems that has
the characteristics of using on-line optimization and constrained control. The design frame-
work of this control systems is based on state-space models and naturally deals with multi-input
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and multi-output systems (Maciejowski [77], Wang [126]). Because the models are state-space
realizations, algorithms in system identification that directly yield state-space models are par-
ticularly suitable for the design of model predictive control systems. One such class in system
identification that falls into this category is called subspace identification methods (Katayama
[58], Van Overschee and De Moor [115]). There are already some existing results that have
combined subspace identification methodology with the design of predictive control, leading to
a class of approaches called data-driven subspace model predictive control (Favoreel and De
Moor [34], Hale and Qin [45], Kadali et al. [53]). However, these existing approaches have not
adequately addressed the issues of measurement noise. In order for the subspace model predic-
tive control to be applied in industry, the noise and disturbance models need to be considered
carefully. Because subspace methods are non-iterative in nature using a type of least squares
approaches, another issue is the demanding computational load of the subspace model predic-
tive control algorithms, which involves matrix manipulations in large dimensions, thus making
it unsuitable for real-time applications using digital signal processors (DSP) with limited com-
putational capability. Additionally, some engineering applications will encounter changes in the
dynamic characteristics of the systems. It will be advantageous for the data-driven subspace
model predictive control to have the capability of tracking parameter changes in real-time.
1.2 Literature review
1.2.1 System identification
The field of system identification results from the culmination of various approaches used in
developing mathematical models from data in many diverse and different applications. Besides
the identification of dynamic systems in the field of systems and control engineering, it is also
used in other applications such as speech and radar applications in signal processing, develop-
ment of economic and business models in econometrics, statistics, as well as development of
dynamic models of environmental systems [25]. In the area of systems and control engineering,
there exists a comprehensive collection of literature dedicated to application of system iden-
tification in this area. Some overview papers on system identification have been provided by
Ljung [72, 75] and Deistler [24], with more detailed discussions on the different methods and
algorithms in many texts such as by Johansson [51], Sinha and Kuszta [103], So¨derstro¨m and
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Stoica [106], van den Bosch and van der Klauw [112], and by Ljung [73].
In the literature, the procedure of identification of linear systems can generally be divided
into several steps [72, 73, 112, etc.] which are:
1. Experiment design and data collection:
In this step, careful considerations need to be exercised in order to obtain a good and useful
set of data. Firstly, the user needs to determine which of the signals are to be considered
as input and outputs, such that the manipulated input signals will be able to adequately
excite the system. Note that measurable disturbances may also be considered as inputs
should they affect the system, even though they cannot be manipulated. Furthermore, the
choice of input signals is also significant, as it can wield a substantial effect on the observed
output data. Factors such as sampling period, shape of the signal and operating point
need to be carefully considered in the design. Another major factor is whether the data
collection is conducted in open-loop or closed-loop conditions. While some applications
allows us to manipulate the system in open-loop conditions, others are forced to conduct
data collection in a closed-loop manner. This is especially true for systems that must
always be in closed-loop because of safety, requirement for maintaining operation, or
the system itself would be unstable in open-loop conditions. Some literatures on this
particular topic can be found for example by Godfrey [40] and A˚stro¨m and Wittenmark
[7].
2. Model structure selection.
The selection of a suitable model structure is vital in ensuring a satisfactory identification
of the system. Generic model of the system (i.e. step, impulse or frequency response)
may be obtained using nonparametric methods [130] (eg. correlation [41], Fourier [99]
techniques), which can give important insights into the properties of the system. For
more specific model descriptions, users can choose from a wide array of black box model
structures. Users can choose from transfer-function based family of models such as ARX
(AutoRegressive with eXternal input) [100, etc.], ARMAX (AutoRegressive Moving Av-
erage with eXternal input) [6], BJ (Box-Jenkins) [11], and OE (Output Error) [52], as
well as state-space based models.
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3. Model estimation.
After choosing a candidate model structure, the next step would be choosing the suit-
able method in order to arrive at a set of parameters that best describe the system.
For instance, prediction-error methods (PEM) [6, 73, 74, etc.] contain a wide array of
computational approaches in finding the model parameters, such as linear regression and
least-squares (LS) [68] and maximum-likelihood (ML) methods [5]. Furthermore, there is
also the instrumental variable (IV) approach (eg. [104, 105, 131]), which belongs to the
correlation family of algorithms. The subspace methods is another class of algorithms
which can be used to estimate state space models from experimental data.
4. Validation.
The final step involves validating the model obtained from the structure and method
chosen in the earlier steps, to ensure that it is good enough for the user’s purposes. Here,
many procedures, such as spectral and residual analysis, may provide insights on the qual-
ity and degree of confidence of the model. Should the model obtained is unsatisfactory,
the user will have to return to previous steps and try again. Because of this iterative
nature, the system identification procedure is always represented in a loop diagram (eg.
[73, Figure 1.10], [112, Figure 1.1], etc.).
This thesis delves into a type of algorithm which was developed in the area of subspace meth-
ods in system identification. In the next section, a brief review of subspace methods will be
presented.
1.2.2 Subspace methods
Since subspace methods is now a mature and established field of study, there are voluminous
literature concerning the subject. Some of the recommended materials include comprehensive
texts by Van Overschee and De Moor [115] and Katayama [58], as well as survey literatures
by Bauer [10], Haverkamp [48], Trnka [111], Viberg [121] and De Cock and De Moor [22].
Wahlberg et al. [123] also provides some insightful comments on the application of subspace
methods from the perspective of process industry users.
Subspace methods in system identification assume a state-space representation as the model
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structure. State-space model, like the one shown in Equation (1.1), allows the input and output
signals to be written as a first-order differential (for continuous-time description) or difference
(for discrete-time) equations using the state vector x(t).
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t)
(1.1)
Subspace methods have their roots from the realization theory introduced by Ho and Kalman
[49], as well as by Dickinson et al. [30], Zeiger and McEwen [134], Kung [64] and others. These
early deterministic realization methods attempted to identify state-space models from the im-
pulse responses or Markov parameters of the system, by forming a certain Hankel matrix.
Realization methods based on stochastic environment was further introduced for example by
Akaike [3, 4]. These early realization methods were implemented using modern linear algebra
tools such as the singular value decomposition (SVD), resulting in numerically stable and effi-
cient algorithms.
Input-output data
State vector Transfer matrix
Subspace methods Classical methods
Projection/SVD PEM/Least-
squares
Least-squares Realization 
Transfer matrix
State space model
State vector
State space model
Kalman filter
Figure 1.1: Classical and subspace methods in system identification [115].
Since then, realization algorithms that derives state-space description of the system from
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observed input and output data have been further developed. The fundamental idea behind
subspace methods is that if the state x(t), input u(t) and output y(t) vectors are known, the
state-space matrices A,B,C and D can simply be estimated using least squares regression tech-
niques. Thus, a key aspect in subspace methods is the estimation of the state vector x(t), which
can be calculated from I/O data. This is achieved by utilizing I/O data matrices equations,
projection algorithms, and low-rank matrix factorization using linear algebra tools such as QR
factorization and SVD. A comparison between subspace-based methods to classical methods
can be nicely illustrated as in Figure 1.1 above (from [58, 115]).
In view of this, there are several popular variations of subspace-based method proposed in
the literature. First is the Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) method proposed by Larimore
[66, 67], which is based on Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) procedure explored earlier by
Akaike [3]. Another algorithm called Multi-variable Output Error State Space (MOESP) was
then introduced by Verhaegen and Dewilde [119, 120]. This method calls for a QR decomposi-
tion of joint I/O data matrices, resulting in the state-space matrices being calculated from the
extended observability matrix and least squares regressions. Lastly, the Numerical algorithms
for Subspace State-Space System Identification method (N4SID), presented by Van Overschee
and De Moor [114], constructs the projection of future data onto past data, with the system
matrices estimated similarly via SVD and least squares. It is further shown in the literature
that the three algorithms above can be presented in a unifying theorem, with the differences
being the choice of weighting matrices [115]. Additionally, more similarities and relationships
between the three algorithms have been presented, for instance by Viberg [121].
Subspace methods have attracted considerable interest amongst researchers and practi-
tioners because of the advantages that it offer over other PEM-based methods. Firstly, since
subspace methods utilize state-space description of the system, the transition from identifying
SISO to MIMO systems is relatively easy. Compared to PEM methods, subspace methods
avoid the problem of selecting the suitable model structure, combining multiple systems, as
well as avoiding explicit model parameterization which is notoriously difficult for multivariable
systems. Secondly, the algorithms that are used in subspace-based methods (i.e. QR and
SVD) are well established techniques in linear algebra and algorithms for them are known to
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be computationally robust and efficient (cf. [42], [108]). Unlike many PEM-based methods,
subspace methods are non-iterative and are not based on (non-linear) optimization procedures,
thus avoiding various computational problems such as local minima, convergence and initial
conditions.
Subsequently, this family of methods have been further detailed and expanded to various
aspects and applications. Statistical analysis of the method have been presented for instance
by Knudsen [59] and Peternell et al. [91]. Application of subspace methods on frequency do-
main data have been shown for example by Pintelon [92] and Van Overschee and De Moor
[116]. Furthermore, the utilization of subspace methods in a closed-loop setting have been
studied [15, 17, etc.], thus eliminating bias that exists when using conventional algorithms on
closed-loop data. A good briefing on the array of closed-loop subspace algorithms is available
by Qin [97]. Additionally, recursive subspace realization algorithms have also been presented
by Kameyama and Ohsumi [54], Lovera et al. [76], Mercre et al. [84] and Oku and Kimura [89].
As mentioned earlier, the final result of the realization approach described in this section is
a state-space representation of the system. Once the system matrices are obtained, a suitable
feedback control strategy can then be developed. However, there is also a class of algorithm
that combines an intermediary result in subspace-based system identification algorithm with
an application of model predictive control, resulting in a so-called Subspace Predictive Control
(SPC) (or Subspace Model Predictive Control (SMPC)) branch of algorithms.
1.2.3 Model Predictive Control
Before we go into more detail on SMPC, we shall provide a brief overview on model predictive
control in this section. Review material by Lee and Cooley [70], Rawlings [101] and Morari
and Lee [86] are available, as well as surveys of MPC in industrial applications by Qin and
Badgwell [98] and Kulhavy et al. [63]. There are also numerous books written on the subject,
for example by Camacho and Bordons [12], Maciejowski [77] and Wang [126], to name a few.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) refers to a family of control architecture that optimizes
the future output of the system according to a specified cost function. This is done by solving
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an online optimization problem at each time step, resulting in the corresponding process inputs
that minimize the aforementioned cost. Essential to the optimization process is the prediction
of the future behavior of the system, which can be achieved with an explicit the model of the
system. As such, there are various types of system model successfully applied in the MPC
setting, resulting in the different MPC algorithms available in the literature.
Historically, the building blocks of MPC has existed since the 1960s, with the concepts of
moving horizon controller by Propoi [96] and optimal control by Lee and Markus [69]. Eventu-
ally, the initial development and application of MPC was pioneered by the industrial process
sector, with the introduction of Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) in the 1970s. The details of
DMC was then published in the literature by Cutler and Ramaker [21], where Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) and step response models were used in the formulation of the controller. This
is followed by the natural extension of predictive control using transfer function models by
Peterka [90], and with the introduction of Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) algorithm by
Clarke et al. [18, 19]. However, there are some weaknesses associated with the two algorithms.
Specifically, the use of DMC requires a large model order and is limited to stable plants, while
GPC-type algorithms are more difficult to implement for multi variable systems. With this,
application of MPC using state-space models have attracted more interest, and some exam-
ple of this is an early development by Marquis and Broustail [81], and papers by Ricker [102]
and Muske and Rawlings [87]. Nowadays, state-space models is arguably the system model
of choice in MPC application, due to its inherent advantages and flexibility over other models
representation.
Since then, MPC has become more established as the one of the choices for the control
architecture in the industry, especially with the improvement of computational capabilities of
processors. This is because of the optimization nature of the algorithm, which naturally re-
quires better processors as the system becomes more complex. MPC has now been successfully
implemented in various other applications such as plant operation economics [93, 128], power
systems [60, 135] and even on relatively faster systems such as mechatronics [2].
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1.2.4 Subspace-based Model Predictive Control
Subspace-based Model Predictive Control (SMPC) is a combination of an intermediary result
in subspace-based methods in system identification with MPC control method. Particularly,
it uses the subspace linear predictor equation to predict the future value of the system in the
MPC implementation, instead of the usual mainstream state-space representation. Hence, the
need to have an explicit state-space representation of the system is abolished, resulting in a
control algorithm that performs system identification and controller design in a single simul-
taneous step. Additionally, SMPC algorithm will inherit the numerical robustness typical of
subspace-based methods thus giving us an easily deployable control implementation. Since
this algorithm does not explicitly specify a traditional parametric model for the system, and
the gains are calculated directly from I/O data, SMPC is also referred to as ‘data-driven’ or
‘model-free’ predictive control in the literature.
Some of the earlier works in integrating subspace methods in identification with MPC have
been provided by Di Ruscio [27, 28], Favoreel and De Moor [34] and Di Ruscio and Foss [29].
Favoreel and De Moor in their technical report [34] presented the SPC algorithm by introducing
the subspace linear predictor equation that would absolve the need for a traditional explicit
model of the system. This equation describes the future output of the system in terms of the
past input and output variables and the future control input, and is given by the following
form:
Yf = LwWp + LuUf (1.2)
where Yf is the future output, Wp is a matrix of past input and output variables, and Uf is the
future input variable. The matrices Lw and Lu are the subspace linear predictor coefficients,
which are estimated directly from I/O data. All other SMPC algorithms similarly use some
kind of linear mapping of past input and output, and future input values into future output
variable as the backbone of the output prediction part of its respective algorithm.
Following the result of this, this type of predictive control using subspace matrices has also
been cast in the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) framework with the paper by Favoreel et al.
[36]. Since the similarities of finite horizon LQG and GPC are known, natural extension of this
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data driven algorithm into GPC (and MPC) have then been provided in papers by Hale and Qin
[45] and Kadali et al. [53] as well as a book from Huang and Kadali [50]. Important in the work
by Kadali et al. [50, 53] is the treatment of all features normally associated with a traditional
predictive controller, such as the inclusion of integral action and feedforward compensation
for measured disturbances. Additionally, handling of constraints was discussed, although con-
straints formulation was also available in the earlier work by Di Ruscio and Foss [29]. Another
innovation in this data driven design is a paper by Wang et al. [129] which discusses SMPC
subjected to incomplete output measurements.
The algorithms mentioned thus far uses open-loop identification data for the calculation of
the respective subspace matrices. Development of SMPC algorithm that uses I/O data obtained
in closed-loop conditions was demonstrated by Favoreel et al. [35], with a design of closed-loop
subspace-based LQG controller. This implementation derives from the result of closed-loop
subspace identification method detailed earlier by Van Overschee and De Moor [117]. Addi-
tionally, more closed-loop SMPC algorithms have appeared in the literature, such as works by
Dong et al. [33], Hallouzi and Verhaegen [46] and Kulcsa´r et al. [62]. Closed-loop SMPC was
also shown to be equivalent to classical LQG, with the paper by Dong and Verhaegen [31].
Since closed-loop SMPC algorithms uses I/O data obtained during control, it is imperative
that the ‘gains’ are updated with the arrival of new data. Therefore, an important component
of closed-loop SMPC algorithm is the recursive updating of the subspace predictor matrices.
In the paper by Dong et al. [33], the updating of the predictor matrices are done based on
vector autoregressive with exogenous inputs (VARX) algorithm, developed initially by Chiuso
[13, 14]. As a result of this recursive updating, an SMPC algorithm that is tolerant to fault was
claimed. Analogous to this presentation is another paper by Hallouzi and Verhaegen [46], with
further results on the requirement of persistency of excitation in recursive closed-loop SMPC
algorithm provided in a proceeding paper [47].
Putting everything in perspective, the early idea of combining subspace-based method in
system identification with predictive control was conceived with the purpose of creating a
control architecture that can be rapidly deployed and reliable in practice. This fusion of the
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two steps into a single step solution offers the best of two worlds; the robustness and efficiency of
subspace-based algorithms, plus the flexibility and comprehensive nature of MPC, makes SMPC
an attractive candidate for control application. Going back to the initial objective of SMPC,
the focus of this thesis will be the development of novel SMPC algorithms that are more efficient
computationally and robust. Specifically, we will look into a filtering implementation of I/O
variables in order to negate the effects of non-stationary disturbance. Furthermore, due to the
data-centric characteristic of SMPC algorithm, it is expected that the optimization procedure at
each time step in SMPC will become more computationally demanding with longer ‘future’ and
‘past’ horizons of the subspace linear predictor. Therefore, this thesis will address this concern,
with the parameterization of the input trajectory using orthogonal functions. Additionally, the
thesis will explore the recursive SMPC algorithm, and studies on a novel auto-tuning algorithm
for SMPC. Lastly, a look into a novel recursive updating for instantaneously-changing system,
with an implementation of variable forgetting factor.
1.3 Research contributions
The research contributions presented in this thesis are as follows:
• The presence of disturbance in identification data will undoubtedly cause inaccuracies in
the prediction of the future behavior of the system. Disturbance that enters the system
can vary from Gaussian white noise to integrated white noise sequence. In order to mini-
mize the effect of disturbance in the prediction of future output, a filtering implementation
in the calculation of subspace predictor coefficients was introduced. First, comparison of
predictor accuracy using conventional and differenced I/O data is presented. This is then
generalized to a 1st order disturbance model, where a certain tuning parameter can be
used in order to obtain a better output prediction of the system in the presence of non-
stationary disturbance. Simulation results as well as real-world implementation shows
the efficacy of the proposed filtering action.
• In the literature, SMPC algorithms are also called ‘data-driven’ predictive control. This
is due to the nature of the algorithm itself, where control ‘gains’ are calculated directly
from input and output data. Therefore, because of this data-centric nature of the algo-
rithm, it is expected that the computational requirements of the optimization algorithm
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will increase proportional to the dimensions of the system. Additionally, this increase of
computation requirement is also affected by the respective lengths of the prediction and
control horizons of the control algorithm. Therefore, to address this concern, parameter-
ization of the control input trajectory using a set of orthogonal Laguerre functions has
been introduced. The contribution of this thesis will be the extension into multi-variate
inputs, as well as analysis and demonstration of the computational advantages of this
algorithm, provided with simulations and real-world implementation.
• One of the initial objectives of SMPC algorithms is to combine the 2-step identification
and controller design into a single step implementation. With this, the user will not be
required to obtain the conventional parametric model of the system, thus allowing a rapid
controller deployment in real world applications. In line with recursive SMPC algorithms,
this chapter will present a self-initializing auto-tuning SMPC control algorithm, by using
a novel development of an efficient updating algorithm based on Givens rotations method.
This efficient updating scheme is inspired due to the special matrix properties of the sub-
space coefficients. Furthermore, a study on the best initial condition for the auto-tuning
algorithm is presented, followed by the exploration of various convergence criterion for
the recursive algorithm.
• The use of recursive updating algorithm of subspace matrices allows for the possible
application for the control of time-varying systems. A novel implementation of recursive
SMPC algorithm for such systems is developed. Continuing from the efficient recursive
algorithm presented previously in Chapter 5, we will propose an updating scheme that
can handle instantaneous changes of the system. Additionally, a novel variable forgetting
factor method is also presented, in order to handle the anticipated changes.
Publications that arise from this research are as follows:
Journal publication
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Noor Azizi Mardi and Liuping Wang, Subspace-based Model Predictive Control in a Noisy
Environment, International Journal of Process System Engineering, Volume 2, Numbers 1-2,
January-December 2009.
Conference publications
Noor Azizi Mardi and Liuping Wang, Subspace-based Model Predictive Control with Data
Prefiltering, In Proceedings of the UKACC International Conference on Control, Manchester,
UK, 2008.
Noor Azizi Mardi and Liuping Wang, Subspace-based Model Predictive Control of time-varying
systems, In Proceedings of the 48th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, 2009 held jointly
with the 2009 28th Chinese Control Conference. CDC/CCC 2009, Shanghai, P.R. China, pp.
4005 - 4010, 2009.
Chapter 2
Subspace-based Model Predictive
Control
2.1 Introduction
Subspace Model Predictive Control (SMPC) algorithm was created as a result of the combi-
nation of system identification and development of control strategy into a single-step imple-
mentation. Specifically, it was conceived as a fusion of an intermediary result in subspace
methods in system identification and model-based predictive control algorithm. The novelty of
SMPC over other control methods is that it does not use the traditional, explicit parametric
description of the system such as transfer function or state-space model in the development of
the controller. Instead, it uses the subspace linear predictor equation in predicting the future
output values of the system. Because of this, SMPC is also called ‘data-driven’ or ‘model-free’
predictive control in the literature. Furthermore, the subspace linear predictor coefficients Lw
and Lu are obtained directly from offline I/O data by performing a single RQ decomposition
step to a certain arrangement of I/O Hankel data matrices. After the appropriate predictor
coefficients are obtained, it can then be applied in an MPC setting, resulting in constrained
and unconstrained predictive control implementation.
This chapter will present the fundamental background of SMPC necessary for the discussion
of this thesis. We will start with the derivation steps of the subspace linear predictor equation
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which forms the core of SMPC algorithms. After that, a brief introduction of MPC algorithm
will be presented, followed by the application of the subspace linear predictor in MPC resulting
in the formulation of SMPC.
2.2 Subspace-based linear predictors
As mentioned in the previous section, the novelty of SMPC algorithms is that it does not re-
quire nor perform explicit parameterization of traditional system model in its implementation.
As opposed to the conventional method of deriving the state-space, transfer function or impulse
response model in system identification, SMPC algorithm skips this step entirely and uses the
subspace predictor equation instead. Subspace predictor equation predicts the future output
of the system in terms of a linear function of past input and output values, future input values,
and so-called subspace predictor coefficients. These coefficients are obtained directly from I/O
data, often by performing a single QR-factorization step.
In the literature, subspace linear predictor equation have been described in several varia-
tions. For instance, in algorithms presented by Favoreel and De Moor [34], Favoreel et al. [35]
and Kadali et al. [53], the authors utilized the following form of subspace predictor equation:
yˆf = Lwwp + Luuf (2.1)
where yˆf is the future output prediction, wp is the past input and output, uf is the future
input, and Lw and Lu are the corresponding subspace linear predictor coefficients. Meanwhile,
in results by Di Ruscio [27] and Wang et al. [129], the following form of predictor was utilized:
yˆf = (M˜
s)Lyp + P
s
L−1up + F
s
Luf (2.2)
with (M˜ s)L , P sL−1 and F
s
L as the subspace matrices instead. Additionally, Dong and colleagues
[32, 33] have utilized a subspace predictor equation based on VARX (Vector AutoRegressive
with eXogenous inputs) algorithm that was developed by Chiuso [13, 14]. In this implementa-
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tion, the following form of notation is used:
yˆf = Γ˜Z¯ + Λuf (2.3)
where Γ˜ and Λ are the subspace predictor coefficients and Z¯ is made up of past input and
output data. Note that although both Z¯ and wp in Equation (2.1) are constructed from past
input and output data, the elements in both of the matrices are in fact arranged differently.
For our purposes, we will present the subspace predictor equation similar to the form pre-
sented by Favoreel and De Moor [34]. We will start by defining the state-space description of
the system. Thus, for a linear time invariant (LTI) system in question, assume that it can be
described in state-space form as defined in the equations below:
xk+1 = Axk +Buk +Kek (2.4)
yk = Cxk +Duk + ek (2.5)
where uk ∈ Rm is the input variable, yk ∈ Rl is the output, xk ∈ Rn is the state variable of the
system and ek ∈.Rl is white noise disturbance. The matrices A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m, C ∈ Rl×n,
D ∈ Rl×m and K ∈ Rl×l are the state, input, output, feed-through and Kalman gain matrices
of the system.
In the derivation of the subspace linear predictor, a necessary condition to guarantee consis-
tent estimates is the persistency of excitation of the input data u of order 2M [115] . Therefore,
input signal uk for k = {1, 2, . . . , N} is said to be persistently exciting of order M if both of
these conditions are satisfied [106]:
• there exist the limit ru(τ) where,
ru(τ) = lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
k=1
uk+τu
T
t (2.6)
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• the following matrix Ru(M) is positive definite:
Ru(M) =

ru(0) ru(1) . . . ru(M − 1)
ru(−1) ru(0) . ru(M − 2)
...
...
. . .
...
ru(1−M) ru(2−M) . . . ru(0)

(2.7)
Therefore, assume that we have the input data uk and output yk for k = {1, 2, . . . , N} for
the system in question obtained in open-loop, and assume that the data is persistently excit-
ing. Therefore, using ideas in subspace-based system identification technique, we will derive
the subspace-based linear predictors Lw and Lu which will describe the ‘future’ output values
as a function of its ‘past’ I/O values as well as the ‘future’ input values. The derivation of this
subspace predictor is as follows.
First, we will reformulate the state-space equations in (2.4)-(2.5) in terms of new input-
output equations. From the state equation in (2.4), for t = k, we have
xk+1 = Axk +Buk +Kek (2.8)
Continuing for t = k + 1,
xk+2 = Axk+1 +Buk+1 +Kek+1 (2.9)
But the term xk+1 has been described earlier in (2.8). Therefore, substituting Equation (2.8)
into (2.9) results in
xk+2 = A(Axk +Buk +Kek) +Buk+1 +Kek+1
= A2xk +
[
AB B
] uk
uk+1
+ [ AK K ]
 ek
ek+1
 (2.10)
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Repeating similar steps with t = k + 3 and using Equation (2.10) for xk+2 will then give,
xk+3 = Axk+2 +Buk+2 +Kek+2
= A(A2xk +ABuk +Buk+1 +AKek +Kek+1) +Buk+2 +Kek+2
= A3xk +
[
A2B AB B
]
uk
uk+1
uk+2
+
[
A2K AK K
]
ek
ek+1
ek+2

(2.11)
Summarizing the state equation for t = k +M , we can write
xk+M = A
Mxk +
[
AM−1B AM−2B . . . B
]

uk
uk+1
...
uk+M−1

+
[
AM−1K AM−2K . . . K
]

ek
ek+1
...
ek+M−1

(2.12)
Notice that if we shift the state variable xt, input variable ut and innovation sequence et in
Equation (2.12) by an arbitrary time δ, we will still obtain a similar matrix equation as in
(2.12) as shown below:
xk+M+δ = A
Mxk+δ +
[
AM−1B AM−2B . . . B
]

uk+δ
uk+δ+1
...
uk+M+δ−1

+
[
AM−1K AM−2K . . . K
]

ek+δ
ek+δ+1
...
ek+M+δ−1

(2.13)
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Thus, for δ = {0, 1, . . . , N −M + 1}, we can then collect the state variables xt in a single
block matrix equation as,
[
xk+M xk+M+1 . . . xk+N−M+1
]
= AM
[
xk xk+1 . . . xk+M−1
]
+
[
AM−1B AM−2B . . . B
]

uk uk+1 . . . uk+N−M+1
uk+1 uk+2 . . . uk+N−M+2
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
uk+M−1 uk+M . . . uk+N

+
[
AM−1K AM−2K . . . K
]

ek ek+1 . . . ek+N−M+1
ek+1 ek+2 . . . ek+N−M+2
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
ek+M−1 ek+M . . . ek+N

(2.14)
Next we will look into the output equation in (2.5) and develop recursively an output matrix
equation. From (2.5), for t = k,
yk = Cxk +Duk + ek (2.15)
At the next time step t = k + 1,
yk+1 = Cxk+1 +Duk+1 + ek+1 (2.16)
Note that xk+1 has been defined in Equation (2.8) . Thus substituting (2.8) into Equation
(2.16) will give
yk+1 = C(Axk +Buk +Kek) +Duk+1 + ek+1
= CAxk +
[
CB D
] uk
uk+1
+ [ CK I ]
 ek
ek+1
 (2.17)
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Next at time t = k + 2 and using Equation (2.9)
yk+2 = Cxk+2 +Duk+2 + ek+2
= C(A2xk +ABuk +Buk+1 +AKek +Kek+1) +Duk+2 + ek+2
= CA2xk +
[
CAB CB D
]
uk
uk+1
uk+2
+
[
CAK CK I
]
ek
ek+1
ek+2

(2.18)
Thus for t = k +M − 1, we can summarize the output equation as:
yk+M−1 = CAM−1xk +
[
CAM−2B CAM−3B . . . D
]

uk
uk+1
...
uk+M−1

+
[
CAM−2K CAM−3K . . . I
]

ek
ek+1
...
ek+M−1

(2.19)
Compiling the result for output equations for yt ∈ t = {k, k+1, . . . , k+M−1} in (2.15)- (2.19)
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into a single matrix equation gives us:

yk
yk+1
yk+2
...
yk+M−1

=

C
CA
CA2
...
CAM−1

xk
+

D 0 0 . . . 0
CB D 0 . . . 0
CAB CB D . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAM−2B CAM−3B CAM−4B . . . D


uk
uk+1
uk+2
...
uk+M−1

+

I 0 0 . . . 0
CK I 0 . . . 0
CAK CK I . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAM−2K CAM−3K CAM−4K . . . I


ek
ek+1
ek+2
...
ek+M−1

(2.20)
Adjusting the time for the variables in (2.20) by an arbitrary discrete time δ will result in a
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similar matrix equation,

yk+δ
yk+δ+1
yk+δ+2
...
yk+M+δ−1

=

C
CA
CA2
...
CAM−1

xk
+

D 0 0 . . . 0
CB D 0 . . . 0
CAB CB D . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAM−2B CAM−3B CAM−4B . . . D


uk+δ
uk+δ+1
uk+δ+2
...
uk+M+δ−1

+

I 0 0 . . . 0
CK I 0 . . . 0
CAK CK I . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAM−2K CAM−3K CAM−4K . . . I


ek+δ
ek+δ+1
ek+δ+2
...
ek+M+δ−1

(2.21)
Therefore, collecting the variables for δ = {0, 1, . . . , N −M + 1}, we can then compose the
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output equations in a single block matrix equation as shown below:

yk yk+1 . . . yk+N−M+1
yk+1 yk+2 . . . yk+N−M+2
yk+2 yk+3 . . . yk+N−M+3
...
...
. . .
...
yk+M−1 yk+M . . . yk+N

=

C
CA
CA2
...
CAM−1

[
xk xk+1 . . . xk+N−M+1
]
+

D 0 0 . . . 0
CB D 0 . . . 0
CAB CB D . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAM−2B CAM−3B CAM−4B . . . D


uk uk+1 . . . uk+N−M+1
uk+1 uk+2 . . . uk+N−M+2
uk+2 uk+3 . . . uk+N−M+3
...
...
. . .
...
uk+M−1 uk+M . . . uk+N

+

I 0 0 . . . 0
CK I 0 . . . 0
CAK CK I . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAM−2K CAM−3K CAM−4K . . . I


ek ek+1 . . . ek+N−M+1
ek+1 ek+2 . . . ek+N−M+2
ek+2 ek+3 . . . ek+N−M+3
...
...
. . .
...
ek+M−1 ek+M . . . ek+N

(2.22)
From the result of the derivation of Equations (2.14) and (2.22), we can then write the equations
below. These equations are also known as the subspace I/O matrix equations in the field of
subspace system identification.
Yp = ΓMXp +H
d
MUp +H
s
NEp (2.23)
Yf = ΓMXf +H
d
MUf +H
s
NEf (2.24)
Xf = A
MXp + ∆
d
MUp + ∆
s
MEp (2.25)
The subscripts p and f here denote the ‘past’ and ‘future’ matrices of the respective variables.
Recall that for the system in question, open-loop I/O data ut and yt for t = {1, 2, . . . , N} are
available for identification. Therefore for the definition in (2.23)-(2.25), the past and future
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data matrices are constructed as follows,
Yp ,

y1 y2 . . . yN−2M+1
y2 y3 . . . yN−2M+2
...
...
. . .
...
yM yM+1 . . . yN−M+1

Yf ,

yM+1 yM+2 . . . yN−M+1
yM+2 yM+3 . . . yN−M+2
...
...
. . .
...
y2M y2M+1 . . . yN

(2.26)
Up ,

u1 u2 . . . uN−2M+1
u2 u3 . . . uN−2M+2
...
...
. . .
...
uM uM+1 . . . uN−M+1

Uf ,

uM+1 uM+2 . . . uN−M+1
uM+2 uM+3 . . . uN−M+2
...
...
. . .
...
u2M u2M+1 . . . uN

(2.27)
Ep ,

e1 e2 . . . eN−2M+1
e2 e3 . . . eN−2M+2
...
...
. . .
...
eM eM+1 . . . eN−M+1

Ef ,

eM+1 eM+2 . . . eN−M+1
eM+2 eM+3 . . . eN−M+2
...
...
. . .
...
e2M e2M+1 . . . eN

(2.28)
Notice that these data matrices have the unique Hankel matrix structure, where the elements
in the off-diagonal position are similar. Also note that the individual variables in the Hankel
data matrices eg. y1, u1, and e1 can also be a column vector by itself, denoting systems that are
not dimentionally SISO. For example, y1 can be
[
y11 y
2
1
]T
, where y11 is the value for the first
output variable at time 1 and y21 is the value for the second output variable at the same sam-
pling time. Finally as a reference, the dimensions of the matrices are {Yp, Yf} ∈ RMl×N−2M+1,
{Up, Uf} ∈ RMm×N−2M+1, and {Ep, Ef} ∈ RMl×N−2M+1 respectively.
In subspace identification literature, these data matrices are made to be very rectangular
so that the unwanted effects of noise on the identification of the system is minimized [50]. This
can be achieved by having a large set of data, denoted by the variable N . Furthermore, M
in Equations (2.23)-(2.28) can be understood as the order of the predictor equation. For a
successful identification of the system behavior, it is necessary that the order M be bigger or
at least equal to the real system order n as manifested in the dimension of the state matrix A.
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The matrices ΓM , ∆
d
M and ∆
s
M are defined as follows,
Extended observability
matrix,
ΓM =

C
CA
CA2
...
CAM−1

∈ RMl×n (2.29)
Reversed extended
controllability matrix
(deterministic),
∆dM =
[
AM−1B AM−2B . . . AB B
]
∈ Rn×Mm (2.30)
Reversed extended
controllability matrix
(stochastic),
∆sM =
[
AM−1K AM−2K . . . AK K
]
∈ Rn×Ml (2.31)
while the matrices HdM and H
s
M , which are also known as the lower triangular Toeplitz matrices,
are defined as below. Note the superscripts d and s in Equations (2.30)-(2.33) stand for the
deterministic and stochastic part of the system respectively.
HdM =

D 0 0 . . . 0
CB D 0 . . . 0
CAB CB D . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAM−2B CAM−3B CAM−4B . . . D

∈ RMl×Mm (2.32)
HsM =

I 0 0 . . . 0
CK I 0 . . . 0
CAK CK I . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAM−2K CAM−3K CAM−4K . . . I

∈ RMl×Ml (2.33)
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Furthermore, the past and future state matrices are also defined:
Xp ,
[
x1 x2 . . . xN−2M+1
]
(2.34)
Xf ,
[
xM+1 xM+2 . . . xN−M+1
]
(2.35)
With these definitions of various matrices, it is then possible to write the subspace I/O equations
before in (2.23)-(2.25).
Next, taking Equation (2.23) and solving for Xp will render us,
Xp = Γ
†
M
(
Yp −HdMUp −HsMEp
)
(2.36)
where the superscript † denotes Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix. Substituting Equa-
tion (2.36) into (2.25) will then give,
Xf = A
M
(
Γ†M
(
Yp −HdMUp −HsMEp
))
+ ∆dMUp + ∆
s
MEp
= AMΓ†MYp + (∆
d
M −AMΓ†MHdM )Up + (∆sM −AMΓ†MHsM )Ep
(2.37)
With the definition of Xf in hand, substituting Equation (2.37) into (2.24) will result in an
equation for future output as below.
Yf = ΓM (A
MΓ†MYp + (∆
d
M −AMΓ†MHdM )Up
+ (∆sM −AMΓ†MHsM )Ep) +HdMUf +HsMEf
= ΓMA
MΓ†MYp + ΓM (∆
d
M −AMΓ†MHdM )Up
+HdMUf + ΓM (∆
s
M −AMΓ†MHsM )Ep +HsMEf
(2.38)
As the effect of Ef being stationary white noise, and by the virtue of the stability of a Kalman
filter, for a set of measurements that is sufficiently large, Equation (2.38) above can then be
written to give an optimal prediction of Yf as follows,
Yˆf = LwWp + LuUf (2.39)
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with Wp commonly defined in subspace identification literature as,
Wp =
Yp
Up
 (2.40)
Equation (2.39) is thus known as the subspace linear predictor equation, with Lw ∈ RMl×M(l+m)
is the subspace matrix that corresponds to the past input and output data, and Lu ∈ RMl×Mm
is the subspace matrix that corresponds to the future input data. Basically, Equation (2.39)
tells us that the future output values can be approximated as a linear combination of past input
and output values as well as the future input of the system. The linear predictor equation
will then be used to describe the behavior of the system, without resorting to identification
methods which gives the conventional transfer function or state-space description of the system.
In order to calculate the subspace linear predictor coefficients Lw and Lu from the Hankel
data matrices, we will solve the following least squares problem, thus giving us the prediction
equation for Yf as in (2.39):
min
Lw, Lu
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Yf −
[
Lw Lu
]Wp
Uf

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
F
(2.41)
The least squares problem in (2.41) can be solved from the orthogonal projection of the row
space of Yf onto the row space of the matrix
Wp
Uf
 [115]. This is expressed by the equation,
Yˆf = Yf
/Wp
Uf
 (2.42)
where A /B denotes the orthogonal projection of row spaces of A into the row space of B.
A /B can be found by performing the calculation defined below:
Orthogonal
projection
A /B = AB†B (2.43)
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This orthogonal projection and hence the solution for (2.41) can be effectively found by per-
forming a QR-decomposition of the matrix
[
W Tp U
T
f Y
T
f
]T
as shown below,

Wp
Uf
Yf
 =

R11 0 0
R21 R22 0
R31 R32 R33

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q1
Q2
Q3

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R Q
(2.44)
Basically, the QR-decomposition in (2.44) decomposes the matrix
[
W Tp U
T
f Y
T
f
]T
into a
lower triangular matrix R and an orthogonal matrix Q. Note however, inline with the conven-
tion in Mathematics, the decomposition in (2.44) should instead be called an LQ-decomposition
instead of QR-decomposition, owing to the normal use of the letter ‘L’ to denote a lower tri-
angular matrix, and ‘R’ to denote an upper triangular matrix. This will result in R in (2.44)
being denoted as L instead. Nevertheless, this subtle difference in convention does not stray
from the real purpose of the decomposition, and with this convention being used widely in
subspace identification literature, we will continue to use the convention defined in Equation
(2.44) throughout this chapter.
Thus, from Equation (2.42) and using (2.43) and (2.44), we can write,
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Yˆf = Yf
 Wp
Uf

†  Wp
Uf

=
[
R31 R32 R33
]
Q1
Q2
Q3


 R11 0 0
R21 R22 0


Q1
Q2
Q3


†  Wp
Uf

=
[
R31 R32 R33
]
Q1
Q2
Q3


Q1
Q2
Q3

†  R11 0 0
R21 R22 0

†  Wp
Uf

=
[
R31 R32
] R11 0
R21 R22

†  Wp
Uf

and by letting,
L =
[
R31 R32
] R11 0
R21 R22

†
(2.45)
with,
L =
[
Lw Lu
]
and Lw ∈ RMl×M(m+l), Lu ∈ RMl×Mm (2.46)
we will arrive at the optimal prediction Yˆf as described in Equation (2.39).
So far, we have managed to arrive at the optimal prediction of future output Hankel matrix
Yf in terms of the past Hankel input matrix Up , past output Hankel matrix Yp and the future
input Hankel matrix Uf as embodied in the subspace-based linear predictor equation in (2.39).
In the control implementation, only the leftmost column of the matrix Yˆf will be used for the
prediction of future output values. Therefore, after the subspace linear predictor coefficients
Lw and Lu are found from the identification data, we can then streamline equation (2.39) by
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taking only the leftmost column of matrices Yˆf ,Wp and Uf by defining,
yˆf =

yt+1
yt+2
...
yt+M

yp =

yt−M+1
yt−M+2
...
yt

up =

ut−M+1
ut−M+2
...
ut

uf =

ut+1
ut+2
...
ut+M

(2.47)
and,
wp =
 yp
up
 (2.48)
we will arrive at a streamlined subspace-based linear predictor equation namely,
yˆf = Lwwp + Luuf (2.49)
With this equation, we can then predict the output of the system based on the past input and
output data as well as the input signal that is applied. This result will be utilized in the
implementation of MPC algorithm which will be described in proceeding sections.
Example 1 Identification simulation of DC Servo System
A SISO 2nd order DC servo system is described by the transfer function,
G(s) =
10
(s+ 2)(s+ 8)
where the output y is the speed of the motor and input u is the voltage applied. To identify
the system in terms of the subspace-based linear predictor coefficients Lw and Lu, a sequence
of Generalized Random Binary Signal (GRBS) is applied to the input and the simulated output
is recorded. The plot for the simulated input uid and output yid data is shown in Figure 2.1
below. In this example, the first half of the simulated I/O data will be used to find the subspace
linear predictor coefficients, while the second half will be used to validate them. The subspace
linear predictor coefficients Lw and Lu can then be found by constructing the appropriate I/O
Hankel data matrices, computing the QR-decomposition in (2.44) and calculating for Lw and
Lu as in (2.45)-(2.46). With the order of the Hankel data matrices set to M = 3, the subspace
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Figure 2.1: Identification data for DC motor
predictor coefficients are found as,
Lw =

−0.2323 0.4329 0.6366 0.0165 0.0490 0.0363
−0.2453 .3790 0.5733 0.0174 0.0573 0.0721
−0.2256 0.3213 0.4929 0.0160 0.0546 0.0781

Lu =

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0363 0.0000 0.0000
0.0721 0.0363 0.0000

The coefficients Lw and Lu are then validated against the second half of data, with the results
shown in Figure 2.2 below. The solid line in that figure is the output values found using the
predictor coefficients that we obtained earlier. As we can see, the validated data matches the
real identification data perfectly, especially with the absence of noise in the identification data.
2.2.1 Subspace linear predictor with distinct past and future orders
The derivation in §2.2 so far assumes that the order of the future and past Hankel matrices
are equal to M . Specifically, the past Hankel matrices Up, Yp and Ep have the same row di-
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Figure 2.2: Validation of Lw and Lu, real data (dot), validated (solid)
mensions as their future counterparts Uf , Yf and Ef respectively. As a result, subspace-based
linear predictor equation as expressed in (2.49) is obtained. In this predictor equation, future
M -output values are expressed in terms of past M -input and output as well as M -future input
values.
Nevertheless, it is also possible to have different row dimensions for past and future Hankel
data matrices. As a result, the prediction of future output variable can be calculated with less
past data. The advantage of this will be apparent when it is applied in Subspace-based Model
Predictive Control (SMPC) algorithm, especially when long prediction horizon is necessary for
systems with long settling time.
In order to obtain the subspace linear predictors with distinct past and future matrix orders,
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we will redefine the Hankel matrices in (2.26)-(2.28) as,
Yp ,

y1 y2 . . . yN−f−p+1
y2 y3 . . . yN−f−p+2
...
...
. . .
...
yp yp+1 . . . yN−f

Yf ,

yp+1 yp+2 . . . yN−f+1
yp+2 yp+3 . . . yN−f+2
...
...
. . .
...
yp+f yp+f+1 . . . yN

(2.50)
Up ,

u1 u2 . . . uN−f−p+1
u2 u3 . . . uN−f−p+2
...
...
. . .
...
up up+1 . . . uN−f

Uf ,

up+1 up+2 . . . uN−f+1
up+2 up+3 . . . uN−f+2
...
...
. . .
...
up+f up+f+1 . . . uN

(2.51)
Ep ,

e1 e2 . . . eN−f−p+1
e2 e3 . . . eN−f−p+2
...
...
. . .
...
ep ep+1 . . . eN−f

Ef ,

ep+1 ep+2 . . . eN−f+1
ep+2 ep+3 . . . eN−f+2
...
...
. . .
...
ep+f ep+f+1 . . . eN

(2.52)
where the subscripts in the variables y ∈ Rl, u ∈ Rm and e ∈ Rl above indicate its respective val-
ues at that sampling time. The Hankel matrices above have the dimensions Yp ∈ Rpl×N−f−p+1,
Yf ∈ Rfl×N−f−p+1, Up ∈ Rpm×N−f−p+1, Uf ∈ Rfm×N−f−p+1, Ep ∈ Rpl×N−f−p+1 , Ef
∈ Rfl×N−f−p+1 respectively. With the new Hankel matrices defined as above and following
similar derivation steps as in §2.2, we will obtain an identical subspace linear predictor equation
as in (2.53) below,
yˆf = Lwwp + Luuf (2.53)
but with yˆf wp uf defined as,
yˆf =

yt+1
yt+2
...
yt+f

yp =

yt−p+1
yt−p+2
...
yt

up =

ut−p+1
ut−p+2
...
ut

uf =

ut+1
ut+2
...
ut+f

(2.54)
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and,
wp =
 yp
up
 (2.55)
Lw and Lu in Equation (2.53) can be obtained using the QR-decomposition in (2.44) followed
by,
L =
[
R31 R32
] R11 0
R21 R22

†
(2.56)
with Lw and Lu extracted from L such that,
L =
[
Lw Lu
]
and Lw ∈ Rfl×p(m+l), Lu ∈ Rfl×fm (2.57)
The linear predictor in (2.53) will then allow us to predict the future f -output values with
p-past input and output values as well as f -future input values. The parameters f and p are
design parameters and are to be decided by the user.
In this section, we have successfully presented the derivation of the subspace linear predictor,
which forms the core of SMPC algorithms. In the next section, a discussion on the concepts of
MPC is provided, before we can combine it with subspace predictors derived earlier.
2.3 Model Predictive Control
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an advanced control methodology which implements control
input that optimizes the future output of the system. This is done by solving an optimization
problem at each sampling time, whose objective is to find the appropriate input signal that
minimizes a certain cost function. To further explain the basic concepts of MPC, we shall refer
to Figure 2.3 below.
This figure shows a typical MPC implementation at an arbitrary time k. At this point
of time, MPC controller has the measurements of past input and output u and y. Based on
these measurements and an internal model of the system, MPC algorithm will calculate the
appropriate future input trajectory that will drive the output y toward the setpoint trajectory
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Figure 2.3: Basic concepts in MPC
in the best predicted behavior. This optimization of best predicted behavior is performed by
predicting the future output using the model of the system over a fixed prediction horizon,
here denoted by Np. Additionally, in the calculation of the input trajectory, it is assumed that
the input trajectory remains constant after a certain control horizon Nc. After the best input
trajectory is found, only the first element of that trajectory is applied into the system. At the
next time step, the whole process of measurement, output prediction and input trajectory op-
timization is repeated while the prediction and control horizons are also shifted forward by one
time step. Because of this ‘moving horizon’ effect, MPC algorithm is also known as ‘receding
horizon control’.
The optimization of the future output of the system is realized by the utilization of a cost
function. A typical form of cost function that is usually considered in MPC is given by the
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equation below.
J =
Np∑
kp=1
(yˆt+k − rt+k)TWQ(yˆt+k − rt+k) +
Nc∑
kc=1
∆uTt+kWR∆ut+k (2.58)
where rt is the reference setpoint signal at the current time t. The cost function J above
consists of two summation terms, with the first being the sum of the prediction errors for time
steps t + kp, kp = {1, 2, . . . , Np} and the second is the sum of incremental input ∆ut+kc for
kc = {1, 2, . . . , Nc}. The matrices WQ and WR are positive definitive or semi-definite weighting
matrices that can be used by the user as tuning parameters to the optimization problem and
hence determine the closed-loop performance of the control algorithm. As an example, by
having ‖WR‖2  ‖WQ‖2, this will result in the lesser weight on the incremental input ∆u in
the overall cost function therefore giving more emphasis on the reduction of the error term
(yˆt+k − rt+k) in the closed-loop implementation without considering how large ∆u might be.
Alternatively, if we set ‖WR‖2  ‖WQ‖2, more weight is given to ∆u in the cost function
resulting in a more cautious approach in reducing the error term (yˆt+k − rt+k) thus giving duly
consideration on how large ∆u might be.
One of the main advantages of MPC algorithm over other control methods is that the
optimization of the cost function can be subjected to operational constraints. These constraints
can be commonly classified into hard constraints, which limits on the input trajectory, and
soft constraints which can include other variables that are indirectly connected to the input
trajectory. Some of the examples of soft constraints include limits on the output variable y and
plant operating conditions such as plant running time, raw resources and monetary expenses.
Both hard and soft constraints not only can be limited by their values, they also can have limits
on their respective rates of change. For our consideration of MPC algorithm, we will consider
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the limits described by the inequality equations below:
∆umin ≤ ∆u ≤ ∆umax (2.59)
umin ≤ u ≤ umax (2.60)
∆ymin ≤ ∆y ≤ ∆ymax (2.61)
ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax (2.62)
The MPC optimization algorithm is then summarized as follows. At the current sampling
time, the control input is found such that the following mathematical problem statement is
solved:
min
∆ut+1,...,∆ut+kc
Np∑
kp=1
(yˆt+k − rt+k)TWQ(yˆt+k − rt+k)+
Nc∑
kc=1
∆uTt+kWR∆ut+k s.t.
1(2.59)-(2.62)
(2.63)
2.4 Subspace-based Model Predictive Control
With the presentation of MPC optimization algorithm, we can then combine the subspace linear
predictor equation developed in the previous section with MPC, thus giving the derivation of
subspace-based MPC implementation.
2.4.1 Updated cost function
In this subsection, we will demonstrate the formulation of subspace-based MPC (SMPC) al-
gorithm which uses the subspace linear predictor developed in §2.2.1 in an MPC application.
Starting with the MPC cost function in (2.58), rewrite it with the prediction horizon Np equal
to the order of the future Hankel data matrices f :
J =
 Np∑
kp=1
(yˆt+k − rt+k)TWQ(yˆt+k − rt+k) +
Nc∑
kc=1
∆uTt+kWR∆ut+k
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Np=f
= (yˆf − rf )TWQ(yˆf − rf ) + ∆uTNcWR∆uNc (2.64)
1subject to
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with yˆf already defined in (2.54). Both rf and ∆uNc in the equation above are defined as,
rf =

Il
Il
...
Il

rt+1, ∆uNc =

∆ut+1
∆ut+2
...
∆ut+Nc

(2.65)
with rf ∈ Rfl and ∆uNc ∈ RNcm. The control horizon Nc may be less than or equal to the
prediction horizon Np (Nc ≤ Np or Nc ≤ f).
Observing the cost function in (2.64), we will need an equation that will relate the predicted
output yˆf to the trajectory of the incremental input ∆uNc . This relation will be presented in
the proceeding section before the cost function can be updated further.
2.4.2 Predicted output as a function of ∆uNc
Recall the subspace linear predictor described earlier by the equation,
yˆf = Lwwp + Luuf
where yˆf , wp and uf defined earlier in (2.54)-(2.55). With these definitions in mind, we can
then write,
wp =

yt−p
yt−p+1
...
yt−1
ut−p
ut−p+1
...
ut−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
wz
−1
p
+

∆yt−p+1
∆yt−p+2
...
∆yt
∆ut−p+1
∆ut−p+2
...
∆ut

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆wp
, uf =

ut
ut+1
...
ut+f−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
uz
−1
f
+

∆ut+1
∆ut+2
...
∆ut+f

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆uf
(2.66)
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where the superscript z−1 for wz−1p and uz
−1
f denotes the value of wp and uf at the previous
time step t− 1. Substituting Equation (2.66) into (2.49) will render us,
yˆf = Lw
(
wz
−1
p + ∆wp
)
+ Lu
(
uz
−1
f + ∆uf
)
(2.67)
= Lw∆wp + Lu∆uf + Lww
z−1
p + Luu
z−1
f
By refering to the subspace linear predictor equation in (2.53), we can deduce that the term
Lww
z−1
p + Luu
z−1
f is essentially the subspace linear predictor equation shifted backwards by a
single time step, viz.:
Lww
z−1
p + Luu
z−1
f = yˆ
z−1
f =

yˆt
yˆt+1
...
yˆt+f−1

(2.68)
Therefore, Equation (2.67) can also be explained as below,
yˆf =

yˆt+1
yˆt+2
...
yˆt+f

= Lw∆wp + Lu∆uf +

yˆt
yˆt+1
...
yˆt+f−1

(2.69)
With the assumption that for the current time step t, the I/O data is available for {t− p, t−
p+ 1, . . . , t }, we can replace the predicted yˆt in Equation (2.69) above with yt, resulting in the
following set of equations:
yˆt+1 = L
(1)
w ∆wp + L
(1)
u ∆uf + yt (2.70a)
yˆt+2 = L
(2)
w ∆wp + L
(2)
u ∆uf + yˆt+1 (2.70b)
...
...
...
yˆt+f = L
(f)
w ∆wp + L
(f)
u ∆uf + yˆt+f−1 (2.70c)
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where the superscripts (1),(2) , . . . ,(f) in L
(i)
w and L
(i)
u above denotes the first-l, second-l and
fl-rows in the Lw and Lu matrices respectively, such that,
Lw =

L
(1)
w
L
(2)
w
...
L
(f)
w

, Lu =

L
(1)
u
L
(2)
u
...
L
(f)
u

with L
(i)
w ∈ Rl×p(m+l) and L(i)u ∈ Rl×fm. Finally, by recursively substituting yˆt+1, yˆt+2, . . . ,
yˆt+f−1 on the right hand side of Equations (2.70b)-(2.70c) with its respective definition on the
left hand side, we will arrive at the updated subspace linear predictor equation in terms of ∆uf
as below:
yˆf = Flyt + L
?
w∆wp + L
?
u∆uf (2.71)
with,
Fl =

Il
Il
...
Il

, L?w =

L
(1)
w
L
(1)
w + L
(2)
w
...
f∑
i=1
L
(i)
w

, L?u =

L
(1)
u
L
(1)
u + L
(2)
u
...
f∑
i=1
L
(i)
u

(2.72)
and Il is an identity matrix of size l thus giving the dimension of Fl as Fl ∈ Rlf . Equation
(2.71) can also be similarly expressed as,
yˆf = Flyt + ΓlLw∆wp + ΓlLu∆uf
where the subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu are obtained from identification data as in
§2.2.1. Γl here is defined as,
Γl =

Il 0 . . . 0
Il Il . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
Il Il . . . Il

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Note however in MPC, the control horizon Nc can be equal or less than the prediction horizon.
If Nc = f then ∆uNc = ∆uf , otherwise the future ∆uf vector is truncated to the first Ncm-
values thus giving us the vector ∆uNc . This indicates that only input values in the first
Nc-time steps will affect the output of the system. As a result of this, the coefficient Lu is also
truncated to the first Ncm-columns in order to remove the unnecessary terms, viz.:
LNcu = Lu
 INcm
0m×Nc
 (2.73)
where 0m×Nc is a zero matrix of size m×Nc. With the derivation of Equation (2.71), we can
then substitute it for yˆf in the cost function in (2.64) and the optimal input can then be found
by solving for the incremental input signal ∆uNc . Finally, the prediction of future output
value within the prediction horizon can be written in terms of the input trajectory within the
control horizon as expressed by the equation,
yˆf = Flyt + ΓlLw∆wp + ΓlL
Nc
u ∆uNc (2.74)
Hence, the predictor equation above can be utilized in the MPC cost function developed before
in (2.64), resulting in Subspace-based MPC (SMPC) control algorithm.
2.4.2.1 Alternative: Subspace Linear Predictors using differenced data
Previously in sections §2.2-§2.4.2, an equation that describes the future output of the system
in terms of the subspace linear predictor coefficients Lw and Lu, as well as the variables ∆wp
and ∆uNc has been derived, as shown in Equation (2.74). However, we can also arrive at
Equation (2.74) using an alternative derivation that uses differenced I/O identification data in
the calculation of the subspace linear predictor coefficients.
For this alternate derivation, the system description in (2.4)-(2.5) is firstly modified by
writing,
xt+1 = Axt +But + ξ
∆
t (2.75)
yt = Cxt +Dut + ξ
∆
t (2.76)
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with,
ξ∆t = ξ
∆
t−1 + et
=
1
1− z−1 et (2.77)
where z−1 is the backward shift operator. In this system description, it is assumed that the
disturbance ξ∆t that enters the system behaves as an integrated white noise sequence, which is
a common assumption in the processing industry.
From the new system description in (2.75), we can then write the change of the state ∆xt+1
as,
∆xt+1 = xt+1 − xt
= Axt +But + ξ
∆
t − (Axt−1 +But−1 + ξ∆t−1)
= A(xt − xt−1) +B(ut − ut−1) + (ξ∆t − ξ∆t−1)
= A∆xt +B∆ut + et (2.78)
Note here that since ξ∆t is as defined in Equation (2.77), ξ
∆
t − ξ∆t−1 will simply result in the
Gaussian random disturbance et.
Similarly, from (2.76) we can also write ∆yt as,
∆yt = yt − yt−1
= Cxt +Dut + ξ
∆
t − (Cxt−1 +Dut−1 + ξ∆t−1)
= C(xt − xt−1) +D(ut − ut−1) + (ξ∆t − ξ∆t−1)
= C∆xt +D∆ut + et (2.79)
Therefore, writing the state-space description of the system in ∆ form will give us,
∆xt+1 = A∆xt +B∆ut + et
∆yt = C∆xt +D∆ut + et
(2.80)
With the state-space description using differenced variables as above, it is then possible to follow
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the same derivation steps shown in §2.2 to arrive at the subspace linear predictor equation using
differenced data. Furthermore, the derivation shown below is also adjusted for distinct past
(p) and future (f) orders of I/O Hankel matrices, similar to the presentation in §2.2.1. To do
this, we define:
∆Yp ,

∆y1 ∆y2 . . . ∆yN−f−p+1
∆y2 ∆y3 . . . ∆yN−f−p+2
...
...
. . .
...
∆yp ∆yp+1 . . . ∆yN−f

∆Yf ,

∆yp+1 ∆yp+2 . . . ∆yN−f+1
∆yp+2 ∆yp+3 . . . ∆yN−f+2
...
...
. . .
...
∆yp+f ∆yp+f+1 . . . ∆yN

(2.81)
∆Up ,

∆u1 ∆u2 . . . ∆uN−f−p+1
∆u2 ∆u3 . . . ∆uN−f−p+2
...
...
. . .
...
∆up ∆up+1 . . . ∆uN−f

∆Uf ,

∆up+1 ∆up+2 . . . ∆uN−f+1
∆up+2 ∆up+3 . . . ∆uN−f+2
...
...
. . .
...
∆up+f ∆up+f+1 . . . ∆uN

(2.82)
∆Wp =
∆Yp
∆Up
 (2.83)
With the QR-decomposition,

∆Wp
∆Uf
∆Yf
 =

R11,∆ 0 0
R21,∆ R22,∆ 0
R31,∆ R32,∆ R33,∆

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q1,∆
Q2,∆
Q3,∆

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R∆ Q∆
(2.84)
we can then derive Lw,∆ and Lu,∆ by computing, L∆ as
L∆ =
[
R31,∆ R32,∆
] R11,∆ 0
R21,∆ R22,∆

†
(2.85)
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and extracting Lw,∆ and Lu,∆ as follows:
L∆ =
[
Lw,∆ Lu,∆
]
with Lw,∆ ∈ Rfl×p(m+l), Lu,∆ ∈ Rfl×fm (2.86)
Finally, we will arrive at the prediction of the future differenced output ∆Yf as described by
the equation,
∆Yˆf = Lw,∆∆Wp + Lu,∆∆Uf (2.87)
Writing the streamlined version of this equation will give us,
∆yˆf = Lw,∆∆wp + Lu,∆∆uf (2.88)
where ∆yˆf , ∆wp, and ∆uf are defined as follows:
∆yˆf =

∆yˆt+1
∆yˆt+2
...
∆yˆt+f

∆yp =

∆yt−p+1
∆yt−p+2
...
∆yt

∆up =

∆ut−p+1
∆ut−p+2
...
∆ut

∆uf =

∆ut+1
∆ut+2
...
∆ut+f

∆wp =
 ∆yp
∆up
 (2.89)
The output vector yf however is related to ∆yf by the equation,

yt+1
yt+2
...
yt+f

︸ ︷︷ ︸
yf
=

Il 0 . . . 0
Il Il . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
Il Il . . . Il

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γl

∆yt+1
∆yt+2
...
∆yt+f

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆yf
+

Il
Il
...
Il

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fl
yt (2.90)
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Therefore, using equation above with (2.88) will give,
yˆf = Flyt + Γl∆yˆf
= Flyt + ΓlLw,∆∆wp + ΓlLu,∆∆uf (2.91)
Similar to Equations (2.73)-(2.74), vector ∆uf is truncated to the first Ncm-rows to indicate
the possibility of the control horizon being less than f . Consequently, unnecessary terms in
Lu,∆ are also purged, giving us the coefficient L
Nc
u,∆ as,
LNcu,∆ = Lu,∆
 INcm
0m×Nc

Finally, subspace-based linear predictor equation using differenced data can be written as
yˆf = Flyt + ΓlLw,∆∆wp + ΓlL
Nc
u,∆∆uNc (2.92)
Notice that the equation above is similar to the equation obtained in (2.74), except for the
fact that the predictor coefficients Lw,∆ and L
Nc
u,∆ in the equation above are calculated from
differenced I/O data. The difference between Lw and L
Nc
u to Lw,∆ and L
Nc
u,∆ is from the
assumption about the disturbance entering the system; the former assumes white noise while
the latter assumes integrated white noise disturbance. The effect of using different kinds of
predictor coefficients on the assumed noise characteristics will be shown in Example 4 later in
this chapter.
2.4.3 Cost function in quadratic form
In this subsection, we will continue to develop the foundations of SMPC by rewriting the cost
function (2.64) in quadratic form. It is henceforth assumed that the subspace linear predictor
coefficents used in the following derivations are obtained from normal I/O data (as in §2.2,
§2.4.2), whereas the use of predictor coefficients using differenced data (as in §2.4.2.1) will be
indicated when they are used.
With Equation (2.74) and with rf defined earlier in (2.65), we can then update the cost
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function in (2.64) as,
J = (ΓlLw∆wp + ΓlL
Nc
u ∆uNc + Flyt−F lrt+1)TWQ
× (Lw∆wp + LNcu ∆uNc + Flyt−Flrt+1) + ∆uTNcWR∆uNc (2.93)
If we expand Equation (2.93), we will see that the cost function has terms that are independent
and not related to ∆uNc . Since MPC algorithm require us to find the trajectory of ∆ut=kc
for kc = {1, 2, . . . , Nc} that will give minimum J , we can safely remove terms that are not
dependent on ∆uNc , thus giving us an updated cost function shown below. Note that the cost
function is written in quadratic form:
J =
1
2
∆uTNcH∆uf + ∆u
T
Ncf (2.94)
with,
H = (ΓlL
Nc
u )
TWQ(ΓlL
Nc
u ) +WR
f = (ΓlL
Nc
u )
TWQ(ΓlLw∆wp + Fl(yt − rt+1))
(2.95)
With the updated cost function above, we can then rewrite the MPC control solution as,
min
∆uNc
1
2
∆uTNcH∆uf + ∆u
T
Ncf (2.96)
After the appropriate control trajectory ∆uNc is found, only the first value in the trajectory,
which is ∆ut+1, is added to the current input value ut to give the necessary input ut+1 which will
drive the output to the required setpoint value. At the next time step, the same optimization in
(2.96) is repeated with the variables in the cost function updated corresponding to the current
values.
2.4.4 Unconstrained SMPC
In almost all real world applications, it is highly unlikely that a system does not have operational
constraints, especially constraints on the input variable u. However in this section, we will
explore the case where the system controlled is not subjected to any constraints, thus giving a
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formulation for unconstrained SMPC.
From the cost function in (2.94), if there are no constraints on the system, the solution for
∆uNc that will give the minimum J can be found by differentiating the cost function J with
respect to ∆uNc , setting it to zero and solving for ∆uNc . Thus, differentiating (2.94) will yield,
δJ
δ∆uNc
= H∆uNc + f = 0
∆uNc = −H−1f (2.97)
For an LTI system where Lw and Lu do not change, the solution in (2.97) can be written in
terms of ‘output-feedback’ gain matrices. To demonstrate this, substitute H and f in Equation
(2.97) by its real values defined in (2.95) thus giving us,
∆uf = −
(
(ΓlL
Nc
u )
TWQ(ΓlL
Nc
u ) +WR
)−1
×(ΓlLNcu )TWQ(ΓlLw∆wp + Fl(yt − rt+1))
= −K∆wp,Nc∆wp −Ke,Nc(yt − rt+1) (2.98)
where K∆wp,Nc and Ke,Nc defined as,
K∆wp,Nc =
(
(ΓlL
Nc
u )
TWQ(ΓlL
Nc
u ) +WR
)−1
(ΓlL
Nc
u )
TWQ(ΓlLw)
Ke,Nc =
(
(ΓlL
Nc
u )
TWQ(ΓlL
Nc
u ) +WR
)−1
(ΓlL
Nc
u )
TWQFl
(2.99)
Note that only the first value of ∆uNc is used to calculate the next control input ut+1, which
corresponds to ∆ut+1. Therefore, truncating the first m-rows in Equation (2.98) yields,
∆ut+1 = −K∆wp∆wp −Ke(yt − rt+1) (2.100)
with,
K∆wp =
[
Im 0m×(M−1)m
]
K∆wp,Nc (2.101)
Ke =
[
Im 0m×(M−1)m
]
Ke,Nc (2.102)
and Im is an identity matrix of size m while 0i×j is a zero matrix with i rows and j columns.
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Example 2 Unconstrained SMPC of DC servo system
Here we will simulate the algorithm for unconstrained SMPC of the DC servo system de-
scribed earlier in Example 1. In this example, the simulated output data used in the iden-
tification of the subspace-based linear predictor coefficients is disturbed with a Gaussian noise
sequence having a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10dB. The simulated input is a series of step
changes, as shown in the top plot of Figure 2.4 below, while the middle plot shows the white
noise sequence added to the simulated output data. The bottom plot shows the resultant output
identification data.
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y id
sampling time
Figure 2.4: Identification data for DC motor with white noise
With the identification data shown in Figure 2.4, we calculate the unconstrained SMPC
control gains K∆wp and Ke via Equations (2.101)-(2.102) thus giving
K∆wp =
[
0.0382 0.0362 0.0194 0.0374 0.0052 0.0008
]
Ke =
[
0.0983
]
Other important parameters in calculating the gains are Nc = f = p = 3, WQ = Ifl and
WR = Ifm. Applying the gains above to the unconstrained SMPC control rule ut+1 = ut+∆ut+1
with ∆ut+1 defined in Equation (2.100), we obtain the simulated output as shown in Figure 2.5
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below, with the output and desired setpoint in the top plot and the input signal in the bottom
one.
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Figure 2.5: Unconstrained SMPC, top plot: desired setpoint (dot) output(solid), bottom plot:
input signal
Example 3 Unconstrained SMPC of DC servo system using differenced I/O data
In this example, we will demonstrate unconstrained SMPC using differenced I/O data as
presented in §2.4.2.1. The difference between this particular example with Example 2 is that
the output identification data in this example is polluted with integrated white noise sequence, as
opposed to ordinary white noise in Example 2. Figure 2.6 below shows the input uid , integrated
white noise sequence d and the resultant output identification data yid. The integrated white
noise sequence in this example has a SNR of 10dB.
Following the steps in Equations (2.101)-(2.102), with Lw and Lu in (2.99) replaced with
Lw,∆ and Lu,∆ that was calculated from differenced data Hankel matrices shown in §2.4.2.1, we
will obtain
K∆wp =
[
0.0568 0.0661 0.0580 0.0193 0.0246 0.0216
]
Ke =
[
0.1293
]
with the order of the Hankel matrices set at f = p = 3, and weighting matrices having the
values WQ = Ifl and WR = Ifm. With these control gains, the resulting control simulation is
shown in Figure 2.7 below, with the top plot showing the output and desired setpoint and the
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Figure 2.6: Identification data for DC motor with integrated white noise
bottom plot showing the corresponding input.
Example 4 Comparison of unconstrained SMPC using subspace predictors with normal and
differenced I/O data
Case I: White noise disturbance
In the first case, we will take the identification data used in Example 2, where the output is
added with white noise sequence e. Using this data, simulations of unconstrained SMPC using
normal and differenced I/O data are conducted and the result is shown in Figure 2.8 below.
For this comparison, the order of the Hankel matrices was set to be Nc = f = p = 5, while
the weighting matrices have the values WQ = Ifl and WR = Ifm. From the figure, it can
be seen that by differencing I/O data for identification data corrupted with white noise in the
application of unconstrained SMPC introduces additional overshoot in the response, as well as
giving a longer settling time. This is because in this case, the assumption about the disturbance
made in Equation (2.77) in the calculation for Lw,∆ and Lu,∆ does not apply in this case, thus
giving us a biased prediction equation (Equation (2.87)).
Case II: Integrated white noise disturbance
In the second case, the identification data in Example 3 was used for the comparison. From
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Figure 2.7: Unconstrained SMPC using differenced I/O data, top plot: desired setpoint (dot)
output(solid), bottom plot: input signal
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Figure 2.8: Unconstrained SMPC with white noise using different subspace linear predictors,
top plot: desired setpoint (dashed), Lw and L
Nc
u (solid), Lw,∆ and L
Nc
u,∆(dotted), bottom plot:
input signal
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Figure 2.9, we can see that by differencing the I/O data, we will obtain a better control output
with the presence of integrated white noise sequence in the identification data, as evidenced
by the settling time of 18 time steps and zero overshoot. Meanwhile, unconstrained SMPC
simulation using subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu obtained from indifferenced I/O data
shows a settling time of 23 time steps and a 3.3% overshoot. The parameters for this example
are the same as Case I except f = p is set to be 10.
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Figure 2.9: Unconstrained SMPC with integrated white noise using different subspace linear
predictors, top plot: desired setpoint (dashed), Lw and L
Nc
u (solid), Lw,∆ and L
Nc
u,∆(dotted),
bottom plot: input signal
In the previous example, it can be seen that it is really important to consider the iden-
tification scheme of the subspace linear predictors, especially with the presence of different
disturbance behaviors.
2.4.5 Constrained SMPC
As introduced earlier in §2.3, one of the efficacy of predictive control algorithms in general and
MPC specifically is the ability to include considerations of constraints into the final control
solution. In this section, a constrained algorithm for SMPC is introduced, with hard and soft
contraints as in (2.59)-(2.62) considered.
In constrained SMPC, the control trajectory ∆uNc is calculated so that it will minimize the
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cost function, which has been defined earlier in (2.96), subject to the constraints on input and
output as in (2.59)-(2.62). However, the inequality constraints in (2.59)-(2.62) are only defined
at one specific time step, whereas the input control trajectory ∆uNc expands throughout the
control horizonNc, while the output variable is considered throughout the prediction horizonNp
(or f), as evidenced by the variable yf in the cost function shown earlier in (2.64). Hence, the
inequality constraints in (2.59)-(2.62) need to be expanded to reflect these respective horizons.
Therefore, we will update the inequalities as,
Fm∆umin ≤ ∆uNc ≤ Fm∆umax (2.103)
Fmumin ≤ uNc ≤ Fmumax (2.104)
Fl∆ymin ≤ ∆yf ≤ Fl∆ymax (2.105)
Flymin ≤ yf ≤ Flymax (2.106)
with Fl defined earlier in (2.72), Fm defined as F
T
m =
[
Im Im . . . Im
]T
∈ RNcm×m and
uNc =
[
uTt+1 u
T
t+2 . . . u
T
t+Nc
]T
. Since the optimization problem defined in Equation (2.96)
involves solving for ∆uNc , we thus need to specify the inequality constraints above in terms
of ∆uNc . First, the inequality in (2.103) is already expressed in ∆uNc . Moving the variable
∆uNc to the left hand side gives us the following two inequalities:
∆uNc ≤ Fm∆umax
−∆uNc ≤ −Fm∆umin
(2.107)
Next in (2.104), uNc can be expressed in terms of ∆uNc by the equation below, with Γm ∈
RNcm×Ncm :

ut+1
ut+2
...
ut+Nc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
uNc
=

Im 0 . . . 0
Im Im . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
Im Im . . . Im

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γm

∆ut+1
∆ut+2
...
∆ut+Nc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆uNc
+

Im
Im
...
Im

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fm
ut (2.108)
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Thus, substituting uNc in (2.104) by the above equation and putting ∆uNc on the left hand
side gives us the following set of inequalities:
Γm∆uNc ≤ Fmumax − Fmut
−Γm∆uNc ≤ −Fmumin + Fmut
(2.109)
Moving on with the inequalities in (2.105), we will need an equation that relates ∆yf to ∆uNc .
Referring to Equation (2.69), we can see that by moving
[
yˆt yˆt+1 . . . yˆt+f−1
]T
to the left
hand side, we can obtain the equation ∆yf = Lw∆wp + Lu∆uf . Truncating ∆uf in this
equation to ∆uNc will subsequently give the equation ∆yf = Lw∆wp + L
Nc
u ∆uNc , which will
then be substituted in the inequalities in (2.105), giving us,
LNcu ∆uNc ≤ Fl∆ymax − Lw∆wp
−LNcu ∆uNc ≤ −Fl∆ymin + Lw∆wp
(2.110)
Finally, recall the subspace linear predictor equation in (2.74) which relates yf to ∆uNc . Sub-
stituting this into (2.106) and setting ∆uNc on the left hand side will render these inequalities
for ymax and ymin:
ΓlL
Nc
u ∆uNc ≤ Flymax − Flyt − ΓlLw∆wp
−ΓlLNcu ∆uNc ≤ −Flymin + Flyt + ΓlLw∆wp
(2.111)
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Collecting all of the constraints in matrix form will give us the following inequality:

INcm
−INcm
Γm
−Γm
LNcu
−LNcu
ΓlL
Nc
u
−ΓlLNcu

︸ ︷︷ ︸
AQP
∆uNc ≤

Fm∆umax
−Fm∆umin
Fmumax − Fmut
−Fmumin + Fmut
Fl∆ymax − Lw∆wp
−Fl∆ymin + Lw∆wp
Flymax − Flyt − ΓlLw∆wp
−Flymin + Flyt + ΓlLw∆wp

︸ ︷︷ ︸
bQP
(2.112)
Therefore, the solution for constrained SMPC algorithm involves optimizing for ∆uNc that will
minimize the cost function in (2.96), subject to the constraints defined in the inequality in
(2.112). This can also be written mathematically as,
min
∆uNc
1
2
∆uTNcH∆uf + ∆u
T
Ncf s.t. AQP∆uNc ≤ bQP (2.113)
This optimization procedure above can be solved by employing Quadratic Programming
(QP) algorithms, due to the nature of our optimization problem which is quadratic in nature.
Also note that for a LTI system, the variables f and bQP have to be updated at each time step
before ∆uNc is calculated, due to the changes to ut, yt, ∆wp and rt+1 in these variables.
The application of QP algorithms in solving mathematical optimization problems can be
divided based on the methods that these algorithms employ, such as primal, dual, and primal-
dual methods. For our purposes in this thesis, we will employ commercially available QP
algorithms in solving the optimization step of the controller. Further discussions of QP algo-
rithms have been provided by Avriel [8], Polak [94] and Nocedal and Wright [88], to name a few.
Example 5 Constrained SMPC of DC servo system
This example shows a simulation of constrained SMPC algorithm of the DC servo system
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introduced earlier in the previous examples. Identification data as in Example 2 was used to
calculate the subspace-based linear predictor coefficients Lw and L
Nc
u . Additionally, the past
window p, prediction horizon f and control horizon Nc was set at p = 3, f = 15 and Nc = 10,
and the weighting matrices were WQ = Ifl and WR = 0.1× INcm respectively. Constraints on
the input variable and its rate of change were set as −10 ≤ u ≤ 10 and −2.5 ≤ ∆u ≤ 2.5, while
no constraints were applied on the output variable and its rate of change.
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Figure 2.10: Constrained SMPC of DC servo, top plot: desired setpoint (dashed), output
(solid), middle plot: input signal (solid), constraints (dashed), bottom left plot: ∆y output
(solid), bottom right plot: ∆u input (solid), constraints (dashed)
Figure 2.10 shows the input and output variables as well as their respective rates of change.
The top plot shows the output variable with the setpoint marked with the dashed line. The
middle plot next shows the input variable, with the upper and lower constraints on u marked
with the dashed line. The left-bottom plot shows the resultant rate of change of output in that
simulation, while the bottom right plot shows the rate of change of input ∆u with its constraints
marked with the dashed line. These plots effectively shows that the constrained SMPC algorithm
presented in this section managed to calculate the optimal input while satisfying the requirements
on the input.
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2.4.5.1 Unconstrained SMPC of Permanent Magnet Synchronous (PMS) AC mo-
tor: experimental results
Before we conclude this chapter, a demonstration of unconstrained SMPC algorithm applied
on a real system is presented. This application of unconstrained SMPC was performed on a
permanent magnet synchronous (PMS) AC motor, shown in Figure 2.11. The motor was driven
by an IGBT (insulated gate bipolar transistor) inverter, controlled using sinusoidal pulse width
modulation (SPWM) signal. Data measurement was realized using incremental encoder, whose
output was then converted into measurements of angular velocity ω, for our particular appli-
cation. The input for our setup is current, denoted by the variable i. The whole setup for
the experiment was then implemented using MATLAB R©’s xPC TargetTMsoftware, as well as
National InstrumentsTM’s data acquisition card. Figure 2.12 displays the I/O identification
data collected for this implementation, with a sampling time of 150µs. Other parameters for
this application are as follows: p = 10, f = 50, WQ = 1, WR = 1 × 105, Nc = 50. From
the identification data in Figure 2.12, the appropriate subspace predictor coefficients Lw and
Lu were computed based on the parameters. Then, using the predictors, the appropriate con-
trol gains K∆wp and Ke were calculated, and unconstrained SMPC algorithm was applied on
the system. For this particular application, a step reference signal of 30 rad/s was applied at
t = 4.5s as the setpoint change of the system.
Figure 2.11: Permanent Magnet Synchronous (PMS) AC motor.
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Figure 2.13 displays the unconstrained SMPC application for three different weighting fac-
tors WR, with the top plot showing the output variable ω and the bottom plot is the input i. In
this example, we can see how the bigger weights causes the control to be more cautious, result-
ing in a slower setting time. Conversely, smaller weighting on the control input will result in a
more aggressive control, resulting in a faster response to the desired setpoint. A consequence of
the faster response is the increase of overshoot, as shown in the same figure. Therefore, proper
tuning of the weighting matrices WR and WQ is vital to ensure the satisfactory control of the
system.
Additionally, the top plot of Figure 2.14 displays the controlled output for two prediction
horizons or future horizons of the subspace linear predictor equations. As we might expect,
a larger future horizon will allow the controller to better predict the future behavior of the
system. This will result in a better control performance, as evidenced by the figure. The
corresponding input signal is displayed in the bottom plot of the figure.
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Figure 2.12: Identification data for PMS motor.
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Figure 2.13: Unconstrained SMPC of PMS motor for various WR; Top plot: output ω; bottom
plot: input signal i.
2.5 Closed-loop Stability of Subspace-based MPC
In this section, we will investigate the closed-loop stability of the subspace-based model predic-
tive control system. The design framework used in the subspace-based model predictive control
system is based on receding horizon control, which is also used in a standard model predictive
control system design (Wang [126]). However, the key difference between the subspace-based
MPC and a commonly used MPC is the starting point in the design. The starting point for
the usual design of MPC is the availability of a dynamic model that describes the system to
be controlled. With given sufficient accuracy of the model, long prediction horizon and control
horizon, the closed-loop stability of model predictive control system is obtained. In contrast,
the starting point for the design of subspace-based MPC is the availability of experimental
test data for the system to be controlled. Here, the question on the closed-loop stability of
subspace-based MPC is associated with the experimental test data for the system, as well as
the prediction horizon and control horizon.
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Figure 2.14: Unconstrained SMPC of PMS motor for various f ; Top plot: output ω; bottom
plot: input signal i.
Assuming that long prediction horizon and control horizon are used in the design of subspace-
based MPC, the focus of the investigation on stability of the closed-loop system is on the
quantity and quality of experimental test data. Particularly, simulation studies are used to
demonstrate how data length and frequency contents of the experimental data are related to
the closed-loop stability of the subspace-based MPC.
The system under study is a mechanical system (van Donkelaar et al. [113]) that is highly
oscillatory and non-minimum-phase. This system has also been used in [126] as an example.
The z-transfer function of this mechanical system is given by,
G(z) =
−5.7980z3 + 19.5128z2 − 21.6452z + 7.9547
z4 − 3.0228z3 + 3.8630z2 − 2.6426z + 0.8084 . (2.114)
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This system has four poles located at,
0.5162± 0.7372i, 0.9952± 0.0877i
and the three zeros at,
1.3873, 0.9891± 0.1034.i
The unit step response and the frequency response of this system are shown in Figure 2.15
below.
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Figure 2.15: Open-loop response of mechanical system
2.5.1 Effects of Experimental Data Length
In order to investigate the effects of experimental data length, this subsection will present an
analysis of two cases of short and long identification data lengths. For the short data length,
the I/O data for 300 discrete time samples were considered, while a total of 3000 data samples
were used for the long data case. The input and output data for both cases are shown in Figure
2.16. For both cases, the output data was corrupted with white noise disturbance with a signal
to noise ratio of 5 dB.
For the two sets of input-output identification data, the respective subspace linear predic-
tors Lw and Lu were then calculated using the method presented in the earlier sections of this
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Figure 2.16: Identification data for short (N = 300) and long (N = 3000) data lengths
chapter. Using these predictors, the simulated step response of the system were produced, and
these were then compared to the system’s actual step response. The result of the comparison is
shown in Figure 2.17. The plot on the left of Figure 2.17 compares the simulated step response
obtained from the short data length to the actual response, while the plot on the right compares
the step response obtained from the longer data to the actual system’s step response. From
this figure, we can clearly see that the subspace predictors obtained using the short I/O data
were not able to satisfactorily capture the dynamics of the system. This is indicated by the
mismatch of the simulated step response to the actual system’s step response (SSE = 7460.5).
On the other hand, the longer data length resulted in a more accurate subspace predictors,
evidenced by the close match of the simulated and actual step response in Figure 2.17b (SSE
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= 28.5).
Consequently, the accuracy of the subspace predictors or the lack of it, will affect the
stability of the closed-loop implementation of the SMPC algorithm. For the short data case,
the simulated closed-loop unconstrained SMPC implementation is as shown in Figure 2.18,
whilst the unconstrained SMPC using the long data set is shown in Figure 2.19. In these
two implementations, the closed loop SMPC parameters are: p = 50, f = 50,WQ = 1,WR =
10, Nc = 50. As we can see from these figures, the short data length produced an unstable
SMPC implementation, while the long data length resulted in a satisfactory control result.
From this analysis, we can conclude that the amount of data affects the stability of SMPC
application, and more I/O data is almost always better.
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of actual system step response (solid) to simulated step response using
subspace predictors with short and long data lengths (dotted)
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Figure 2.18: Closed loop unconstrained SMPC using short data length; Top plot: setpoint
(dashed) and output (solid); bottom plot: input
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Figure 2.19: Closed loop unconstrained SMPC using long data length; Top plot: setpoint
(dashed) and output (solid); bottom plot: input
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2.5.2 Effects of Frequency Contents of the Experimental Data
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(d) Output identification data for exciting input
Figure 2.20: Identification data for non-exciting (a) & (b) and exciting inputs (c) & (d)
In this subsection, we will investigate the effect of the frequency content of identification
data on the stability of SMPC algorithm. In this analysis, we will consider two different sets
of I/O data of the same lengths. The first case uses a single step input signal as the input
identification data, which contains a very little high frequency content. We call the first type of
input signal as a ’non-exciting’ input. The second case uses input data that contains many step
changes, which has a richer frequency content. We call the second type of input as ’exciting’
input. These step changes of input data results in a more exciting input signal, compared to
the non-exciting input in the first case. The input and output identification data considered in
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this analysis is as shown in Figure 2.20, with (a) and (b) showing the output and input data
for the non-exciting input, and (c) and (d) showing the I/O data for the exciting one. For both
cases, the output signals are corrupted with white noise disturbance of 5 dB and the input
signals are corrupted with white noise disturbance of 30 dB.
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Figure 2.21: Comparison of actual system step response (solid) to simulated step response using
subspace predictors with non-exciting and exciting inputs (dotted)
Similar to the analysis in the previous subsection, the corresponding subspace linear pre-
dictors were then calculated using the algorithms presented earlier in this chapter. After that,
the subspace predictors were then used to obtain the simulated step response, and they are
then compared to the system’s actual step response. This is shown in Figure 2.21. As we
can see from the figure, the simulated step response obtained from non-exciting input data
was not satisfactory and could not obtain an accurate representation of the actual system’s
behavior. The mismatch in the prediction is shown in the left plot of the figure, and the SSE
of this plot was SSE = 4544.4. On the right side of the figure, we can see the comparison
of the simulated step response using exciting input data to the system’s actual step response.
For the exciting input case, we can see that the step response obtained matches the actual re-
sponse more closely, resulting in a more accurate prediction of the actual system (SSE = 167.3).
Next, the subspace predictors calculated for the two cases were used in a simulation of
unconstrained SMPC implementation. Figure 2.22 shows the result of unconstrained SMPC
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using non-exciting data, while Figure 2.23 shows the result using exciting data. The simulation
parameters for the two cases are as follows: p = 50, f = 100,WQ = 1,WR = 50, Nc = 100.
From Figure 2.22, we can see that the subspace predictors obtained from non-exciting input
resulted in an unstable control system implementation. This is due to the mismatch in the
predicted behavior of the system to the system’s actual behavior. Meanwhile, Figure 2.23
shows the unconstrained SMPC implementation using exciting input. This figure shows that
the predictor obtained from the rich input data was able to capture the real behavior of the
system adequately, resulting in an acceptable control implementation.
From this analysis, we can see that the richness in identification data plays a major role
in capturing the real dynamics of the system. Consequently, the frequency content of I/O
identification data will then affect the stability of SMPC control implementation. Therefore,
careful consideration needs to be applied in ensuring that the I/O data is of good quality.
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Figure 2.22: Closed loop unconstrained SMPC using non-exciting input; Top plot: setpoint
(dashed) and output (solid); bottom plot: input
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Figure 2.23: Closed loop unconstrained SMPC using exciting input; Top plot: setpoint (dashed)
and output (solid); bottom plot: input
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a foundational background on Subspace-based Model Predictive Control (SMPC)
class of algorithm was introduced. Firstly, readers are introduced to the development of the
subspace linear predictors, which is the backbone of SMPC algorithms. Then, a brief intro-
duction on Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithms was demonstrated. Next, the combi-
nation of both subspace-based predictors with MPC, gives us the topic of this thesis which is
Subspace-based MPC. This sets the background technical fundamentals which will assist us in
the development of new novel ideas in the proceeding chapters. Finally, the chapter ends with
analyses on the factors that affect the stability of SMPC algorithms, via simulation examples.
Chapter 3
Subspace linear predictor with data
filtering
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we have demonstrated the underlaying background of SMPC algorithm that will
be discussed in this thesis. At the core of this algorithm is the use of subspace linear predictor,
which describes the future output values of a certain system in terms of the past input and
output values, as well as the subspace linear predictor coefficients Lw and Lu. These coefficients
essentially will capture the dynamics of the system, thus it is important to arrive at the most
accurate estimation. However, it is known that the accuracy of the subspace predictor will be
affected with the presence of disturbance. Therefore, it is important that steps are taken in
order to treat the effect of disturbance on the predictor.
In this chapter, we will introduce the use of filtered data in the estimation of the subspace
linear predictors. The idea behind this is in the presence of non-stationary disturbance, we can
filter the I/O data by the inverse of the noise model, thus eliminating the unnecessary noise
component in the data, thus giving us a more accurate Lw and Lu. We will start in the case
of integrated white noise, and then move forward with a 1st-order noise model. Simulations of
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm will be presented, as well as experimental results on
a real system. The main concept presented in this chapter has been reported in a conference
71
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paper in 2008 [78] and a journal paper in 2009 [80].
3.2 Subspace predictors with integrated white noise
In §2.4.2.1, we have already derived the estimation of subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu using
differenced input and output data ∆u and ∆y. Recapping the derivation in that subsection,
we started with the definition of the system in a state-space description as shown below:
xt+1 = Axt +But + ξ
∆
t (3.1)
yt = Cxt +Dut + ξ
∆
t (3.2)
with ξ∆t defined as,
ξ∆t = ξ
∆
t−1 + et
=
1
1− z−1 et (3.3)
where z−1 is the backward shift operator and et is an element in a white noise sequence. This
description of noise entering the system essentially makes the disturbance, denoted by ξ∆t , to
be an integrated white-noise sequence. By taking the differenced I/O data and states ∆u, ∆y
and ∆x, we can then write the state-space description of the system as
∆xt+1 = A∆xt +B∆ut + et
∆yt = C∆xt +D∆ut + et
(3.4)
as shown earlier in Equations (2.78)-(2.80). Following the derivations further in §2.4.2.1, we
will arrive at the subspace linear predictor equation using differenced data as described by the
equation below,
∆yˆf = Lw,∆∆wp + Lu,∆∆uf (3.5)
with ∆yˆf , ∆wp, and ∆uf defined earlier in Equation (2.89). Note here that Lw,∆ and Lu,∆ are
calculated using differenced I/O data, and readers are directed to Equations (2.81)-(2.86) on
page 46 for its calculation.
With these derivation, we would like to investigate the efficacy of data differencing technique
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in the identification of Lw and Lu in the presence of integrated white noise. Let us do this by
following an example.
Example 6 Identification of Lw and Lu in the presence of integrated white noise
In this example, say we have a discrete, 2nd order system described by the following transfer
function.
0.004671z + 0.00437
z2 − 1.792z + 0.8187 (3.6)
Furthermore, say that we have I/O identification data, with the output corrupted with a 5 dB
SNR integrated white noise sequence. The identification data used in this example is as plotted
in Figure 3.1. The top plot of the figure shows the output data y used in the identification.
The dotted line is the output data without any disturbance, while the solid line shows the output
data corrupted with the integrated white noise disturbance. The disturbance in this example
is then shown in the middle plot of the same figure. Finally, the bottom plot shows the input
identification used. The input data for identification was generalized random binary signal,
varying between -1 and 1.
Using the identification data in Figure 3.1, the subspace linear predictor coefficients Lw
and Lu for three different cases were calculated, with the past and future horizons set at p = 5,
f = 20. The first set of coefficients were calculated using the output data that was not corrupted
with the integrated white noise disturbance. This was done so that a comparison with the real
plant output data can then be conducted. The next set of coefficients were calculated from the
output data with the added integrated white noise disturbance, without any data differencing.
This case essentially is the conventional method of calculating Lw and Lu as presented before
in §2.2. In the last case, the subspace linear predictor coefficients Lw and Lu were calculated
from the differenced input and output data, with the output data corrupted with the integrated
white noise disturbance.
After the respective subspace linear predictor coefficients were calculated, a new set of val-
idation I/O data was required. For validation and comparison, two input step changes for a
sampling time of 1000 was used, and the corresponding output using the respective subspace
linear predictors were calculated. The resulting outputs were calculated using its respective sub-
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Figure 3.1: I/O identification data with integrated white-noise disturbance; Top plot: output
data without disturbance (dotted) and with added integrated white-noise (solid); Middle plot:
integrated white noise disturbance; Bottom plot: generalized random binary input data.
space linear predictor equations, which are Equations (2.49) and (3.5).
Figure 3.2 shows the resulting output for the three different sets of subspace linear predictors.
The dotted line displays the output y obtained from Lw and Lu that were calculated from noise-
less data. This is essentially the perfect case scenario, where the real output of the system would
be for the step input changes. Next, the dashed line plots the output y obtained from the subspace
linear predictor coefficients that were calculated using output data corrupted with the integrated
white noise. Lastly, the solid line shows the output obtained using Lw and Lu calculated from
differenced input and output data. From this figure, we can see that the predictors obtained
from differenced I/O data gives a much better match to the noiseless case. On the other hand,
huge steady-state errors was obtained from output data calculated using the predictors that did
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Figure 3.2: Validation of output y obtained from subspace linear predictors using noiseless data
(dotted), using normal method without data differencing (dashed) and with data differencing
(solid) for random input data.
not have any data differencing. Therefore, a better match for the output of the systems in the
presence of integrated white noise disturbance in identification data will result in a better predic-
tion of the future output of the system, thus improving the performance of the SMPC algorithm.
To show the viability of data differencing in deriving the subspace linear predictor coeffi-
cients, we will demonstrate the same example but with a different set of I/O data. In this
second set of I/O data, the input data is made up of a series of step changes. This is as shown
in the bottom plot of Figure 3.3. The top plot in the same figure shows the noiseless output,
marked by the dotted line, and the output y with the non-stationary disturbance added, marked
with the solid line. Here, we can see the effect of the integrated white noise disturbance to the
output y more clearly as compared to the previous data set. In this example, the disturbance
have the same 5 dB signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio as with the previous one.
Figure 3.4 shows the step response plots using the three different sets of Lw and Lu. As
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Figure 3.3: I/O identification data with integrated white-noise disturbance; Top plot: output
data without disturbance (dotted) and with added integrated white-noise (solid); Middle plot:
integrated white noise disturbance; Bottom plot: step changes input data.
we can see from this figure, the subspace linear predictors calculated using differenced I/O data
managed to produce a more accurate output response. On the contrary, huge difference was
obtained using the predictors that were calculated using undifferenced data.
In the previous example, we have shown that by using difference I/O data ∆u and ∆y, we
were able to obtain a more accurate prediction of the output of the real system. We shown
in Figures 3.2-3.4 that the step changes obtained from Lw and Lu that were calculated from
differenced I/O data were closer to the real step changes of the plant.
Additionally, we would also like to investigate the efficacy of data differencing in calculating
the subspace linear predictor coefficients for various SNRs and different sets of identification
data. Therefore, extending from the previous example, we will try to investigate the perfor-
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Figure 3.4: Validation of output y obtained from subspace linear predictors using noiseless data
(dotted), using normal method without data differencing (dashed) and with data differencing
(solid), for step changes input data.
mance of using Lw and Lu calculated from ∆u and ∆y, and from the original data u and y.
For the system described in Example 6, we generated 100 different sets of I/O data. The
output identification data were added with integrated white noise sequence, at a particular
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). From the identification data, the subspace predictors coefficients
Lw and Lu were calculated using the original data (u and y) and using difference I/O data (∆u
and ∆y). These two sets of predictors are then used to obtain a single step input response.
Next, these two responses were compared to the system’s original step response, and the result-
ing sum of squared errors (SSE) were recorded. These steps were repeated for the 100 different
sets of I/O data, and the average SSE values at various SNR’s were plotted. Note that for all
the proceeding simulations, the past and future horizons for the predictors were set at p = 20
and f = 20 respectively.
Figure 3.5 shows the average SSE values validated against the system’s real step response,
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Figure 3.5: Average SSE of validation data calculated from Lw and Lu obtained using normal
I/O data (solid line with +) and using differenced I/O data (solid line with 3): using GRBS
input data, 100 Monte-carlo runs, and output y corrupted with integrated white noise.
for step responses obtained using Lw and Lu calculated from original and differenced data. The
SNR for the integrated white noise in this simulation was varied from 1 dB to 70 dB. Fur-
thermore, the input data used for identification is a Gaussian random binary signal (GRBS).
As shown in the figure, we can see that the subspace linear predictor coefficients Lw and Lu
obtained from differenced I/O data was able to produce a step response with a lower SSE, com-
pared to the one obtained from the original I/O data. This is true for all the disturbance SNRs
tested in the simulation. Another obvious observation is that with higher SNR, the accuracy
of the predictors increased, denoted by the lower SSE values.
In the second simulation, the input identification data u was changed to a series of step
changes (akin to u in bottom plot of Figure 3.3). Similar to the previous simulation, the out-
put identification data was also added with integrated white noise disturbance. Using the same
simulation parameters, the average SSE values for 100 Monte-carlo runs were recorded and
the result is displayed in Figure 3.6. As we can see from Figure 3.6, the average SSE of the
validation data for the 100 identification data sets were also lower for Lw and Lu obtained from
differenced I/O data. Therefore, we can then conclude that by using difference I/O data ∆u
and ∆y, we were able to reduce the effects of the integrated white noise sequence in the output
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Figure 3.6: Average SSE of validation data calculated from Lw and Lu obtained using normal
I/O data (solid line with +) and using differenced I/O data (solid line with 3): using step
changes input data, 100 Monte-carlo runs, and output y corrupted with integrated white noise.
data, thus improving the accuracy of output prediction. This in turn will result in a better
plant-model match, and will contribute to a better controller performance.
Besides that, we are also interested in the performance of the predictors when the distur-
bance acting on the output is not integrated white noise, and just ordinary Gaussian random
noise. Specifically, we would like to investigate whether by using differenced I/O identification
data ∆u and ∆y can affect the accuracy of the predictors. Therefore, a similar Monte-carlo sim-
ulation consisting of 100 runs with 100 different data sets were conducted. In these simulations,
the disturbance added to the output data was a stationary, Gaussian random disturbance. For
the first simulation, the input data was GRBS input, and the average SSE values were recorded.
Figure 3.7 shows the result of the Monte-carlo simulation. From this figure, we can see
that at various SNRs, there were not much difference in the average SSE values for predictor
coefficients obtained using original and differenced I/O data. Although for both cases the SSE
goes down as we increase the SNR for the white noise disturbance, we cannot see much benefit
of using differenced I/O data for this simulation.
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Figure 3.7: Average SSE of validation data calculated from Lw and Lu obtained using normal
I/O data (solid line with +) and using differenced I/O data (solid line with 3): using GRBS
input data, 100 Monte-carlo runs, and output y corrupted with white noise.
Lastly, we also tried to run the same simulation but by using different sets of input data. In
this simulation, the input data was a series of step changes, and the result is shown in Figure
3.8. In this figure, we can see clearly that the average SSEs for validation data calculated
from Lw and Lu obtained from differenced I/O data were higher than the ones obtained from
normal I/O data. This result is true for all the SNRs tested in this simulation. Therefore,
we can conclude that in cases where the output y is corrupted with Gaussian white random
noise, calculating subspace linear predictor coefficients Lw and Lu from differenced I/O data
will result in a less accurate output prediction, compared to Lw and Lu obtained from normal
I/O data.
Therefore, a result from the preceding simulations indicate that it is vital that the proper
subspace linear predictor coefficients are correctly calculated in order to produce a more ac-
curate output prediction. It is also important that the disturbance that enters the system
be properly categorized, whether it is a Gaussian random signal or an integrated white noise
sequence. With the right identification, we will be able to come up with the better output
prediction, thus improving the control application.
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Figure 3.8: Average SSE of validation data calculated from Lw and Lu obtained using normal
I/O data (solid line with +) and using differenced I/O data (solid line with 3): using step
changes input data, 100 Monte-carlo runs, and output y corrupted with white noise.
3.3 Data filtering for 1st order disturbance model
In the previous section, we have investigated the advantage of using differenced I/O data ∆u
and ∆y in the calculation of the subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu, especially when the
output data y is corrupted with an integrated white noise disturbance. In this section, by
extending the concept of data differencing, we will look into the filtering of I/O data, where
the output data y has been corrupted with a non-stationary, 1st order disturbance model. In
the next subsection, we will look into the 1st order disturbance model that enters the output
of the system.
3.3.1 1st order disturbance model
The 1st-order disturbance model assumed in this investigation can be described by the following
discrete transfer function:
ξt =
1− αz−1
1− z−1 et = Fet (3.7)
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where z−1 is the backward shift operator, et is a stationary white-noise sequence and F is the
disturbance operator model F = 1−αz
−1
1−z−1 . α here is a term that will describe the ’stationary-
ness’ of the disturbance. That is, when α approaches 1, the disturbance ξ will approach to be a
stationary, Gaussian random noise. On the other hand, when α equals to zero, the disturbance
ξ will become an integrated white-noise sequence. Therefore, the ability for the term α to
vary from zero to one will allow the disturbance to have a characteristic in between a Gaussian
random noise, to an integrated white noise sequence.
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Figure 3.9: Examples of different disturbances; Top plot: α = 1; middle plot: α = 0.5; bottom
plot: α = 0.
As a demonstration of the effect of different α parameters, Figure 3.9 shows three cases of
disturbances. The top plot is when α = 1, the middle plot is for α = 0.5, and the bottom plot
is for α = 0. Here we can see that when α = 1, the variances of the disturbance sequences are
close to 1, which is what we would expect from a Gaussian random white noise. As we go from
α = 0.5 and to α = 0, we can see that the variances will increase, indicating the increasing
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deviation of the disturbance from its expected value.
With the description of the 1st order disturbance as above, we can then incorporate it into
our state-space description of the system, and this will be shown in the following subsection.
3.3.2 Subspace linear predictors with 1st order data filtering
With the 1st order disturbance model as described previously, assume that we have a system
with a state-space description as below:
xt+1 = Axt +But (3.8)
yt = Cxt +Dut + ξt (3.9)
with ξt defined as the 1
st order disturbance described in Equation (3.7). Therefore, in order to
reduce the effects of the non-stationary disturbance ξt on the calculation of the subspace linear
predictor coefficients Lw and Lu, we will employ a filtering of the I/O data as follows. Since ξt
is defined as Fet, we can then apply the inverse of the disturbance operator model thus giving
us a stationary random disturbance, viz.:
F−1ξt =
:I
F−1F et = et (3.10)
Applying the inverse disturbance operator model F−1 to our state-space equation in (3.9) will
give us the following description,
F−1yt = CF−1xt +DF−1ut + F−1ξt (3.11)
Next, we define x¯, u¯ and y¯ as the filtered states, input and output variables as shown here:
x¯ = F−1x =
1− z−1
1− αz−1x
u¯ = F−1u =
1− z−1
1− αz−1u
y¯ = F−1y =
1− z−1
1− αz−1 y
(3.12)
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From here onwards, the bar over the variables will denote the respective variable in its filtered
domain. Thus, with the definitions of x¯, u¯ and y¯ at hand, we can simplify the state-space
description in (3.11) and arrive at a state-space description that uses filtered state, input and
output variables as shown here:
x¯t+1 = Ax¯t +Bu¯t
y¯t = Cx¯t +Du¯t + et
(3.13)
With this state-space description, we can then follow the same derivation steps shown earlier,
i.e. in sections §2.2 or §2.4.2.1, and arrive at the following subspace-based linear predictor
equation,
ˆ¯yf = L¯ww¯p + L¯uu¯f (3.14)
where ˆ¯yf , w¯p and u¯f are defined similar to Equations (2.54)-(2.55), but comprised of filtered
input and output variables u¯ and y¯. Specifically, they are written as
ˆ¯yf =

y¯t+1
y¯t+2
...
y¯t+f

y¯p =

y¯t−p+1
y¯t−p+2
...
y¯t

u¯p =

u¯t−p+1
u¯t−p+2
...
u¯t

u¯f =

u¯t+1
u¯t+2
...
u¯t+f

(3.15)
and
w¯p =
 y¯p
u¯p
 (3.16)
L¯w and L¯u in Equation (3.14) are the subspace linear predictor coefficients calculated using
filtered I/O data. They are calculated similar to how Lw and Lu are calculated, except the
I/O identification data are first filtered using the difference equations in (3.12). After that,
the data matrices ∆Y¯p, ∆Y¯f , ∆U¯p, ∆U¯f and ∆W¯p are constructed similar to Equations (2.81)-
(2.83). Finally, L¯w and L¯u are calculated by performing a QR-decomposition of the matrix[
∆W¯p ∆U¯f ∆Y¯f
]T
, along the lines of Equations (2.84)-(2.86).
As the result of the derivations shown here, we have obtained the subspace linear predictor
equation in (3.14) that describes the future, filtered output variable y¯f in terms of the past,
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filtered I/O variable w¯p, future filtered input variable u¯f and the subspace-based linear predic-
tor coefficients L¯w and L¯u. With this predictor equation, we will now be able to predict the
future output of the system more accurately since we have managed to negate the effect of the
non-stationary disturbance in the identification data.
However, Equation (3.14) describes the future output in the filtered variable domain. In
order to translate the result into the unfiltered domain, we will need an equation that relates
y¯f to yf . Therefore, starting from the equation for y¯f in (3.12), we can write,
yt+1 = y¯t+1 − αy¯t + yt
yt+2 = y¯t+2 − αy¯t+1 + yt+1
= y¯t+2 − αy¯t+1 + y¯t+1 − αy¯t + yt
= y¯t+2 + (1− α)y¯t+1 − αy¯t + yt
yt+3 = y¯t+3 − αy¯t+2 + yt+2
= y¯t+3 − αy¯t+2 + y¯t+2 + (1− α)y¯t+1 − αyt + yt
= y¯t+3 + (1− α)y¯t+2 + (1− α)y¯t+1 − αy¯t + yt
...
...
...
yt+f = y¯t+f + (1− α)y¯t+f−1 + . . .+ (1− α)y¯t+1 − αy¯t + yt
(3.17)
or in matrix form,

yt+1
yt+2
...
yt+f

︸ ︷︷ ︸
yf
=

1 0 . . . 0
1− α 1 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
1− α 1− α . . . 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γ1−α

y¯t+1
y¯t+2
...
y¯t+f

︸ ︷︷ ︸
y¯f
+

1
1
...
1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fl
yt −

α
α
...
α

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fα
y¯t
yf = Γ1−αy¯f + Flyt − Fαy¯t (3.18)
Substituting the term for y¯f in Equation (3.14) into the relation in (3.18) will then give us will
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result in the following equation:
yf = Γ1−α(L¯ww¯p + L¯uu¯f ) + Flyt − Fαy¯t
= Γ1−αL¯ww¯p + Γ1−αL¯uu¯f + Flyt − Fαy¯t
(3.19)
This equation relates the future output of the systems in terms of past, filtered I/O values and
the future, filtered inputs. Furthermore, it is also useful to further write the relation in terms
of future, unfiltered inputs. Therefore, following the same derivation lines in (3.17), we can also
develop a similar relationship between future, filtered and unfiltered input values. This is then
given by the equation,
uf = Γ1−αu¯f + Fmut − Fαu¯t (3.20)
From this equation, we can then solve for u¯f thus giving us,
u¯f = Γ
−1
1−α (uf − Fmut + Fαu¯t) (3.21)
Substituting (3.21) into (3.19) will give us the following output prediction equation,
yf = Γ1−αL¯ww¯p+Γ1−αL¯uΓ−11−αuf +Γ1−αL¯uΓ
−1
1−αFmut+Γ1−αL¯uΓ
−1
1−αFαu¯t+Flyt−Fαy¯t (3.22)
Equivalently, putting Equation (3.22) in a simpler format gives us the filtered, subspace pre-
diction equation as follows:
yf = LwWp + Luuf (3.23)
with Lw, Wp and Lu defined as,
Lw =
[
Γ1−αL¯w −Fα Γ1−αL¯uΓ−11−αFα Γ1−αL¯uΓ−11−αFm
]
Wp =
[
w¯p y¯t u¯t ut
]T
Lu =
[
Γ1−αL¯uΓ−11−α
]
(3.24)
Therefore, we have arrived at a filtered version of subspace linear predictor equation in
(3.23). This equation can then be used to predict the future output of the system based on the
future input, filtered past I/O and past I/O data. With this filtered version of the predictor,
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it is anticipated that the effect of the non-stationary disturbance on the predictor will be elim-
inated, thus giving more accurate description of the system. The variable α can then be used
as a noise tuning parameter in the derivation of the predictor coefficients.
In order to demonstrate the efficacy of using the filtered version of subspace linear predictor,
we present this simulation example, along the lines of Example 6.
Example 7 Identification of system in the presence of 1st order disturbance
For this example, we will use the same system model and simulation parameters (i.e. p, f)
as presented in Example 6. However for this simulation, the output identification data is cor-
rupted with a 1st order disturbance model having the parameter α = 0.5. This non-stationary
disturbance has a SNR of 5 dB. Similar to Example 6, we used two cases of input data for
identification which are random input and step changes data. Similarly, three sets of subspace
predictors were generated; one using output data that was uncorrupted with non-stationary dis-
turbance, another using conventional methods, and the last one using filtered data. After the
coefficients were calculated, they are then validated against step changes data and a comparison
of their accuracies is investigated.
Figure 3.10 shows the validation of output y calculated using the three sets of subspace
predictor coefficients obtained from random input data. Additionally, Figure 3.11 also shows
the validation of the predictors that were obtained from step changes input data. In both fig-
ures, output y calculated using ideal data is displayed by the dotted line, using normal data with
dashed line, and using predictors obtained from filtered I/O data is represented by the solid line.
As we can see from both figures, the output y obtained from predictors calculated from filtered
I/O data is more accurate compared to predictors calculated without filtering. This difference is
more evident especially during the steady-state part of the validation, where predictors obtained
using conventional methods shows a steady-state error in its prediction.
Similar to the presentation following Example 6 in the previous section, we would also like
to investigate the accuracy of the predictors in various SNR ratios and different sets of iden-
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Figure 3.10: Validation of output y obtained from subspace linear predictors using noiseless
data (dotted), using normal method without data filtering (dashed) and with data filtering
(solid) for random input data.
tification data. Therefore, following the same steps, we present a simulation of 100-runs of
predictor validation, across various disturbance SNRs.
Figure 3.12 shows the average SSE of validation data calculated from Lw and Lu obtained
via conventional algorithm and using filtered I/O data. The top plot of the figure shows the
result using GRBS input identification data, and the bottom plot uses step changes input data.
The non-stationary disturbance entering the output identification data has a value for α as
α = 0.5. From the simulation, we can see that for all SNR ratios, the predictor calculated using
filtered I/O data consistently produces a lower SSE, compared to predictors calculated using
unfiltered data. This observation is shown for both varieties of input identification data. There-
fore, with the usage of data filtering, we have managed to reduce the effect of non-stationary
disturbance entering the data, resulting in a more accurate prediction of the real behavior of
the system.
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Figure 3.11: Validation of output y obtained from subspace linear predictors using noiseless
data (dotted), using normal method without data filtering (dashed) and with data filtering
(solid) for step changes input data.
3.3.2.1 Unconstrained SMPC with filtering action for PMS AC motor: experi-
mental results
In order to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed technique, a real-world application of data
filtering algorithm shall be demonstrated. For this application, the data filtering technique was
implemented on the PMS AC motor setup first introduced on page 59 of Chapter 2. Figure
3.13 shows the I/O identification data used in this experiment. Note that the output variable
ω is corrupted with non-stationary disturbance, as evidenced in this figure. Using this identifi-
cation data, a comparison of unconstrained SMPC application with and without filtering was
performed. For this experiment, the SMPC parameters used are as follows: p = 10, f = 50,
Nc = 50, WQ = 1, and WR = 10000.
Figure 3.14 displays the implementation of unconstrained SMPC without data filtering,
where the subspace predictor coefficients were obtained via conventional methods. The top
plot of this figure shows the desired setpoint and the output response, while the bottom plot
is the corresponding input. From this figure, because of the existence of non-stationary distur-
bance in the identification data, the accuracy of the predictors was affected, resulting in a poor
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Figure 3.12: Average SSE of validation data calculated from Lw and Lu obtained using normal
I/O data (solid line with +) and using filtered I/O data (solid line with 4):100 Monte-carlo
runs, and output y corrupted 1st order disturbance (α = 0.5); Top plot: using GRBS input
data; bottom plot: using step changes input data.
control performance. This was compounded with the existence of noise in this experiment,
making the response even poorer.
Using α as a tuning parameter, application of filtering of I/O data as proposed in this chapter
was implemented. With α = 0.5, the subspace predictor coefficients was then calculated using
filtered data. With this filtered version of predictors, an application of unconstrained SMPC
using the same parameters was conducted, with the experiment results displayed in Figure 3.15.
As we can see from this figure, application of unconstrained SMPC with data filtering shows
a better control performance of the system. This is evidenced by the smaller output error,
as well as a smoother control input signal. From this real-world application, we can see that
by filtering the I/O data in computing the subspace predictors, we have managed to reduce
the effect of disturbance in the output prediction, thus resulting in the improvement of control
application.
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Figure 3.13: Identification data for PMC AC motor with non-stationary disturbance.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have demonstrated a method in dealing with non-stationary disturbance in
the I/O identification data. Firstly, the effect of using differenced I/O data in the calculation of
subspace predictor coefficients was presented. With the use of differenced data, the contribution
of integrated white noise in the identification data was minimized. This was then followed by
the presentation of I/O data filtering in the calculation of the subspace predictor coefficients.
It was found that with data filtering, the effect of non-stationary disturbance was reduced,
by assuming a 1st order difference model for the disturbance. In this implementation, the
variable α can be used as a tuning parameter, in deriving a more accurate subspace predictor.
The chapter concludes with a comparison of unconstrained SMPC application on the PMS AC
motor system, with and without filtering action.
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Figure 3.14: Unconstrained SMPC without data filtering; Top plot: setpoint (dash), output
(solid); bottom plot: input signal.
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Figure 3.15: Unconstrained SMPC with data filtering; Top plot: setpoint (dash), output (solid);
bottom plot: input signal.
Chapter 4
SMPC with Laguerre Function
Parameterization
4.1 Introduction
As detailed in Chapter 2, the algorithm in constrained SMPC requires the use of Quadratic
Programming (QP) in the optimization of the input signal. However, with increasing system
dimensions as well as controller parameters such as prediction and control horizons, the number
of variables that has to be handled in the QP procedure can easily increase. This increase in
optimization complexity ultimately is undesirable, as it can cause an increase in computational
time, or higher requirements for computational power.
In order to reduce the number of variables that are being solved in the optimization proce-
dure, a strategy that involves the parameterization of the input signal is presented. The input
signal in our case is parameterized using discrete implementation of Laguerre functions. As
will be shown later in the chapter, the benefits of this parameterization can be seen from the
reduction of computational times, without sacrificing the accuracy of the original solution.
The approach of parameterizing input signal using orthogonal Laguerre functions have been
presented earlier by Wang [124, 125]. In this implementation, the parameterization of input
trajectory was applied in the setting of MPC. Additionally, application of Laguerre function
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parameterization in SMPC setting have been introduced by Barry and Wang [9]. In [9], al-
though the computational advantage of the algorithm is claimed, explicit demonstration of this
savings is not available. Therefore, this chapter will present an analysis and demonstration
of the computational advantages of this algorithm, with simulation studies and a real-world
control implementation. Furthermore, an extension into multi-variate inputs with independent
scaling factors will also be presented.
This chapter starts with the fundamental description of Laguerre functions, followed by
the parameterization of input trajectory using discrete Laguerre functions. After that, incor-
poration of this parameterization into SMPC algorithm will be presented. Simulation studies
that shows the computational benefits will follow, as well as a real-world implementation of the
algorithm.
4.2 Signal representation using Laguerre function
As mentioned in the introduction, in order to reduce the number of variables in the optimization
of the input signal, one can try to parameterize it in terms of Laguerre functions. In this section,
we will look into some of the properties of Laguerre functions. These properties will then allow
us to parameterize a signal in terms of a set of Laguerre functions and its respective coefficients.
More comprehensive literature on Laguerre functions, as well as its various applications has been
made available for instance by Debnath [23], Fu and Dumont [39], Wahlberg [122] and Wang
and Cluett [127].
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4.2.1 Laguerre functions
Firstly, we will start with the definition of Laguerre functions as follows. For any pole p > 0,
Laguerre functions l1, l2, . . ., li are defined as,
l1(t) =
√
2pe−pt
l2(t) =
√
2p(1− 2pt)e−pt
l3(t) =
√
2p(1− 4pt+ 2p2t2)e−pt
l4(t) =
√
2p(1− 6pt+ 6p2t2 − 4
3
p3t3)
...
...
...
li(t) =
√
2pLi−1(2pt)e−pt
(4.1)
where Li(x) is called the i-th Laguerre polynomial and defined in Rodrigues’ formula as,
Li(x) =
ex
i!
di
dxi
(xie−x) with i = 0, 1, 2, . . . (4.2)
Additionally, Laguerre polynomials exist as the general solution for Laguerre’s differential equa-
tion, which is given by,
xy′′ + (1− x)y′ + ny = 0 (4.3)
provided that n is a non-negative integer. The parameter p which is called scaling factor in the
literature determines the decay rate of the Laguerre functions in the continuous time domain.
As an illustration, Figure (4.1) shows the first five Laguerre polynomials for x ∈ [−5, 20], while
Figure (4.2) shows the first five Laguerre functions as described by Equation (4.1) earlier, with
p = 1 for the first 15 seconds.
In the literature, it also has been shown [71] that Laguerre functions forms a complete and
orthonormal set over the interval [0,∞). As a supplement, the definitions of orthonormality
and completeness of functions are described here. For a set of real functions g1(t), g2(t), . . .,
gi(t) bound by the interval [0,∞), they are said to be orthonormal if they satisfy the both the
integrals, ∫ ∞
0
g2i (t)dt = 1 (4.4)
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Figure 4.1: The first five Laguerre polynomials
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Figure 4.2: The first five Laguerre functions
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and, ∫ ∞
0
gi(t)gj(t)dt = 0 for i 6= j (4.5)
Furthermore, for a set of orthonormal functions gi(t), if there is no other function f(t) such
that
∫∞
0 f
2(t)dt <∞ except for the zero function, it can then be denoted as complete if,
∫ ∞
0
f(t)gi(t)dt = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . (4.6)
Therefore, taking advantage of the orthonormality and completeness of a set of Laguerre func-
tions, we can then construct any arbitrary decaying signal using the set of Laguerre functions
defined in (4.1). This can be done by representing a signal with Laguerre functions forming
the basis and having the signal described by the expansion equation,
f(t) = c1l1(t) + c2l2(t) + . . .+ cili(t) (4.7)
with c1,c2,. . .,ci as the expansion coefficients that describe the function f(t). Due to the
orthonormality and completeness of the Laguerre functions, the coefficients that describe the
function can be found by taking the integrals as shown below.
c1 =
∫ ∞
0
f(t)l1(t)dt
c2 =
∫ ∞
0
f(t)l2(t)dt
...
...
...
ci =
∫ ∞
0
f(t)li(t)dt
(4.8)
4.2.2 Parameterization of ∆uNc with discrete Laguerre functions
With the properties of Laguerre functions already described in previous subsection, we can then
utilize it in order to parameterize the future differenced input vector ∆uNc . Analogous to the
expansion equation in (4.7), we can write the following expansion for discrete ∆uNc signal as,
∆uNc '
NL∑
i=1
cili(k) (4.9)
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where li(k) is the discrete version of Laguerre functions and NL is the number of terms used
in the expansion. As the number of terms in the expansion, NL, increases, the expansion will
naturally converge to the real signal trajectory ∆uNc .
In order to obtain the discrete Laguerre functions li(k), we will start with the z-transfer
function of the i-th Laguerre function, which is given by the equation [122]:
Li(z) =
√
(1− a2)
z − a
[
1− az
z − a
]i−1
(4.10)
with a indicating the scaling factor of the functions. Akin to the pole p for continuous Laguerre
functions introduced earlier in (4.1), the scaling factor a influences the decay rate of the discrete
Laguerre functions, and must lie in the interval 0 ≤ a < 1. Taking the inverse z-transform of
the discrete Laguerre function in (4.10) will then provide us with the discrete Laguerre function
in time domain as follows:
li(k) = Z−1{Li(z)} (4.11)
In order to generate discrete Laguerre functions that form the basis of the future differenced
input signal ∆uNc , we can construct a network structure of the z-transfer functions of the
Laguerre filters in (4.10), thus arriving at a set of discrete Laguerre functions which can be
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described in terms of the difference equation below,

l1(k + 1)
l2(k + 1)
l3(k + 1)
...
lNL(k + 1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=

a 0 0 . . . 0
1− a2 a 0 . . . 0
−a+ a3 1− a2 a . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
(−a)NL−2(1− a2) (−a)NL−3(1− a2) (−a)NL−4(1− a2) . . . a

︸ ︷︷ ︸
LNL(k + 1) Ω
×

l1(k)
l2(k)
l3(k)
...
lNL(k)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
LNL(k)
(4.12)
with the initial conditions:

l1(0)
l2(0)
l3(0)
...
lNL(0)

=
√
1− a2

1
−a
a2
...
(−a)NL−1

(4.13)
Therefore, the future trajectory of differenced input signal ∆uNc can then be expressed in terms
of the discrete Laguerre functions and its respective expansion coefficients with the following
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equation.

∆ut+1
∆ut+2
∆ut+3
...
∆ut+Nc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=

l1(0) l2(0) l3(0) . . . lNL(0)
l1(1) l2(1) l3(1) . . . lNL(1)
l1(2) l2(2) l3(2) . . . lNL(2)
...
...
...
. . .
...
l1(Nc − 1) l2(Nc − 1) l3(Nc − 1) . . . lNL(Nc − 1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

c1
c2
c3
...
cNL

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆uNc Φ η
(4.14)
4.3 SMPC with Laguerre function parameterization (SMPCL)
With the parameterization of the trajectory of ∆uNc detailed in the previous section, we can
then apply it to our SMPC algorithm as explained in the previous chapter. In this section,
we will begin with the derivation for unconstrained SMPC algorithm with Laguerre function
parameterization, followed by the algorithm for constrained SMPC in the proceding subsection.
4.3.1 Unconstrained SMPC with Laguerre function parameterization (USM-
PCL)
Recall the cost function for SMPC algorithm in Equation (2.94). With the definition of ∆uNc
in Equation (4.14), we can then substitute it into the cost function giving us,
min
(∆uNc )
J = min
(Φη)
(
1
2
(Φη)TH(Φη) + (Φη)T f
)
(4.15)
Collecting all the terms, and due to the fact that Φ is constant parameter, the optimization
problem expressed in the cost function above can be equally expressed as,
min
η
(
1
2
ηTHLη + η
T fL
)
(4.16)
with the variables H and f updated to HL and fL shown below, respectively.
HL = (ΓlL
Nc
u Φ)
TWQ(ΓlL
Nc
u Φ) + Φ
TWRΦ (4.17)
fL = (ΓlL
Nc
u Φ)
TWQ(ΓlLw∆wp + Fl(yt − rt+1)) (4.18)
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Therefore, similar to the derivation in section 2.4.4, we can then find the solution for η that
will yield minimum cost J by differentiating the cost function with respect to η, setting the
resulting derivative to zero and solving for η. Thus, differentiating (4.16) gives us,
δJ
δη
= HLη + fL = 0
η = −H−1L fL (4.19)
Writing the solution in terms of ‘output-feedback’ form will give us,
η = ((ΓlL
Nc
u Φ)
TWQ(ΓlL
Nc
u Φ) + Φ
TWRΦ)
−1 (4.20)
×(ΓlLNcu Φ)TWQ(ΓlLw∆wp + Fl(yt − rt+1)) (4.21)
= −K∆wp,NL∆wp −Ke,NL(yt − rt+1) (4.22)
with −K∆wp,NL and Ke,NL defined as follows:
K∆wp,NL = ((ΓlL
Nc
u Φ)
TWQ(ΓlL
Nc
u Φ) + Φ
TWRΦ)
−1(ΓlLNcu Φ)
TWQ(ΓlLw) (4.23)
Ke,NL = ((ΓlL
Nc
u Φ)
TWQ(ΓlL
Nc
u Φ) + Φ
TWRΦ)
−1(ΓlLNcu Φ)
TWQFl (4.24)
In order to find the appropriate input signal that is applied to the system (ie. ∆ut+1), we
need to convert the coefficient vector η in terms of the input variable. Thus, using equation
(4.14), and noting that only the first value in ∆uNc is used, we can then find ∆ut+1using this
equation,
∆ut+1 = Φ1×NLη (4.25)
where the subscript in Φ1×NL indicates the elements in the first row of that particular matrix.
4.3.2 Constrained SMPC with Laguerre function parameterization (CSM-
PCL)
For constrained SMPC with Laguerre function parameterization, the optimization problem that
needs to be solved at each time step uses the same cost function derived earlier in Equation
(4.16). Therefore, applying constraints to the optimization problem gives us the following
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formulation for constrained SMPC:
min
η
(
1
2
ηTHLη + η
T fL
)
s.t. AQP∆uNc ≤ bQP (4.26)
where HL and fL defined earlier in Equations (4.17)-(4.18), and AQP , bQP defined in (2.112).
However, notice that the constraint criterion AQP∆uNc ≤ bQP in the equation above still
carries the term ∆uNc . Therefore, we need to substitute ∆uNc in the equation above with
the parameterization equation ∆uNc = Φη derived earlier in Equation (4.14). Referring to
the definition of AQP , we will arrive at the following constraint formulation in term of the
optimization variable η:

INcmΦ
−INcmΦ
ΓmΦ
−ΓmΦ
LNcu Φ
−LNcu Φ
ΓlL
Nc
u Φ
−ΓlLNcu Φ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
AQP,L
η ≤

Fm∆umax
−Fm∆umin
Fmumax − Fmut
−Fmumin + Fmut
Fl∆ymax − Lw∆wp
−Fl∆ymin + Lw∆wp
Flymax − Flyt − ΓlLw∆wp
−Flymin + Flyt + ΓlLw∆wp

︸ ︷︷ ︸
bQP
(4.27)
Thus, the final optimization problem that needs to be solved for constrained SMPC algorithm
with Laguerre function parameterization can then be expressed as,
min
η
(
1
2
ηTHLη + η
T fL
)
s.t. AQP,Lη ≤ bQP (4.28)
Therefore, the algorithm for constrained SMPC with Laguerre function parameterization is
expressed by Equation (4.28), where instead of finding the optimum ∆uNc that will give the
minimum cost function, the problem is converted into finding the appropriate Laguerre co-
efficients vector η that minimizes the redefined cost function, subject to the also redefined
constraints in (4.27). After the optimum coefficients vector η is found, the appropriate input
signal that is fed to the system can be found by finding the value for ∆ut+1 from the same
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equation in (4.25).
4.3.3 (U/C)SMPCL for multiple-input systems
For the case of multiple-input systems, it is necessary for us to adjust the appropriate variables
to accommodate the extra inputs. We will start with the difference equation in (4.12) which is
used to generate the discrete Laguerre functions. Expanding the equation for m-input systems
gives us the following difference equation:
LNL(k + 1) = ΩLNL(k) (4.29)
with,
LNL(k + 1) =

l11(k + 1)
...
lm1 (k + 1)
...
l1NL(k + 1)
...
lmNL(k + 1)

, LNL(k) =

l11(k)
...
lm1 (k)
...
l1NL(k)
...
lmNL(k)

(4.30)
Furthermore, Ω matrix can also be constructed as,
Ω =

A0L 0 0 . . . 0
A1L A
0
L 0 . . . 0
A2L A
1
L A
0
L . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
ANL−1L A
NL−2
L A
NL−3
L . . . A
0
L

(4.31)
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with matrices A0L, A
1
L, . . ., A
NL−1
L defined as,
A0L = diag{a1, a2, . . . , am}
A1L = diag{1− a21, 1− a22, . . . , 1− a2m}
...
...
...
AiL = diag{(−a1)i−1(1− a21), (−a2)i−1(1− a22), . . . , (−am)i−1(1− a2m)}
(4.32)
where diag{. } is a diagonal matrix. The initial condition matrix used to generate the discrete
Laguerre functions can also be rewritten as,
LNL(0) =
[ √
1− a21 . . .
√
1− a2m −a1
√
1− a21 . . . −am
√
1− a2m . . .
(−a1)NL−1
√
1− a21 . . . (−am)NL−1
√
1− a2m
]T
(4.33)
After the appropriate discrete Laguerre functions are generated, the future trajectory of differ-
enced input signal ∆uNc can then be constructed as,

∆u1t+1
...
∆umt+3
...
∆u1t+Nc
...
∆umt+Nc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=

lN1 (0) l
N
2 (0) l
N
3 (0) . . . l
N
NL
(0)
lN1 (1) l
N
2 (1) l
N
3 (1) . . . l
N
NL
(1)
lN1 (2) l
N
2 (2) l
N
3 (2) . . . l
N
NL
(2)
...
...
...
. . .
...
lN1 (Nc − 1) lN2 (Nc − 1) lN3 (Nc − 1) . . . lNNL(Nc − 1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

c11
...
cm1
...
c1NL
...
cmNL

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆uNc Φ η
(4.34)
with lNi (k) defined here as,
lNi (k) = diag{l1i (k), l2i (k), . . . , lmi (k)} (4.35)
With the matrices Φ and η defined in (4.34), we can then proceed with the optimization
of the Laguerre coefficient vector η in unconstrained or constrained SMPC algorithms. After
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the optimum η vector is found, the appropriate input signal can then be found by calculating
∆ut+1 with the equation,
∆ut+1 = Φm×NLη (4.36)
where the subscript in Φm×NL indicates the elements in the first m-row of that matrix.
4.4 Performance analysis of SMPCL
In this section, simulations comparing the performance of constrained SMPC algorithm with
and without Laguerre function parameterization is presented. We will start with simulation
for unconstrained SMPC, followed by constrained SMPC in the next subsection.
4.4.1 Unconstrained SMPCL
In this example, consider an oscillatory second order discrete SISO system described by the
transfer function below. All the simulations in this example use the same open loop data that
consists of several setpoint changes. Furthermore, the weighting matrix WQ was kept constant
as identity matrix, and the prediction horizon was set to be at 75 sampling instants.
G(z) =
0.093511(z − 1.106)
(z + 0.9641± 0.2462i) (4.37)
For the first simulation, we compare the response for ordinary unconstrained SMPC and SMPC
with Laguerre parameterization for weighting matrix WR = 10Ii, where Ii is identity matrix of
appropriate dimensions. The control horizon for ordinary SMPC is Nc = 75, while the order
of the Laguerre functions is 15 with the scaling factor a set at 0.95. Figure 4.3 below compares
the output response of both algorithms. As we can see from the figure, SMPC with Laguerre
function parameterization offers a better output response.
Next, we try to compare SMPC and SMPCL, with the control horizon for SMPC algorithm
reduced to Nc = 25 simulation steps. In this comparison, the scaling factor for Laguerre
functions was set to be a = 0.9. Figure 4.4 compares the output responses of both algorithms.
Furthermore, in order to make the response a bit quicker, we decide to reduce the weighting
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of SMPC algorithm with Nc = 75 (solid), to SMPCL with NL =
15, a = 0.95 (dash-dot). Top plot:process output; Bottom plot:input signal
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of SMPC algorithm with Nc = 25 (solid), to SMPCL with NL =
15, a = 0.9 (dash-dot). Top plot:process output; Bottom plot:input signal
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matrix WR to 0.2Ii with Ii is the identity matrix with appropriate dimensions. Figure 4.5
compares the output responses of the two algorithms, with Nc = 75 for SMPC algorithm and
scaling factor a set at 0.97. Further restricting the control horizon Nc to 25 gives the response
as shown in the proceeding figure in 4.6. As these figures show, for a certain weighting matrix
WR, the output response of the system can be improved with the introduction of Laguerre
function parameterization. This can be done by finding the appropriate scaling factor a that
will give a better performance.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of SMPC algorithm with Nc = 75 (solid), to SMPCL with NL =
15, a = 0.97 (dash-dot). Top plot:process output; Bottom plot:input signal
4.4.2 Constrained SMPCL
In this subsection, we will present an example of constrained SMPCL algorithm, on the DC
motor system mentioned earlier in Example 1. We will show the computational advantage of
using Laguerre function parameterization in SMPC algorithm.
Example 8 Constrained SMPC simulation for DC motor system
In this example, firstly the subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu were obtained via conventional
method described earlier in Chapter 2. For this particular simulation, the past horizon was
set at p = 10 while the future and control horizons were set to be f = Nc = 100. Weighting
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of SMPC algorithm with Nc = 25 (solid), to SMPCL with NL =
15, a = 0.99 (dash-dot). Top plot:process output; Bottom plot:input signal
matrices WQ and WR were set to be WQ = Iz and WR = 10Iw where Iz and Iw are identity
matrices with appropriate dimensions. For the Laguerre function parametrization, the order of
the Laguerre functions was set at NL = 7 and the scaling factor had the value a = 0.9. In this
simulation, the rate of change of input u (∆u) was constrained, with maximum and minimum
values set at 2 and −2 respectively.
Figure 4.7 shows the result of constrained SMPC simulation with and without Laguerre
function parameterization. The top plot of Figure 4.7 shows the output y for SMPC which is
denoted by a dotted line, while the output for SMPCL is marked by the solid line. The dashed
line in the same plot is the setpoint for the simulations, which consists of several step changes.
As we can see from the figure, there is no difference in terms of the output of both SMPC and
SMPCL. The bottom plot of the same figure also confirms this, as both the input from SMPC
and SMPCL algorithms are similar to each other.
Additionally, Figure 4.8 shows the comparison for the rates of change for input and output
(∆y and ∆u) for both SMPC and SMPCL. The bottom plot of this figure particularly exhibits the
rate of change of the input ∆u, with the upper and lower constraints denoted by the dashed line.
This plot confirms that both algorithms managed to give the appropriate inputs that satisfies
the constraints given.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of SMPC and SMPCL for DC motor system; Top plot: setpoint
(dashed), output y for SMPC (dotted), and output y for SMPCL (solid); Bottom plot: input
u for SMPC (dotted), and input u for SMPCL (solid).
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of SMPC and SMPCL for DC motor system; Top plot: rate of change
of output ∆y for SMPC (dotted), and ∆y for SMPCL (solid); Bottom plot: constraints for ∆u
(dashed), rate of change of input ∆u for SMPC (dotted), and ∆u for SMPCL (solid).
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Figure 4.9 meanwhile shows the comparison for the computation time taken at each sam-
pling time for both SMPC and SMPCL algorithms. The computation time here, measured in
seconds, is the time that it takes for both algorithms to solve the QP optimization algorithm,
thus calculating the appropriate input into the control implementation. As we can see from
the bottom plot of Figure 4.9, SMPCL algorithm (denoted by the solid line) consistently gives
shorter computation time for almost all sampling time during the simulation. SMPC algorithm
which is marked by the dotted line shows much longer computation time, thus showing the ad-
vantage of the parameterization of input signal in SMPC algorithms. An interesting note here
is that we can see for both algorithms, there are upward spikes in computation time especially
when the constraints are active. For example, around sampling time of 800, both SMPC and
SMPCL algorithms shows a significant increase in computation time due to the constraints in
∆u becoming active, as confirmed in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of SMPC and SMPCL for DC motor system; Top plot: setpoint
(dashed), output y for SMPC (dotted), and output y for SMPCL (solid); Bottom plot: com-
putation time at each sampling time for for SMPC (dotted) and for SMPCL (solid).
4.4.3 Effect of Nc on computation time
In order to investigate and confirm the computational advantage of Laguerre function param-
eterization, a new Monte-carlo experiment consisting of 20 different runs were conducted on
the same DC motor system as in the previous example. After that, the average computational
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time at each sampling time was then calculated and displayed for both SMPC and SMPCL
algorithms. Note that for these comparisons, other parameters such as the past horizon p,
weighting matrices WQ and WR, setpoints and constraints on ∆u were the same as in Example
8.
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Figure 4.10: Average computation times for SMPC and SMPCL (Nc = 20).
Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 show the average computation times for control horizons Nc =
20, 60 and 100 respectively. As we can see from all these figures, the SMPCL algorithm con-
sistently produces shorter computation times at all sampling times, for all the simulations. As
we go from a smaller control horizon (Nc = 20) to a larger one (Nc = 100), we can see that
the difference in computation times between SMPC and SMPCL algorithms becomes more and
more significant. With a longer control horizon Nc, more variables are required to be solved
in the QP algorithm, thus requiring more computation time. However, with the parameteriza-
tion of the input trajectory, we were able to arrive at shorter computation times, thus proving
the viability of this algorithm, especially for applications with longer future f or control Nc
horizons.
4.4.4 Constrained SMPC with Laguerre parameterization of DC motor: ex-
perimental results
In order to further validate the results obtained from the simulations, a real-world comparison
of constrained SMPC control with and without Laguerre function implementation is demon-
strated. In this experiment, a SISO DC motor setup as shown in Figure 4.13 was used as
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Figure 4.11: Average computation times for SMPC and SMPCL (Nc = 60).
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Figure 4.12: Average computation times for SMPC and SMPCL (Nc = 100).
Figure 4.13: DC motor experimental setup
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Figure 4.14: Constrained SMPC of DC motor experimental setup with and without Laguerre
function parameterization; Top plot: setpoint (dash), output ω (solid); middle plot: input
signal; bottom plot: rate of change of input, ∆u; left plot: without Laguerre; right plot: with
Laguerre.
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Figure 4.15: Computation time for constrained SMPC with Laguerre (right plot) and without
Laguerre (left plot) for DC motor experiment.
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the testbed. The control parameters used in this experiment are as follows: p = 10, f = 20,
Nc = 20, WQ = 1, and WR = 1× 104. Data acquisition and implementation of the algorithms
were performed using MATLAB R©’s xPC TargetTMpackage, with a compatible data acquisition
interface. In this experiment of constrained SMPC with and without Laguerre function, both of
the algorithms use the same I/O identification data, which was made of step changes responses
of the DC motor.
Figure 4.14 shows the comparison of constrained SMPC application of the real-world DC
motor setup, with and without Laguerre function parameterization. The plot on the left shows
the experimental result without Laguerre function, while the right side shows the result with
Laguerre function application. As we can see from the figure, both with and without Laguerre
show similar controlled response. Additionally, both algorithms managed to follow the set-
points, within the constraints of u and ∆u (constraints are denoted by the dashed line in the
middle and bottom plots).
Meanwhile, Figure 4.15 displays the computation times taken at each sampling time in
the implementation of the two algorithms. This figure confirms the result obtained from the
simulations, where constrained SMPC algorithm with Laguerre function shows computational
advantage over conventional algorithm. This is especially true when the constraints are active
(denoted by the four spikes, between t = 31s to t = 45s), where the gap in computational
requirement becomes more significant. For this particular experiment, the order of Laguerre
functions used was NL = 3 with a scaling factor of a = 0.9.
4.5 Effects of Laguerre parameters on control
In this section, an analysis on the effects of Laguerre parameters on the control performance
is presented. Specifically, the effects of scaling factor a and order of Laguerre functions NL
was investigated via simulation examples. The following analysis uses the highly oscillatory
mechanical system first introduced in §2.5, with the system’s transfer function given as,
G(z) =
−5.7980z3 + 19.5128z2 − 21.6452z + 7.9547
z4 − 3.0228z3 + 3.8630z2 − 2.6426z + 0.8084 (4.38)
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I/O identification data used in the analysis is as shown in Figure 4.16. From the identification
data, the respective subspace linear predictors were calculated, and simulations of various
unconstrained SMPC implementation was conducted against various Laguerre parameters, with
the following simulation parameters held constant: p = 50, f = 150, Nc = 150,WQ = 1,WR =
10000.
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Figure 4.16: I/O identification data for highly oscillatory mechanical system
4.5.1 Effect of scaling factor a
In this analysis, two cases of different scaling factor a was considered. For the first case, the
scaling factor was a = 0.05, and the second case had a value of a = 0.95. The scaling fac-
tors were selected near to the extreme ends of 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, to magnify the discrepancy between
the two cases. In this particular example the order of the Laguerre functions was set at NL = 3.
Figure 4.17 shows the input and output signals of an unconstrained SMPC implementation
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of the system with a = 0.05, while Figure 4.18 shows the implementation with a = 0.95.
Comparing the two figures, it is evident that the implementation with a = 0.95 gave a better
control performance. This is due to the highly oscillatory nature of the system, which in turn
requires the input signal to be more complex, to a certain degree, for it to have a satisfactory
output response. In other words, the system needs a considerably longer control horizon Nc
in order to obtain acceptable performance. Thus, with a near to 0, this will make the set of
Laguerre basis functions to decay much more quickly, thus reducing its capability to model a
more complex input trajectory. Note that when a is equal to zero, the set of Laguerre basis
functions will reduce to a set of impulses, thus rendering the SMPC implementation similar to
the one without Laguerre function parameterization.
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Figure 4.17: Unconstrained SMPC of highly oscillatory system with a = 0.05, NL = 3; Top
plot: setpoint (dashed), output signal (solid); bottom plot: input signal
4.5.2 Effect of order of Laguerre functions NL
In this subsection, unconstrained SMPC implementation using Laguerre functions with two
different orders for Laguerre function parameterization is shown. Specifically, simulation of
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Figure 4.18: Unconstrained SMPC of highly oscillatory system with a = 0.95, NL = 3; Top
plot: setpoint (dashed), output signal (solid); bottom plot: input signal
unconstrained SMPC with Laguerre function parameterization of the highly oscillatory me-
chanical system was conducted for NL = 3 and NL = 10, with the scaling factor a = 0.5 held
constant for both simulations.
Figure 4.19 shows the control implementation for NL = 3, while Figure 4.20 shows the
simulation result for NL = 10. As we compare the figures, it is evident that better control
performance was obtained with the higher degree of Laguerre basis functions (NL = 10).
Again this is due to the highly oscillatory nature of the system, which in turn requires the
input trajectory to be equally complex. With a higher degree of parameterization of Laguerre
functions, this will allow a more complex input trajectory to be modeled, resulting in a better
output response.
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Figure 4.19: Unconstrained SMPC of highly oscillatory system with NL = 3, a = 0.5; Top plot:
setpoint (dashed), output signal (solid); bottom plot: input signal
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, demonstration on the efficacy of input trajectory parameterization using La-
guerre functions has been presented. Simulation studies as well as real world implementation of
the algorithm show that the computation advantage offered by input parameterization is signif-
icant, especially when the constraints are active. This reduction of computational requirement
will facilitate the adoption of SMPC algorithm on systems with faster dynamics, due to the
improvement in the optimization step of the algorithm.
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Figure 4.20: Unconstrained SMPC of highly oscillatory system with NL = 10, a = 0.5; Top
plot: setpoint (dashed), output signal (solid); bottom plot: input signal
Chapter 5
Recursive subspace-based linear
predictor
5.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, a subspace-based linear predictor equation, which describes the future
output variables in terms of past input and output variables as well as the future inputs has
been presented. It is then implemented into an MPC framework, thus providing SMPC al-
gorithms for unconstrained and constrained solutions, respectively. As demonstrated earlier
in Chapter 2, the subspace linear predictor coefficients Lw and Lu are obtained offline from a
set of I/O data, which involves an RQ-decomposition step of a composite matrix of input and
output Hankel data matrices.
However, the need to develop control systems that can be rapidly deployed has motivated
the formulation of recursive algorithms in the computation of the system model. With recursive
algorithms, the user does not have to obtain offline identification data before the initiation of
control. Recursive algorithms works by updating the parameters of the system online, with the
arrival of new input and output data. Another advantage of recursive algorithms is the small
requirement for data storage. This is because since the parameters are updated online at each
time step, the algorithm does not need to record a huge collection of I/O data as opposed to
offline methods.
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In the literature, there exist some presentations of recursive updating of subspace linear pre-
dictors. These algorithms are mostly inspired from the work on recursive methods in subspace
system identification. One of the earlier works in recursive subspace identification has been
presented by Verhaegen and Deprettere [118], where an update of an LQ factorization followed
by a rank-one update of SVD was proposed in the updating of the state-space matrices of the
system. Another example, algorithm proposed by Gustafsson et al. [44] utilizes a recursive
updating of SVD and application of instrumental variable (IV) in the recursive derivation of
MOESP-type subspace method. Besides these two papers, there is a numerous collection of
recursive subspace algorithms, for instance in [55, 82, 83, 95, 110, etc.].
Prevalent in all of the recursive subspace identification algorithms is the use of various
mathematical tools and concepts in updating the respective matrix factorization or decomposi-
tion. The use of these tools is necessary so that computationally expensive computations, such
as an SVD, would not have to be repeated during online updating. To give a few example,
algorithm by Delgado et al. [26] updates an QR decomposition by using a modified Householder
algorithm. Many of the recursive subspace literatures also utilizes SVD updating mechanism
such as the partial update of SVD by Comon and Golub [20]. Additionally, paper by Verhae-
gen and Deprettere [118] uses Lanczos algorithm [65] to update the SVD of the data subspace
by deriving a rank-one modification of a certain tridiagonal matrix. Another commonly used
mathematical concept in the updating of subspace data matrices is the Givens rotations. Pa-
pers in [44, 76, 84, 118] for example uses Givens rotations in order to update their respective
RQ or LQ decompositions. Using Givens rotations enables us to avoid a new calculation of
the decomposition by using values obtained from previous calculations, thus saving precious
computational resources. A good review of Givens rotations is available by Golub and Van
Loan [43].
Inspired by recursive methods in subspace identification algorithm, recursive algorithms for
updating subspace linear predictors have also been presented in the literature. Dong et al. [33]
for example have presented a fault-tolerant SPC algorithm using closed-loop VARX algorithm.
Additionally, Hallouzi and Verhaegen [46] have also presented a recursive SPC algorithm for
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fault-tolerant control of a Boeing 747. Both of these implementations utilize a series of Givens
rotations in order to update the QR-decomposition of the subspace data matrices with the
arrival of new I/O data. As mentioned before, with the updating of QR-decomposition using
Givens rotations, we have avoided the need to perform a full-scale decomposition with the
availability of new data.
Based on the recursive updating of QR-decomposition of a matrix via Givens rotations, an
analogous recursive updating algorithm will be presented in this chapter. However, the novelty
of the algorithm derived here is that it provides significant computational improvement over
conventional algorithms. By taking advantage of the lower triangular structure of the R matrix
in RQ-decomposition, as well as the special structure of the orthogonal Givens rotations matri-
ces, we propose an efficient column-by-column updating of the R matrix. With this recursive
algorithm, the subspace predictors Lw and Lu can then be computed online, thus giving us
a self-initializing controller. The advantages offered by implementing an significantly efficient
recursive updating of the subspace linear predictors will be apparent especially for controllers
with limited data storage and computational capacity, such as embedded micro controllers.
With this proposal of an efficient updating scheme, the prospect of application of SMPC-type
algorithm using these micro controllers will become more attractive.
The initial part of this chapter will start with an overview of Givens rotations. Next, we
will see how we can apply a set of Givens rotations to derivate the updated subspace linear pre-
dictors. This will be followed by the derivation of the novel, computationally efficient updating
algorithm. After that, a study of the best initial condition for R matrix will be presented,
followed by discussion of convergence criterion. Finally, all these components will be combined,
resulting in an auto-tuning SMPC algorithm.
5.2 Givens rotation
This section will give a brief introduction of Givens rotations. A comprehensive treatment of
the algorithms associated with Givens rotations has been provided by Golub and Van Loan
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[43]. Givens rotation is a concept in linear algebra, which can be described as a rotation in the
plane spanned by two coordinate axes. The special feature of this transformation is that it can
be used to zero-out specific elements in a matrix. The Givens transformation matrix is given
by the following Gi,k matrix, as shown below:
Gik = G(i, k, θ) =

1 · · · 0 · · · 0 0
...
. . .
...
...
...
0 · · · sin(θ) · · · − cos(θ) · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 · · · cos(θ) · · · sin(θ) · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 1

ith row
kth row
(5.1)
ith column kth column
where for a given θ, i and k are the row and column of the transformation and θ is the rotation
angle. It is apparent that Givens rotations is orthogonal in nature. It can thus be seen that
by postmultiplying Givens transformation matrix G(i, k, θ) to a matrix, say A, translates to a
clockwise rotation of A by θ radians along the (i, k) coordinate plane.
As a result of this, if we let x ∈ Rn and y = xG(i, k, θ)T , and by the algorithm
yj =

sxi − cxk j = i
cxi + sxk j = k
xj j 6= i, k
(5.2)
we can make the i-th element in y, ie. yi, to become zero by taking
s =
xi√
x2i + x
2
k
, c =
xk√
x2i + x
2
k
(5.3)
An example of using Givens rotations in zeroing a particular position in a matrix is shown as
follows.
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Example 9 Zeroing out elements using Givens rotations
Let matrix M =

1 2 3
4 5 6
9 8 10
. We would like to zero the element M1,2, which corresponds
to the value 2, located at the first row and second column of the matrix. Therefore, if we let
xi = x1 = 1 and xk = x2 = 2 (with i = 1 which corresponds to the first row, and k = 2 which
denotes the second column), we will have,
c =
2√
12 + 22
= 0.8944, and s =
1√
12 + 22
= 0.4472
thus giving us the Givens transformation matrix,
G12 = G(1, 2, θ) =

s −c 0
c s 0
0 0 1
 =

0.4472 −0.8944 0
0.8944 0.4472 0
0 0 1

Postmultiplying G(1, 2, θ) with M will result in a zero at (1, 2) position as follows.
M1 = MG12 =

1 2 3
4 5 6
9 8 10


0.4472 −0.8944 0
0.8944 0.4472 0
0 0 1
 =

2.2361 0 3
6.2610 −1.3416 6
11.1803 −4.4721 10

From the example above, it can be seen that a series of Givens rotations can be easily
extended in order to calculate an RQ decomposition of a matrix. If this is the case, the Q
matrix of an RQ decomposition using Givens rotations is the multiplication of the series of
Givens rotations that will result in the lower triangular matrix R. Continuing with the ex-
ample above, an example of a complete RQ decomposition using Givens rotations is given below.
Example 10 RQ decomposition using Givens rotations
Continuing with the matrix M1 in Example 9, let us find the corresponding Givens rotations
that will eliminate the element at position (1, 3) of the matrix M1. Therefore, by setting xi =
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2.2361 and xk = 3, we will obtain c and s as follows.
c =
3√
32 + 2.23612
= 0.8018, and s =
2.2361√
32 + 2.23612
= 0.5976
The Givens matrix G13 is then,
G13 = G(1, 3, θ) =

s 0 −c
0 1 0
c 0 s
 =

0.5976 0 −0.8018
0 1 0
0.8018 0 0.5976

Multiplying M1 with G13 will give,
M2 = M1G13 =

2.2361 0 3
6.2610 −1.3416 6
11.1803 −4.4721 10


0.5976 0 −0.8018
0 1 0
0.8018 0 0.5976

=

3.7417 0 0
8.5524 −1.3416 −1.4343
14.6994 −4.4721 −2.9881

Lastly, to zero the element (2, 3) of M2, take xi = −1.3416 and xk = −1.4343 thus giving us
c = −0.7303 and s = −0.6831 respectively. Therefore, constructing the Givens transformation
matrix G23 as,
G23 = G(2, 3, θ) =

1 0 0
0 s −c
0 c s
 =

1 0 0
0 −0.6831 0.7303
0 −0.7303 −0.6831

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Completing the final rotation, postmultiplying M2 by G23 gives,
M3 = M2G23 =

3.7417 0 0
8.5524 −1.3416 −1.4343
14.6994 −4.4721 −2.9881


1 0 0
0 −0.6831 0.7303
0 −0.7303 −0.6831

=

3.7417 0 0
8.5524 1.9640 0
14.6994 5.2372 −1.2247

Therefore, the final RQ decomposition of matrix M can be written as,
M = RQT
1 2 3
4 5 6
9 8 10
 =

3.7417 0 0
8.5524 1.9640 0
14.6994 5.2372 −1.2247
GT23GT13GT12
=

3.7417 0 0
8.5524 1.9640 0
14.6994 5.2372 −1.2247

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R

0.2673 0.5346 0.8018
0.8729 0.2182 −0.4364
−0.4082 0.8165 −0.4082

︸ ︷︷ ︸
QT
As demonstrated by the previous example, Givens rotations can be used in order to find
the QR decomposition of a matrix. However, there are other methods that are more commonly
used in QR decomposition of a matrix. This include the Gram-Schmidt process and the House-
holder transformation.
In order to assist us in understanding the motivation of using Givens rotations in the
recursive update of subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu, let us first demonstrate the updating
of a RQ decomposition of a simple 3×3 matrix. The original 3×3 matrix is then appended by
adding a column of new data at the rightmost column of the matrix.
Example 11 Updating RQ decomposition for an appended matrix
Suppose the matrix M from previous examples is appended with a new column, located at
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the rightmost position of the matrix. Let us name the updated matrix M as Mnew, and Mnew
is given as below:
Mnew =

1 2 3
4 5 6
9 8 10︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
5
1
7︸︷︷︸

Φ
where Φ is appended to the rightmost column of matrix M. Assume that we already calculated the
values of R and Q as shown from the previous RQ decomposition example. Since M = RQT ,
we can then write Mnew in terms of R, Q and the appended column Φ as shown below,
Mnew =
R Φ

 QT 0
0 1
 (5.4)
=

3.7417 0 0 5
8.5524 1.9640 0 1
14.6994 5.2372 −1.2247 7


0.2673 0.5346 0.8018 0
0.8729 0.2182 −0.4364 0
−0.4082 0.8165 −0.4082 0
0 0 0 1

Therefore, in order to find the RQ factorization of Mnew, we can apply Givens rotations method
onto the appended R matrix thus zeroing-out the last column. It is evident in this example that
we would need 3 rotations in order to do so. Firstly, to zero out the element at position (1,4),
we would have xi = 3.7417 and xk = 5. Similar to previous examples, we would then have
c = 0.8006 and s = 0.5991, thus giving us the Givens transformation matrix G1,4 as below,
G1,4 =

s 0 0 −c
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
c 0 0 s

=

0.5991 0 0 −0.8006
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0.8006 0 0 0.5991

Since Givens transformation matrix is orthogonal, ie. G(i, k, θ)GT (i, k, θ) = I, we can then
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update Mnew in Equation (5.4) as shown here.
Mnew =

3.7417 0 0 5
8.5524 1.9640 0 1
14.6994 5.2372 −1.2247 7
G1,4GT1,4
 QT 0
0 1

=

6.2450 0 0 0
5.9247 1.9640 0 −6.2482
14.4115 5.2372 −1.2247 −7.5749
GT1,4
 QT 0
0 1

(5.5)
Next, continuing with the second rotation, we will eliminate the value at position (2, 4). Thus,
taking xi = 1.9640 and xk = −6.2482 will give us the values c = −0.9540 and s = 0.2999
respectively. Following the similar steps, we can construct the second Givens transformation
matrix as
G2,4 =

1 0 0 0
0 s 0 −c
0 0 1 0
0 c 0 s

=

1 0 0 0
0 0.2999 0 0.9540
0 0 1 0
0 −0.9540 0 0.2999

From Equation (5.5), we will update the equation for Mnew as shown below
Mnew =

6.2450 0 0 0
5.9247 1.9640 0 −6.2482
14.4115 5.2372 −1.2247 −7.5749
G2,4GT2,4GT1,4
 QT 0
0 1

=

6.2450 0 0 0
5.9247 6.5496 0 0
14.4115 8.7968 −1.2247 2.7248
GT2,4GT1,4
 QT 0
0 1
 (5.6)
Finally for the final rotation, in order to eliminate the value at position (3, 4), we will have to
take xi = −1.2247 and xk = 2.7248, thus resulting in values for s and c as s = −0.4100 and
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c = 0.9121. This will result in the final Givens rotations matrix G3,4 as shown below.
G3,4 =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 s −c
0 0 c s

=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −0.4100 −0.9121
0 0 0.9121 −0.4100

Lastly, following through from Equation (5.6), we will arrive at the final formulation for Mnew
as,
Mnew =

6.2450 0 0 0
5.9247 6.5496 0 0
14.4115 8.7968 −1.2247 2.7248
G3,4GT3,4GT2,4GT1,4
 QT 0
0 1

=

6.2450 0 0 0
5.9247 6.5496 0 0
14.4115 8.7968 2.9874 0
GT3,4GT2,4GT1,4
 QT 0
0 1

=

6.2450 0 0 0
5.9247 6.5496 0 0
14.4115 8.7968 2.9874 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rnew

0.1601 0.3203 0.4804 0.8006
0.4659 0.4737 0.4815 −0.5716
0.8684 −0.2619 −0.3880 0.1639
0.0573 −0.7775 0.6220 −0.0737

︸ ︷︷ ︸
QTnew
(5.7)
where QTnew = G
T
3,4G
T
2,4G
T
1,4
[
QT 0
0 1
]
. Since the last column in Rnew consists of only zeros, we
can remove it from the final solution. As an effect, the last row of QTnew is also removed, thus
giving us the final RQ decomposition of Mnew as shown below.
Mnew =

6.2450 0 0
5.9247 6.5496 0
14.4115 8.7968 2.9874


0.1601 0.3203 0.4804 0.8006
0.4659 0.4737 0.4815 −0.5716
0.8684 −0.2619 −0.3880 0.1639
 (5.8)
The previous example shows that for a matrix which has been appended with a column of
new data, the RQ decomposition of the new resultant matrix can be calculated from the R
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and Q matrices of the old matrix by utilizing Givens rotations. Consequently, we avoided a full
scale recalculation of R and Q matrices of the new matrix, thus exploiting the already available
R and Q matrices, resulting in savings in computation time. The viability of this technique
will be more apparent especially when dealing with huge data matrices, which is almost true
for all systems identification purposes.
5.3 Recursive updating of subspace-based linear predictors
The previous section has demonstrated how Givens rotations can be used to update an RQ
decomposition of a matrix which has been appended with a new column of data. This section
will build from that and extend the algorithm in order to arrive at a recursive algorithm of
calculating subspace-based linear predictors Lw and Lu.
5.3.1 Recursive updating of Lw and Lu - conventional method
As demonstrated earlier in §2.2-§2.2.1, the subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu are calcu-
lated from the RQ decomposition of the data matrix
[
Wp Uf Yf
]T
as shown below. These
equations are repeated in this section in order to assist the derivation.

Wp
Uf
Yf
 =

R11 0 0
R21 R22 0
R31 R32 R33

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rk

QT1
QT2
QT3

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qk
(5.9)
After Rk is calculated, the subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu are determined by first calcu-
lating the matrix L, then Lw and Lu are extracted as shown below:
L =
[
R31 R32
] R11 0
R21 R22

†
(5.10)
L =
[
Lw Lu
]
and Lw ∈ Rfl×p(m+l), Lu ∈ Rfl×fm (5.11)
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Recall that Wp, Uf and Yf are the I/O Hankel data matrices, as defined earlier in §2.2.1. In
recursive derivation of subspace-based linear predictors, it is assumed that at a certain time
k, new input and output data denoted as uk+1 and yk+1 are available. Therefore, with this
new set of data, the I/O Hankel matrices can then be appended by adding another column
of data at the right side of the respective matrices. Thus, with the new input and output
data available, the matrices Wp, Uf and Yf are appended as follows, to give us an updated[
Wp Uf Yf
]T
matrix. The updated matrix is now denoted as
[
Wp Uf Yf
]T ∣∣∣∣∣
k+1
, where
the subscript k + 1 denotes the next time step.
(Yp)k+1 =

y1 y2 . . . yN−f−p+1 yN−f−p+2
y2 y3 . . . yN−f−p+2 yN−f−p+3
...
...
. . .
...
...
yp yp+1 . . . yN−f yN−f+1

=
[
(Yp)k φYp
]
(5.12)
(Up)k+1 =

u1 u2 . . . uN−f−p+1 uN−f−p+2
u2 u3 . . . uN−f−p+2 uN−f−p+3
...
...
. . .
...
...
up up+1 . . . yN−f uN−f+1

=
[
(Up)k φUp
]
(5.13)
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(Yf )k+1 =

yp+1 yp+2 . . . yN−f+1 yN−f+2
yp+2 yp+3 . . . yN−f+2 yN−f+3
...
...
. . .
...
...
yp+f yp+f+1 . . . yN yk+1

=
[
(Yf )k φYf
]
(5.14a)
(Uf )k+1 =

up+1 up+2 . . . uN−f+1 uN−f+2
up+2 up+3 . . . uN−f+2 uN−f+3
...
...
. . .
...
...
yp+f up+f+1 . . . uN uk+1

=
[
(Uf )k φUf
]
(5.14b)
(Wp)k+1 =
(Yp)k+1
(Up)k+1
 = [(Wp)k φWp
]
(5.14c)
with the rightmost column of these matrices defined as,
φUf =

uN−f+2
...
uN
uk+1

, φYf =

yN−f+2
...
yN
yk+1

φWp =
φYp
φUp
 =

yN−f−p+2
...
yN−f+1
uN−f−p+2
...
uN−f+1

(5.15)
With the appended
([
Wp Uf Yf
]T)
k+1
matrix, the new subspace-based linear predictor
coefficients Lw and Lu can be derived with a full RQ decomposition of the updated data
matrix
([
Wp Uf Yf
]T)
k+1
, in-line with equations (5.11)-(5.9).
However, a complete RQ decomposition of the matrix
([
Wp Uf Yf
]T)
k+1
can be
avoided since we already have the Rk matrix computed at the previous time step k. This can
be achieved by utilizing a series of Givens rotations on the composite R?k+1 matrix, by extend-
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ing the method shown in the previous section. Utilizing the notations developed in Equations
(5.14)-(5.15), and the Rk matrix obtained in (5.9), the data matrix
([
Wp Uf Yf
]T)
k+1
can
be rewritten as,

Wp
Uf
Yf

k+1
=

(Wp)k
(Uf )k
(Yf )k
φWp
φUf
φYf
 =

(R11)k 0 0
(R21)k (R22)k 0
(R31)k (R32)k (R33)k
φWp
φUf
φYf

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R?k+1

QT1
QT2
QT3
0
0
0
0
In

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q?k+1
(5.16)
with In is an identity matrix with the appropriate dimensions.
We can then utilize a series of Givens rotations in order to annihilate the rightmost column
of R?k+1. In order to assist us with the derivation, let us redefine the matrix R
?
k+1 as shown
below,
R?k+1 =

(R11)k 0 0
(R21)k (R22)k 0
(R31)k (R32)k (R33)k
φWp
φUf
φYf
 (5.17)
=

R?1,1|k+1 0 . . . 0 Φ1
R?2,1|k+1 R?2,2|k+1 . . . 0 Φ2
...
...
. . .
...
...
R?(p+f)(m+l),1|k+1 R?(p+f)(m+l),2|k+1 . . . R?(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)|k+1 Φ(p+f)(m+l)

where the subscripts i and j in R?i,j represents the row and column of the respective elements.
Applying the first rotation to the R?k+1 matrix will zero the element in location (1, (p +
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f)(m+ l) + 1) thus giving us,

R?1,1|k+1 0 . . . 0 Φ1
R?2,1|k+1 R?2,2|k+1 . . . 0 Φ2
...
...
. . .
...
...
R?(p+f)(m+l),1|k+1 R?(p+f)(m+l),2|k+1 . . . R?(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)|k+1 Φ(p+f)(m+l)

×

s1 0 0 . . . −c1
0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
c1 0 0 . . . s1

=

R¯?1,1|k+1 0 . . . 0 0
R¯?2,1|k+1 R?2,2|k+1 . . . 0 Φ¯2
...
...
. . .
...
...
R¯?(p+f)(m+l),1|k+1 R?(p+f)(m+l),2|k+1 . . . R?(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)|k+1 Φ¯(p+f)(m+l)

(5.18)
with s1 =
R?1,1|k+1√
(R?1,1|k+1)
2
+(Φ1)
2
and c1 =
Φ1√
(R?1,1|k+1)
2
+(Φ1)
2
. Note that in the first Givens rotations
above, only the elements in the first and the last columns are affected by the multiplication.
The change in the elements are denoted with the bar above the variable R. Next, multiply
the resultant matrix above with the second Givens rotations matrix to eliminate the element
in the second row and rightmost column of the matrix R?k+1, as shown below,
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
R¯?1,1|k+1 0 . . . 0 0
R¯?2,1|k+1 R?2,2|k+1 . . . 0 Φ¯2
...
...
. . .
...
...
R¯?(p+f)(m+l),1|k+1 R?(p+f)(m+l),2|k+1 . . . R?(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)|k+1 Φ¯(p+f)(m+l)

×

1 0 0 . . . 0
0 s2 0 . . . −c2
0 0 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 c2 0 . . . s2

=

R¯?1,1|k+1 0 . . . 0 0
R¯?2,1|k+1 R¯?2,2|k+1 . . . 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
R¯?(p+f)(m+l),1|k+1 R¯?(p+f)(m+l),2|k+1 . . . R?(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)|k+1 Φ¯(p+f)(m+l)

(5.19)
with s2 =
R?2,2|k+1√
(R?2,2|k+1)
2
+(Φ¯2)
2
and c2 =
Φ¯2√
(R?2,2|k+1)
2
+(Φ¯2)
2
. This procedure is then repeated
until the bottom-rightmost element of R?k+1 which is Φ¯(p+f)(m+l) is eliminated, where the last
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rotation applied to the matrix is as below:

R¯?1,1|k+1 0 . . . 0 0
R¯?2,1|k+1 R¯?2,2|k+1 . . . 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
R¯?(p+f)(m+l)−1,1|k+1 R¯?(p+f)(m+l)−1,2|k+1 . . . 0 0
R¯?(p+f)(m+l),1|k+1 R¯?(p+f)(m+l),2|k+1 . . . R?(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)|k+1 Φ¯(p+f)(m+l)

×

1 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
...
...
... s(p+f)(m+l) −c(p+f)(m+l)
0 . . . c(p+f)(m+l) s(p+f)(m+l)

=

R¯?1,1|k+1 0 . . . 0 0
R¯?2,1|k+1 R¯?2,2|k+1 . . . 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
R¯?(p+f)(m+l)−1,1|k+1 R¯?(p+f)(m+l)−1,2|k+1 . . . 0 0
R¯?(p+f)(m+l),1|k+1 R¯?(p+f)(m+l),2|k+1 . . . R¯?(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)|k+1 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rk+1
(5.20a)
where s and c are defined as:
s(p+f)(m+l) =
R?(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)|k+1√(
R?(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)|k+1
)2
+
(
Φ¯(p+f)(m+l)
)2 (5.21)
c(p+f)(m+l) =
Φ¯(p+f)(m+l)√(
R?(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)|k+1
)2
+
(
Φ¯(p+f)(m+l)
)2 (5.22)
Before we move further, let us recap what the derivations above have shown so far. Up
to here, we have been applying Givens rotations in order to zero out the last column of the
matrix R?k+1. These rotations can be applied to the matrix
([
Wp Uf Yf
]T)
k+1
due to fact
that the Givens transformation matrices are orthogonal in nature. Therefore, these rotations
will not alter the real value of the matrix
([
Wp Uf Yf
]T)
k+1
. These rotations however do
alter the value of the orthogonal matrix Q?k+1 to become Qk+1. However, since Qk+1 is not
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needed in the calculation of the subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu, we can safely apply this
recursive method in updating the RQ decomposition of the appended matrix. To demonstrate
in equation form, the series of Givens rotations applied will result in the advancement of
Equation (5.16) to become,


Wp
Uf
Yf


k+1
= R?k+1Q
?
k+1
= R?k+1G1,(p+f)(m+l)G2,(p+f)(m+l) . . . G(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l)
GT(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l) . . . G
T
2,(p+f)(m+l)G
T
1,(p+f)(m+l)Q
?
k+1
= Rk+1Qk+1 (5.23)
where Rk+1 = R
?
k+1G1,(p+f)(m+l)G2,(p+f)(m+l) . . . G(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l) and
Qk+1 = G
T
(p+f)(m+l),(p+f)(m+l) . . . G
T
2,(p+f)(m+l)G
T
1,(p+f)(m+l)Q
?
k+1. From this result, Rk+1 can
then be used in order to extract the subspace-based linear predictor coefficients Lw and Lu,as
in Equations (5.10)-(5.11).
5.3.2 Efficient recursive updating of subspace linear predictors
An interesting point about the Givens rotations method demonstrated in the previous sub-
section is that in the rotations shown, only two of the columns are affected at one particular
rotation. This is due to the special structure of Givens rotations matrix. With this knowledge,
it is advantageous to develop a simpler, iterative scheme in the task of eliminating the right-
most column of the composite matrix R?k+1. Furthermore, by developing a simpler algorithm,
we would not need to fully construct the Givens transformation matrix and apply a full-scale
matrix multiplication, thus saving computation time.
The simpler algorithm can be executed by updating the two particular columns concerned
and leaving the other columns untouched. To demonstrate, let us start with the first rotation
which is to eliminate the element Φ1 in the R
?
k+1 matrix. From Equation (5.3.1), we can
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update the first and rightmost columns of matrix R?k+1 by using the equations below:
s1 =
R?1,1|k+1√(
R?1,1|k+1
)2
+ (Φ1)
2
(5.24a)
c1 =
Φ1√(
R?1,1|k+1
)2
+ (Φ1)
2
(5.24b)
R¯?i,1 = R
?
i,1s1 + Φic1 (5.24c)
Φ¯i = −R?i,1c1 + Φis1 (5.24d)
with i denoting the respective rows of the composite matrix. Next, with the first and last
columns updated, the second Givens rotations can be applied to the updated matrix. Similar
to the equations above and refering to Equation (5.19), the second Givens rotations will update
the second and last columns of the matrix updated in the previous step, and is simplified with
the equations shown below. Note that for the second rotation, new values for s and c are
calculated from the updated composite matrix.
s2 =
R?2,2|k+1√(
R?2,2|k+1
)2
+
(
Φ¯2
)2 (5.25a)
c2 =
Φ¯2√(
R?2,2|k+1
)2
+
(
Φ¯2
)2 (5.25b)
R¯?i,2 = R
?
i,2s2 + Φic2 (5.25c)
Φ¯i = −R?i,2c2 + Φis2 (5.25d)
This procedure is then repeated until the last column in R?k+1 is zeroed. Thus, we have
arrived at an efficient algorithm in the recursive estimation of the subspace linear predictors
Lw and Lu, as summarized in the algorithm below:
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Algorithm 1 Efficient recursive updating of subspace-based linear predictors
Assume that we have a prior value for R. With the arrival of new I/O data
uk+1 and yk+1, the algorithm for efficient recursive updating of subspace linear
predictors Lw and Lu can be described by these steps:
1. Construct the appended R matrix as shown in Equation (5.16), thus giving
us the matrix R?k+1.
2. Denote j as the current column. Starting from the first column (j = 1),
calculate si =
R?i,i|k+1√
(R?i,i|k+1)
2
+(Φi)
2
and ci =
Φi√
(R?i,i|k+1)
2
+(Φi)
2
.
3. Update the j-th column of the composite matrix R?k+1 via the equation R¯
?
i,j =
R?i,jsi + Φici for all the rows in that column.
4. Update the last rightmost-column of the composite matrix R?k+1 using equa-
tion Φ¯i = −R?i,jci + Φisi for all the rows in the last column.
5. Repeat step #2 for the next column until the last element Φ¯(p+f)(m+l) is
zeroed-out.
6. Derive Lw and Lu from the resulting Rk+1 matrix, using the guideline of
Equations (5.10)-(5.11)
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm above, an example of recursive
updating of the lower triangular R matrix for the same DC motor model mentioned earlier in
Example 1 is given here.
Example 12 Recursive updating of subspace linear predictors for DC motor model
For this example simulation, let us assume that we have I/O data for 2500 data points. Firstly,
the lower triangular matrix R was initialized by taking the first 30 data points and calculating
the resulting R matrix using the equations shown earlier in §2.2. After that, the initialized
R matrix was then updated recursively using Algorithm 1, until the end of the I/O data was
reached. In this example, the past and future horizons for the predictors were set to be p = 5
and f = 5 respectively.
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Figure 5.1: Elements in R matrices at initialization, after recursive update and real values; top
plot: R with real values (solid line) and R after initialization (solid line with ’+’), bottom plot:
R with real values (solid line) and R after recursive updating (solid line with ’+’)
Figure 5.1 shows the comparisons of the elements in R matrices at initialization, after
recursive update and the true R matrix calculated from the whole dataset. The top plot compares
R matrix at initialization (solid line with ’+’) to the real R matrix (solid line), while the bottom
plot compares R matrix after recursive updating (solid line with ’+’) to the real R matrix (solid
line). From the plots, we can see that the lower triangular R matrix after initialization differs
quite significantly to the real R matrix. After the completion of recursive updating, we can find
that the R matrix matches the real R matrix well, signifying that the algorithm was able to
recursively update the R matrix at initialization to the real R matrix.
In the example above, the initial R matrix used in the recursive updating algorithm was
calculated beforehand by taking the RQ-decomposition of a composite I/O Hankel data ma-
trix, comprised of the first 30 data points. In section 5.4, we will look into the suitable initial
condition for the lower triangular R matrix, thus avoiding the need for any RQ-decomposition
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procedure altogether, in the calculation of the subspace linear predictors. Before we investigate
on the most suitable initial condition for the recursive algorithm, the computational benefits
of using the efficient updating algorithm presented in this section is discussed.
From the literature, there are several algorithms that uses Givens rotations in the updating
of subspace linear predictors, for example [33, 46, 132]. As mentioned earlier, the novelty of the
efficient algorithm presented here is that since the Q matrix is not needed in the calculation of
the subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu, we managed to streamline the process thus giving
us the efficient algorithm. Besides that, the nature of the Givens rotations matrix which is
applied to the lower triangular matrix R, results in only the affected columns being updated at
each rotation. Hence, we are not then required to construct the whole Givens transformation
matrix and apply a full-scale matrix multiplication.
As a result of all these factors, savings in terms of computational time can be achieved
with the implementation of the efficient algorithm. In order to demonstrate this, Monte-Carlo
simulations consisting of 10 runs were conducted for subspace predictors of varying future hori-
zons f . Figure 5.2 below shows the average computational times that it takes to complete a
recursive update step with the arrival of one data point, for SISO and two-input two-output
(TITO) systems. As we can see from the figure, the efficient recursive updating algorithm
(denoted by solid line with ’*’ marker), clearly outperforms the conventional updating algo-
rithm (solid line with ’3’ marker) for all cases. As future horizon f increases, we can also see
an increase in the computational time. With that, the efficient recursive algorithm presented
still manages to have better computational times, at least by one or two orders of magnitude,
for all conditions. Therefore, we can arrive at the conclusion that the novel efficient recursive
updating algorithm for subspace-based linear predictors presented in this chapter offers huge
computational savings over conventional algorithms. This can be very advantageous especially
for controllers with limited data storage and computational capabilities.
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future horizon, f
Figure 5.2: Average computational times for recursive updating of subspace linear predictors
(for 10 Monte-Carlo runs); top plot: SISO systems, ordinary Givens rotations (solid line with
’3’), efficient updating algorithm (solid line with ’*’), bottom plot: TITO systems, ordinary
Givens rotations (solid line with ’3’), efficient updating algorithm (solid line with ’*’)
5.4 Initial condition for R matrix
The efficient updating algorithm as presented in the previous section (Algorithm 1) is designed
to update the subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu as appropriate, with the arrival of new I/O
data. It uses the Givens rotations technique in updating the lower triangular matrix R, in the
RQ decomposition of the composite matrix
([
Wp Uf Yf
]T)
k+1
. Algorithm 1 however as-
sumes that prior to the update, the value of the lower triangular matrix R is known beforehand.
In the case when we do not have a priori knowledge of R, we would still need to give an
initial condition for it. An example where we do not have a value for R is when we are just
starting with the control implementation and in the process of initialization of control. There-
fore, by giving R an initial condition, we would be able to run the recursive updating algorithm,
thus giving us an auto-tuning controller.
There are several matrices that can be considered as the initial condition for matrix R.
Here, an analysis on the most suitable initial condition for matrix R is presented.
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In this analysis, the matrix R was initialized to one of the candidate matrices, and then
recursively updated using the algorithm presented in the previous section. The performance
of the simulation is quantified by recording the absolute value of the 1-step prediction error,
denoted by |ek+1|k|, during the whole sampling time of the simulation. The 1-step prediction
error is defined as the difference between the predicted output value at a single step ahead,
estimated using the current subspace linear predictors Lw|k and Lu|k, to the real output value
from the identification data. This can also be expressed as,
1-step prediction error, ek+1|k = yˆk+1|k − yk+1
= LOw|k

yk−f−p+1
...
yk−f
uk−f−p+1
...
uk−f

+ LOu|k

uk−f+1
...
uk
− yk+1 (5.26)
where LOw|k and L
O
u|k denotes the last l-rows of the matrices Lw and Lu obtained via the recur-
sive algorithm at that particular sampling time. By measuring the absolute 1-step prediction
error values, we can see across time how the prediction of future output values behaves as we
continuously update the subspace linear predictors. Therefore, good convergence of subspace
linear predictors will result in smaller prediction error and vice versa.
In order to obtain a comprehensive picture on the performance, the simulation for each of
the initial conditions was repeated for the same 50 random SISO systems that have a maximum
system order of 7. The absolute 1-step prediction error for all these random systems are then
averaged, and the result is presented below. In this analysis, the past and future horizons were
set as p = 10 and f = 10 respectively.
As for the candidates for the initial conditions for R, three different matrices were consid-
ered, which were,
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• Identity matrix, Rinit1 =

1 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . 1

,
• Lower triangular matrix filled with ones,
Rinit2 =

1 0 . . . 0
1 1 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
1 1 . . . 1

, and
• Lower triangular matrix filled with random numbers,
Rinit3 =

 0 . . . 0
  . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
  . . . 

.
where  denotes distinct random numbers. Note that all these initial conditions matrices are
initialized such that they are square and have 2p+ 2f rows respectively.
The first figure below (Figure 5.3) compares the average of the absolute 1-step prediction
error of the 50 random systems for Rinit1 to Rinit2, as the subspace linear predictors are updated
against the sampling time. At the beginning of the simulation, we can see that both the initial
conditions Rinit1 and Rinit2 give some amount of prediction errors. This is due to the fact that
we are at the starting point of the algorithm and the subspace linear predictors still have not
managed to capture the models of the system. As we go forward in time, we can see that for
both initial conditions, the average values of absolute 1-step prediction error are reduced, thus
indicating a better plant-model match. However, comparing the errors between the two initial
conditions, we can see that the identity matrix initial condition Rinit1 gives a lower average
prediction error throughout the simulation, compared to the initial condition matrix Rinit2,
which is a lower triangular matrix with ones as the elements.
This same behavior can be seen for the initial condition Rinit3 as shown in Figure 5.4. This
figure shows the comparison between the average absolute 1-step prediction error for identity
matrix Rinit1, to a lower triangular matrix whose elements are random numbers (Rinit3) as their
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Figure 5.3: Average absolute 1-step prediction error of 50 random systems for identity matrix
Rinit1 (solid line with ’x’ marker) and lower triangular matrix filled with ones Rinit2 (solid line
with ’+’ marker).
initial conditions. Both of these figures clearly show that the average absolute 1-step prediction
errors for the initial condition Rinit1 are at least smaller to the other two initial conditions at
least by an order of magnitude. Therefore, from this analysis, we can conclude that the best
initial condition for R matrix is a square identity matrix of size 2p + 2f . Figure 5.5 further
confirms this observation, where all three initial conditions are plotted in a single axis.
5.5 Convergence criteria
As touched previously, one of the benefits of having a recursive updating algorithm for the
subspace linear predictors is that it enables us to have automatic tuning capabilities for our
subspace-based MPC control algorithm. In auto-tuning applications, first the system is excited
with random white noise, and the resulting output is then used to derive the recursive subspace
linear predictors. However, we will also need a convergence criteria, which indicates that sat-
isfactory system dynamics have been captured by the predictors, thus allowing us to start the
control application. In this section, two convergence criterion are suggested and we will follow
up with a simulation example.
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Figure 5.4: Average absolute 1-step prediction error of 50 random systems for identity matrix
Rinit1 (solid line with ’x’ marker) and lower triangular matrix filled with random numbers Rinit3
(solid line with ’3’ marker).
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Figure 5.5: Average absolute 1-step prediction error of 50 random systems for all initial condi-
tion candidates Rinit1, Rinit2 and Rinit3.
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The first convergence criteria suggested is the use of the 1-step output prediction error. That
is, when the 1-step predicted output at the current sampling time is smaller than a certain
tolerance, the recursive algorithm is stopped and the appropriate subspace linear predictors
are kept constant. After that, SMPC algorithm, unconstrained or constrained, can then be
initiated and run as shown earlier in Chapter 2. The 1-step (single step) prediction error at
time k is then given by the equation
1-step prediction error, ek|k−1 = yˆk|k−1 − yk
= LOw|k−1

yk−f−p
...
yk−f−1
uk−f−p
...
uk−f−1

+ LOu|k−1

uk−f
...
uk−1
− yk (5.27)
Note that Equation (5.27) above is similar to 1-step prediction error equation described earlier
in Equation (5.26), except it has been shifted by one sampling time. This is to compensate for
the fact that at a current sampling time, the next output value is still not known, thus we have
to wait for the next sampling time to evaluate the accuracy of the subspace predictors. Also
the O symbol denotes the last l-rows of the respective matrices.
The main assumption for this convergence criteria is that since the prediction error is smaller
than the allowable tolerance, the subspace linear predictor matrices are assumed to have cap-
tured the whole dynamics of the system. Since that is the case, further recursive updating of
the linear predictors is unnecessary, thus indicating the start of SMPC algorithm.
The second convergence criteria will be based on the convergence of the elements in Lw and
Lu. That is, the predictors are assumed to have converged if the maximum absolute value of the
changes of each of the elements in Lw and Lu are less than a certain tolerance. In other words,
the subspace predictors converge when the elements in them are not changing very much, if they
do change at all. This can be achieved by comparing the subspace linear predictors obtained
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recursively at the current time step k to their values at time k − 1. Mathematically, this is
written as
maximum absolute change
of elements, ∆Lw,Lu
= max
i,j
{{|Lw|k − Lw|k−1|}i,j , {|Lu|k − Lu|k−1|}i,j} (5.28)
where the subscripts i, j indicates each of the elements of its respective matrices. Therefore,
the convergence criterion can be summarized as follows:
Algorithm 2 Convergence criteria for auto-tuning SMPC
The subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu are taken to have converged if:
• Criteria A: 1-step prediction error, ek|k−1 ≤ εA, or
• Criteria B: maximum absolute change of elements, ∆Lw,Lu ≤ εB.
The following examples illustrates the two convergence criterion in the recursive updating
of subspace predictor matrices.
Example 13 Recursive initialization of subspace linear predictor matrices for DC motor sys-
tem (Criteria A)
Assume that we have the same DC motor system mentioned earlier in Example 1. For this par-
ticular example, we will use a new set of I/O data, shown in Figure 5.6, as the identification
data.
Before the recursive algorithm was run, the R matrix was first initialized as a square, iden-
tity matrix having the dimension 2(p+f). Starting from time k = 1, the recursive initialization
algorithm (Algorithm 1) was run. At each time step, the convergence criteria (Criteria A) was
evaluated and if it was not satisfied, the recursive updating algorithm will be repeated for the
next time step. Once the 1-step prediction error was smaller than the allowable tolerance εA,
the recursive algorithm was stopped. For this simulation, the tolerance was set at εA = 1×10−5,
while the past and future horizons were p = 10, f = 10, respectively.
Figure 5.7 above shows the result of the simulation. The top plot in the figure shows the
1-step prediction error at each sampling time before convergence point. From this plot, we can
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Figure 5.6: I/O data made of setpoint changes.
see that for this set of simulation parameters, the subspace predictors converged at sampling
time of 61. Towards the end of the plot, we can see the prediction error fell below the tolerance
εA, thus stopping the recursive initialization algorithm.
The resulting linear predictors Lw and Lu are then compared to the real predictors obtained
via the conventional method described earlier in Chapter 2. The middle plot shows the elements
of Lw, while the bottom plot displays the elements in Lu. For both plots, the elements of the
real subspace predictors obtained via conventional method are plotted with solid line, while the
subspace predictors obtained via the recursive algorithm with the prescribed convergence criteria
is denoted by the solid line with 3 markers. As we can see, a good match for Lu was obtained,
as shown in the bottom plot (SSE of the elements = 3.3949×10−5). This is not so for Lw, where
there are some elements that are not completely matching, as shown in the middle plot (SSE
of the elements = 0.0195). However, this result can be improved if we use a tighter tolerance,
ie. by having a smaller εA.
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Figure 5.7: Initialization of Lw and Lu with convergence Criteria A; Top plot: 1-step prediction
error (solid) against sampling time, and tolerance εA = 1 × 10−5 (dash-dot); Middle plot:
Elements in Lw obtained via conventional method (solid), and obtained via recursive method
(solid with 3); Bottom plot: Middle plot: Elements in Lu obtained via conventional method
(solid), and obtained via recursive method (solid with 3).
Additionally, in order to investigate the accuracy of the predictors obtained, we will validate
Lw and Lu obtained recursively by testing it with a set of input data. This is done by simulating
the output of the system with the input data, using the subspace predictors obtained. This is
then compared to a simulation of the system using its state space matrices, and the result is
shown in Figure 5.8 below. As we can see from the figure, the output simulation using the
subspace linear predictors obtained recursively was able to match to the real output quite well
(SSE = 0.0021). Therefore, we can conclude that the predictors obtained in this example, using
convergence Criteria A was able to capture the dynamics of the system successfully.
Example 14 Recursive initialization of subspace linear predictor matrices for DC motor sys-
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Figure 5.8: Validation of output data using Lw and Lu obtained recursively; Top plot: output
data obtained from state-space model simulation (solid) and output obtained from Lw and Lu
obtained recursively (solid with  ); Bottom plot: input data used in the validation.
tem (Criteria B)
This example is similar to Example 13, except the convergence criteria in this example is Cri-
teria B, with the tolerance of εB = 1 × 10−5. The same identification data (Figure 5.6) was
used for this example, with the same past and future horizons p and f .
Figure 5.9 shows the result of the simulation. For this particular simulation, the conver-
gence criteria was achieved after 92 time steps, as can be seen from the top plot. When the
maximum absolute change of elements in Lw and Lu became smaller than the allowable toler-
ance εB, the recursive algorithm was stopped. The resulting elements in Lw and Lu obtained
via the recursive algorithm are plotted in the middle and bottom plots of Figure 5.9. As we can
see, a good match for Lu was obtained (SSE of the elements = 2.8976 × 10−5), while only a
partial match for Lw (SSE of the elements = 0.0176).
Similar to Example 13, we then tried to validate the subspace predictors obtained recursively
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Figure 5.9: Initialization of Lw and Lu with convergence Criteria B; Top plot: maximum
absolute change of elements, ∆Lw,Lu (solid) against sampling time, and tolerance εB = 1 ×
10−5 (dash-dot); Middle plot: Elements in Lw obtained via conventional method (solid), and
obtained via recursive method (solid with 3); Bottom plot: Middle plot: Elements in Lu
obtained via conventional method (solid), and obtained via recursive method (solid with 3).
with a new set of input data. The validation result is shown in Figure 5.10. As we can see from
the figure, a very good match in the simulated output response was obtained (SSE = 0.0020),
indicating the accuracy of the predictors obtained.
5.5.1 Factors affecting convergence rate
In the recursive updating of subspace linear predictor coefficients, there are several variables
that affect the convergence rate of the update. Convergence rate here is defined as the number
of iteration or updating steps needed before the convergence criteria is satisfied for a given
tolerance. Similarly, it also means the number of I/O data points needed before convergence is
reached.
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Figure 5.10: Validation of output data using Lw and Lu obtained recursively; Top plot: output
data obtained from state-space model simulation (solid) and output obtained from Lw and Lu
obtained recursively (solid with  ); Bottom plot: input data used in the validation.
Figure 5.11 below shows the result of a Monte-carlo simulation for 25 runs using different
random input data, for a certain 2nd order system. In this simulation, the R matrix was first
initialized and then subjected to the recursive updating algorithm as described in the previous
section. The figure shows the average number of iterations needed for all of the different input
data, in order to satisfy the convergence criteria. This particular simulation uses Criteria B as
its convergence condition, with the tolerance εB set at εB = 1 × 10−5 for all the cases. The
average number of iterations needed for convergence is then plotted across different past and
future horizons p and f , respectively.
From the figure, we can see that as the future horizon is increased, we will need more it-
erations in order to reach convergence. This is because bigger f will result in the increase of
the size of the lower triangular matrix R, thus more data is needed in order to populate its
elements. By the same token, more data is also needed with larger past horizon p, as this will
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Figure 5.11: Average number of recursive iterations to convergence for 25 Monte-carlo simula-
tions for various past horizons p.
also increase the size of R.
Figure 5.12 meanwhile displays the average number of iterations needed for convergence, for
various convergence tolerances. In this simulation of 25 Monte-carlo runs, the past horizon p
was set to be p = 5 for all cases. The average iteration is also shown for various future horizons
f . This figure also confirms our suspicion that smaller tolerances will result in the increase of
iterations, and relaxing the tolerance will speed up the convergence of the predictors. This is
only natural as with smaller tolerances, we would need more data in the recursive updating
algorithm in order to produce more precise predictor coefficients.
5.6 Auto-tuning SMPC
In the previous sections, an efficient recursive updating algorithm of subspace linear predictors
using Givens rotations method was presented. Furthermore, an investigation on the appropri-
ate initial condition, as well as convergence criteria for the predictors were discussed. With
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Figure 5.12: Average number of recursive iterations to convergence for 25 Monte-carlo simula-
tions with various tolerances εB.
these topics at hand, we can then arrive at an auto-tuning SMPC algorithm which will au-
tomatically initialize the SMPC controller, without having a separate identification procedure
before control application. The algorithm can then be summarized as shown below. An exam-
ple simulation of an auto-tuning SMPC implementation is then given.
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Algorithm 3 Auto-tuning SMPC - initialization
The steps in the initialization of auto-tuning SMPC can be detailed as:
1. Initialize R matrix as identity matrix of size 2(p+ f)× 2(p+ f).
2. Feed persistently exciting input into the system.
3. Update the recursive subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu as in Algorithm
1.
4. Check if the convergence criteria in Algorithm 2 is satisfied. If they are,
proceed with SMPC implementation. If not, repeat step 2.
Example 15 Simulation of auto-tuning SMPC (unconstrained) of DC motor system
In this example, the same DC motor system as in Example 1 is used. In the initialization, the
system was fed with random input signal, and once the subspace linear predictors converged,
unconstrained SMPC algorithm was instantly turned on. For this simulation, the past and fu-
ture horizons were set at p = 10, f = 10, with convergence Criteria A (εA = 1× 10−4) used as
the convergence condition.
Figure 5.13 shows the result of the simulation auto-tuning SMPC for our DC motor system.
The top plot of the figure shows the output variable from the auto-tuning algorithm, denoted by
the solid line. From the figure, we can see that from sampling time 1 to 77, the output from
the algorithm represents the system’s response to the random input which is being fed into the
system (the input is shown in the bottom plot). At sampling time 77, the convergence criteria
was satisfied, thus allowing us to start the unconstrained SMPC algorithm. From sampling time
78 until the end, the output has managed to follow the setpoints successfully. In the top plot,
the setpoints is denoted by the dot-dashed line.
In the same figure, a comparison between the auto-tuning unconstrained SMPC algorithm
and the conventional SMPC algorithm, denoted by the solid line with  , is also shown. Here,
the conventional SMPC algorithm is as described before in Chapter 2, where the subspace linear
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Figure 5.13: Auto-tuning SMPC (unconstrained) simulation of DC motor system; Top plot:
Output from auto-tuning SMPC (solid), output from conventional SMPC (solid with  ), set-
point (dot-dashed); Bottom plot: input for auto-tuning SMPC (solid), input for conventional
SMPC (solid with  ).
predictors were obtained from the whole I/O identification data set, before control implemen-
tation. From the figure, we can see that the auto-tuning SMPC algorithm managed to almost
match the output from conventional SMPC. Figure 5.14 below shows a zoomed in plot, com-
paring both algorithms, at one of the setpoint changes in the simulation. This figure further
confirms the performance of the auto-tuning SMPC algorithm, which managed to almost match
the output from conventional SMPC. Naturally, the level of accuracy of the auto-tuning algo-
rithm will depend on the tolerance variable εA or εB, where a smaller tolerance will result in a
more accurate output.
Previous examples in this chapter have shown the applicability of using a certain tolerance
value for the determination of the convergence of the subspace linear predictor coefficients.
However, in terms of practice, the suitable tolerance value for each of the convergence crite-
ria would be dependent on the operation conditions at each specific application. For instance,
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Figure 5.14: Auto-tuning SMPC (unconstrained) simulation of DC motor system (zoomed in);
Left plot: Output from auto-tuning SMPC (solid), output from conventional SMPC (solid
with  ), setpoint (dot-dashed); Right plot: input for auto-tuning SMPC (solid), input for
conventional SMPC (solid with  ).
Criteria A which uses the predictor error as the measure of convergence, would be highly suscep-
tible to the magnitude of input disturbance and measurement noise. Specifically, the tolerance
value for this criteria should ideally be bigger than the expected magnitude of the disturbances,
since variations within the magnitude of the disturbances do not indicate a predictor-system
mismatch. On the other hand, Criteria B which depend on the change of the magnitude of
the elements in the subspace predictor coefficients, would sometimes depend on the amplitude
of the I/O signals itself. Therefore, choosing the appropriate tolerance value for this criteria
would also be dependent on the amplitude of input or output signals. Therefore, the selection
of the right tolerance value is important, and careful considerations should be given by the user
when determining this parameter.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, a novel, efficient updating algorithm that recursively updates the subspace
linear predictor coefficients has been presented. From analysis, it was found that the algorithm
offers significant computational advantage over the conventional recursive updating algorithm.
Additionally, an analysis on the most suitable initial condition for R matrix in the algorithm
was also conducted. This is then followed by an analysis on the best convergence criteria for
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the recursive updating of the predictors. Finally, we arrived at a procedure that will enable us
to implement an auto-tuning SMPC algorithm. The total computational and storage savings
obtained from the proposed algorithms makes it especially advantageous for controllers with
limited processing and storage capabilities.
Chapter 6
Recursive SMPC for time-varying
systems
6.1 Introduction
Previously in Chapter 5, an efficient recursive updating algorithm for subspace-based linear
predictor coefficients Lw and Lu was presented, as well as several candidates for initial condi-
tion and convergence criterion. As a result of this, we have arrived at an efficient self-initializing
SMPC algorithm. This algorithm allows us to combine the tasks of collecting I/O identification
data, identifying the system and controller design into a single step procedure, thus providing
us with a rapid SMPC control deployment. In addition to the self-initializing SMPC control
algorithm presented earlier, the efficient recursive updating algorithm for the subspace linear
predictors can also be used in an SMPC implementation that is tolerant to the changes in the
system. This chapter will propose a novel recursive SMPC algorithm for time-varying system,
using the efficient updating methods developed previously.
In the earlier SMPC algorithms, the subspace linear predictor are calculated off-line before
the actual implementation. This applies for SMPC algorithms that use open loop data such as
by Favoreel and De Moor [34] and Kadali et al. [53], as well as closed-loop approaches like Dong
and Verhaegen [31] and Favoreel et al. [35]. These approaches assume a LTI property for the
system and any changes to the behavior of the system will undoubtedly cause the controller to
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fail. This is due to the plant-model mismatch that exist in the subspace linear predictor used
in the control implementation. Therefore, an approach that will allow the controller to adapt
to the changes to the system was needed.
In the literature, there exists some earlier work analogous to recursive and adaptive SMPC
algorithm that will be presented in this chapter. For instance, results by Woodley et al. [132]
presented an adaptive subspace-based optimal H∞ control algorithm for linear time-varying
(LTV) systems. This work implements downdating and updating steps based on Cholesky fac-
torization algorithm. Here, the downdating step basically removes the old data and updating
step adds new data into the subspace data matrix. Additionally, optimal control algorithm
based on recursive subspace algorithm have also been shown by Pongpairoj and Pourboghrat
[95]. In this work however, the implementation of the optimal control algorithm uses the full
state-space description of the system, updated recursively with the arrival of new data. The
recursive algorithm used here is based on the “recursive approximation of subspace intersec-
tions and adaptive estimation of state sequences” [95, p.1024], which is inspired from another
work concerning the tracking of subspaces by Stewart [107].
One of the papers demonstrating an implementation of adaptive algorithm applicable to
LTV systems in an SMPC setting has been provided by Dong, Verhaegen, and Holweg [33].
This work is based on the vector autoregressive with exogenous inputs (VARX) model that was
developed by Chiuso [13, 14]. Along similar lines, another work by Hallouzi and Verhaegen [46]
demonstrated the recursive updating algorithm resulting in a fault-tolerant control of a Boeing
747 model. It is also noted that in both of these papers, the recursive updating algorithm
uses Givens rotations in the updating of the RQ-decomposition of the subspace data matrix,
comparable to the conventional recursive updating algorithm presented in §5.3.1.
In the adaptive SMPC algorithms mentioned above, the subspace predictor coefficients are
updated continuously with the arrival of new input and output data. An important condition
necessary for this implementation is that the new I/O data coming into the system must be
persistently exciting at all times. A sequence of non-exciting I/O data will cause computa-
tional problems and breakdown in the recursive algorithm, thus resulting in incorrect system
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representation. As a consequence of this, a follow-up paper by Hallouzi and Verhaegen [47]
discusses on the necessary condition of persistency of excitation in adaptive SMPC algorithm.
Specifically in this work, an extra term is added to the cost function such that the least excited
directions of the space of the input variable will be additionally excited.
In view of this, this chapter will present a novel recursive, adaptive SMPC algorithm for lin-
ear, time-varying systems that removes the need for the I/O data to be persistently exciting at
all times. By introducing a switching algorithm, the proposed method will ensure persistently
exciting I/O data only when plant-model mismatch occurs, before the subspace predictors are
updated. Additionally, an implementation of variable forgetting factor will be introduced in
order to facilitate a faster convergence for the predictors.
This chapter will start with the development of recursive SMPC algorithm for time-varying
system. This will be followed by the presentation of the novel recursive control law imple-
mentation. Finally, we will look into an implementation of variable forgetting factor in order
to facilitate faster convergence. The proposed algorithm presented in this chapter has been
reported in a conference paper in 2009 [79].
6.2 Recursive SMPC
One of the main advantages of control systems adaptive to time-varying systems is that the
calculation of the appropriate control actions is based on the most recent model of the sys-
tem. Consequently, central to the development of adaptive control systems is the application
of recursive identification methods, which updates the model of the system online, during the
control application. In the context of subspace identification method, there exist a comprehen-
sive collection of recursive updating algorithms in the literature, as touched earlier in §5.1.
In order to capture the most recent system model, one might attempt to recalculate the
system matrices and control gains at each time step. However, not only this method is computa-
tionally expensive, it also requires huge memory costs as well. Therefore, recursive identification
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methods address these problems by focusing on the most recent data in the recursive updating
steps. This can be achieved via two commonly used techniques in recursive identification liter-
ature, which are the downdating-updating of data and the usage of a forgetting factor.
The first technique of downdating and updating of data, also called data-windowing, em-
ploys an N -sized window of recent data to be used in the identification of the changing system
model. The main idea in this method is that the data in the moving window is of the appropri-
ate size so that it contains recent I/O data from the varying system, but small enough to exclude
the data from the previous dynamics. This moving window effect can be achieved by the se-
quence of downdating steps, which removes the effect of old data from memory, followed by an
updating step which updates the parameters with new incoming data. In the literature, several
methods have been used to perform the downdating-updating step; Cho et al. [16] for example
use Schur algorithm in their recursive subspace identification algorithm while Kameyama et al.
[56] use a series of recursion formula with small-scale eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) in theirs.
The other method of using forgetting factor works by giving relative weights to old and new
data. This way, new data which has bigger weights will exert more influence in the computa-
tion, resulting in the updating of the parameters concurrent with new dynamics in the system.
In recursive subspace identification methods, the forgetting factor has been used for instance
by Lovera et al. [76], Takei et al. [109] and Gustafsson et al. [44].
For our proposed recursive SMPC algorithm for time-varying system, we will employ the
use of forgetting factor in the recursive updating algorithm of the subspace predictor matrices.
To do this, we will tweak Step 3 of Algorithm 1 as such. Instead of,
Step 3. Update the j-th column of the composite matrix R?k+1 via the
equation R¯?i,j = R
?
i,jsi + Φici for all the rows in that column.
we will insert the forgetting factor λ as follows:
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Step 3. Update the j-th column of the composite matrix R?k+1 via the
equation
R¯?i,j = λR
?
i,jsi + Φici (6.1)
for all the rows in that column.
Therefore, we have arrive at an adaptive, recursive SMPC algorithm for time-varying sys-
tem, denoted here as RSMPC. For completeness, the steps for RSMPC implementation are as
Algorithm 4 below.
Algorithm 4 Efficient RSMPC for time-varying systems (RSMPC)
Assume that we have a prior value of lower triangular R matrix, as well as the subspace
linear predictors Lw and Lu.
1. For unconstrained RSMPC, solve ∆uk as in Equation (2.100). Otherwise for
constrained control, calculate ∆uk by solving the optimization problem in Equa-
tion (2.113) using QP algorithms.
2. Apply ∆uk + Ωξk into the control input signal. Here Ω is a user-defined scaling
factor and ξk is a random Gaussian signal.
3. With the availability of new I/O data, update the subspace linear predictors
Lw and Lu using the efficient recursive algorithm in Algorithm 1, and using
Equation (6.1) for Step 3 of that algorithm.
4. With the newly updated Lw and Lu, repeat step 1.
An important note in this algorithm is that for Step 2, the control input applied to the system is
added with random white noise signal. This is done to ensure that the condition of persistency
of excitation is always fulfilled in the recursive implementation of RSMPC.
To illustrate this algorithm for time-varying systems, we will present a simulation example
as follows.
Example 16 Recursive SMPC for time-varying systems
For this example simulation, we will use the DC motor model described from MATLABR©’s
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Control System ToolboxTM[1]. Here, the differential equations that describe the system are
given by
d
dt
 i
ω
 =
 −RL −KbL
Km
J −
Kf
J

 i
ω
+
 1L
0
u(t)
y(t) =
[
0 1
] i
ω
+ [ 0 ]u(t)
(6.2)
where the model parameters are as shown in Table 6.1 below. The continuous model given above
is discretized with a sampling period of 0.1s. At sampling time k = 900, we simulate a change
in the system, particularly with different values for its viscous friction Kf and inertial load J .
This is to simulate a sudden departure of the load attached to the DC motor. Subsequently, the
resulting discretized initial state space matrices are given as,
A =
 0.6703 −0.0025
0.0006 0.9900
 , B =
 0.1648
0.0001
 , C = [ 0 1 ] , D = 0 (6.3)
and the final state-space matrices are,
A =
 0.6703 −0.0025
0.0061 0.9900
 , B =
 0.1648
0.0007
 , C = [ 0 1 ] , D = 0 (6.4)
Table 6.1: DC motor initial and final parameter values
Parameter Initial value Final value
Resistance of plant model, R 2.0 2.0
Inductance of plant model, L 0.5 0.5
Armature constant, Km 0.015 0.015
Emf constant, Kb 0.015 0.015
Viscous friction, Kf 0.2 0.02
Inertial load, J 2.0 0.2
In this simulation, the past and future horizons were p = 10, f = 10 respectively, and the
scaling factor Ω was set to be Ω = 0.3. MPC weight matrices Q and R were set to be Q = Ilf
and R = 0.001ImNc where ImNc and Ilf are identity matrices of appropriate sizes. Addition-
ally, constraints on the input u and its rate of change ∆u were set as −30 ≤ u ≤ 30 and
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−10 ≤ ∆u ≤ 10. The forgetting factor λ was set as λ = 0.95.
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Figure 6.1: Output ω for conventional and recursive SMPC; setpoint (dashed), conventional
SMPC (dash-dotted) and recursive SMPC (solid).
Figures 6.1-6.3 show the simulation output for the specified system. In this figure the de-
sired angular velocity ω is signified by the dashed line, the dashed-dot line is SMPC algorithm
without recursive updating, and the solid line denotes the recursive, adaptive SMPC algorithm
as described earlier in Algorithm 4. As mention before, at sampling time k = 900, we simulated
an instantaneous change to the dynamics of the system. The effect of this change can be seen
in the figure, where both the conventional and recursive SMPC algorithms show instantaneous
overshoot at that time. However, as time goes by, the recursive SMPC algorithm managed
to recapture the new dynamics of the system, resulting in the better control performance. As
with conventional SMPC without updating, we can see that the output is unsatisfactory as it
continuously oscillate and has a very long setting time. Furthermore, the overshoot for conven-
tional SMPC at setpoint changes is clearly much larger than the recursive algorithm. Figure
6.2, which displays the zoomed-in plot of output ω for conventional and recursive SMPC at
sampling time 600 ≤ k ≤ 1200, shows the point of instantaneous system change more clearly.
Figure 6.3 further shows the difference in output performance for both algorithms, at sampling
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time 1100 ≤ k ≤ 1500. Additionally, Figure 6.4 shows the corresponding input u and rate of
change of input ∆u for both algorithms, as well as their respective constraints. We can see that
both algorithms still managed to comply within the specified constraints.
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Figure 6.2: Zoomed-in plot of output ω for conventional and recursive SMPC at sampling time
600 ≤ k ≤ 1200; setpoint (dashed), conventional SMPC (dash-dot) and recursive SMPC (solid).
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Figure 6.3: Zoomed-in plot of output ω for conventional and recursive SMPC at sampling
time 1100 ≤ k ≤ 1500; setpoint (dashed), conventional SMPC (dash-dot) and recursive SMPC
(solid).
Example 16 above shows a simulation of conventional and recursive SMPC algorithms with
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Figure 6.4: Input u and rate of change of input ∆u for conventional (left) and recursive SMPC
(right); constraints is denoted by the dashed lines.
an instantaneous change in system dynamics. It shows that the recursive SMPC algorithm
managed to adapt to the new behavior, thus resulting in better control performance. However,
analogous to fault-tolerant SMPC algorithms introduced by Dong et al. [33] and Hallouzi and
Verhaegen [46], a necessary condition for the control input and output response is that both of
them are required to be persistently exciting at all times. As a result of this condition, it will
cause undesirable steady-state response, as the persistently exciting signals will result in small
fluctuations in the output. Therefore in the next section, we will introduce a modification to the
algorithm that will eliminate this requirement thus resulting in a smoother steady-state output.
6.3 RSMPC with recursive control law
In the recursive algorithm presented in the previous section, as well as the method introduced
by Hallouzi and Verhaegen [46] and Dong et al. [33], the recursive updating steps of the subspace
matrices are performed at all times during its implementation. As a result of this, I/O data
that comes into the updating steps must always be persistently exciting. Consequently, this
condition will result in unwanted fluctuations in the steady-state response of the control algo-
rithm. In this section, we will introduce a novel modification to the recursive SMPC algorithm,
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which will negate this unnecessary condition. Specifically, we shall implement a switching step
to ensure that the I/O signals are persistently exciting only when they need to.
We shall then introduce the term ek as the a posteriori prediction error as follows,
ek = |yˆk − yk| (6.5)
where yˆk is the predicted output y at the current time k calculated using the subspace linear
predictor equation, and yk is the real output of the system. Akin to Equation (5.26), yˆk is
defined as,
yˆk = L
O
w|k

yk−f−p
...
yk−f−1
uk−f−p
...
uk−f−1

+ LOu|k

uk−f
...
uk−1
 (6.6)
where LOw|k and L
O
u|k are the last l-rows of the current subspace predictor coefficients. With
the definitions of ek and yˆk at hand, we can then define the switching criteria as follows. In
order to avoid the necessary condition of persistency of excitation at all times, we will update
the subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu using the efficient updating algorithm (Algorithm 1)
only when the a posteriori prediction error ek at that sampling time is bigger than a certain
tolerance ε.
As the consequence of this switching criteria, we will also need to make an adjustment to
the calculation of the appropriate input signal u in the SMPC algorithm. Since the recursive
updating algorithm for Lw and Lu are only performed when ek > ε, we need to ensure that
the I/O signals during this situation are persistently exciting. Therefore, we propose a novel
recursive control law as follows:
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uk =
 uk−1 + ∆ukuk−1 + Ωξk
if ek ≤ ε
if ek > ε
 (6.7)
where ξk is a random Gaussian input signal and Ω is a scaling factor for the random excitation
signal to be decided by the user. Here uk−1 is the previous control input and ∆uk is calculated
from the conventional SMPC algorithm (QP for constrained control [Equation (2.113)] and
Equation (2.100) for unconstrained). Basically, this control law will introduce random excita-
tion signal Ωξk if the prediction error ek is bigger than the allowable tolerance ε (ie. ek > ε).
Otherwise, if the prediction error ek is less than or equal to the tolerance limit, normal SMPC
algorithm will be performed. Consequently, we will arrive at an algorithm that will excite the
I/O signals only when it is necessary, thus resulting in a smoother steady-state output response.
Therefore, this novel implementation of recursive SMPC for time-varying system using a
novel control law can be summarized as in Algorithm 5 below. For convenience, this algorithm
will be denoted by the acronym RSMPC-RCL. The efficacy of the proposed recursive algorithm
can be demonstrated in this example simulation.
Example 17 Efficient RSMPC for time-varying systems with recursive control law (RSMPC-
RCL)
In this example, we will use the same DC motor model as in Example 16, undergoing the same
change of system dynamics at time k = 900. All other simulation parameters are also similar
(ie. Ω, λ,Q,R,etc.). For the RSMPC-RCL algorithm proposed in Algorithm 5, we have set the
tolerance to be ε = 1× 10−2.
Figures 6.5-6.7 displays the output variable ω for both RSMPC, denoted by dash-dotted line,
and RSMPC-RCL, denoted by solid line. The setpoint values are also displayed as dashed line.
As we can see from Figure 6.5, both RSMPC and RSMPC-RCL managed to follow the desired
setpoints. At time k = 900, we simulated an instantaneous change of the dynamics of the
system, simulating a changing load of the DC motor. Figure 6.6 clearly shows the effect of this
sudden change to the output of the system. At this point, RSMPC-RCL algorithm activated its
recursive updating algorithm and started to input additional excitation signal in order to satisfy
the condition of persistency of excitation. This excitation signal can be seen in the top plot of
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Figure 6.8 (at time k = 900). Once the predictor satisfactorily captures the new dynamics of the
system, the recursive updating procedure is turned off, and the excitation signal is discontinued,
as shown in the same figure.
Algorithm 5 Efficient RSMPC for time-varying systems with recursive control law
(RSMPC-RCL)
Assume that we have a prior value of lower triangular R matrix, as well as the subspace
linear predictors Lw and Lu.
1. For unconstrained RSMPC, solve ∆uk as in Equation (2.100). Otherwise for con-
strained control, calculate ∆uk by solving the optimization problem in Equation
(2.113) using QP algorithms.
2. Calculate the output prediction yˆk using Equation (6.6) and consequently prediction
error ek using Equation (6.5).
3. Apply the appropriate control input signal as follows:
• If ek ≤ ε, apply uk−1 + ∆uk as the control input.
• If ek > ε, apply uk−1 + Ωξk, where Ω is a user-defined scaling factor and ξk is
a random Gaussian input.
4. With the availability of new I/O data, and if ek > ε, update the subspace linear
predictors Lw and Lu using the efficient recursive algorithm in Algorithm 1, and
using Equation (6.1) for Step 3 of that algorithm. Otherwise if ek ≤ ε, skip this step.
5. With the current subspace predictor coefficients Lw and Lu, repeat step 1.
Additionally, Figure 6.7 compares the steady-state output for both RSMPC and RSMPC-
RCL between sampling times k = 1730 and k = 2290. In this figure, we can see the advantage
of RSMPC-RCL algorithm over RSMPC. Since RSMPCL algorithm only needs persistently ex-
citing signal during the updating of the subspace predictors, we can let the input to be constant
in steady-state condition. In turn, this will result in a smoother steady state output, as demon-
strated by the solid line. As for RSMPC algorithm, since the subspace predictors are updated
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recursively at all times, the I/O signals consequently need to be persistently exciting. This
eventually will result in fluctuations in I/O, evident especially during steady-state conditions,
as illustrated again in this figure.
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Figure 6.5: Output ω for RSMPC and RSMPC-RCL; setpoint (dashed), RSMPC (dash-dotted)
and RSMPC-RCL (solid).
Example 17 above clearly shows the efficacy of the proposed RSMPC-RCL algorithm over
RSMPC. Since RSMPC operates in the same manner as algorithms presented by Dong et al.
[33] and Hallouzi and Verhaegen [46], we can also conclude the advantage of our proposed
RSMPC-RCL algorithm. Specifically, with the proposed switching method, the input and out-
put signals of the system do not have to be persistently exciting at all times. Excitation signal
is introduced into the system only when the prediction error of the subspace predictor is larger
than a predetermined tolerance. As a result, we can obtain a smoother steady-state response
and eliminate redundant fluctuations in I/O signals.
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Figure 6.6: Zoomed-in plot of output ω for RSMPC and RSMPC-RCL; setpoint (dashed),
RSMPC (dash-dotted) and RSMPC-RCL (solid).
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of steady-state output ω for RSMPC and RSMPC-RCL; setpoint
(dashed), RSMPC (dash-dotted) and RSMPC-RCL (solid).
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Figure 6.8: Input u and rate of change of input ∆u for RSMPC-RCL; constraints is denoted
by the dashed lines.
6.3.1 Comparison of RSMPC-RCL with conventional MPC
In order to display the efficacy of the proposed RSMPC-RCL algorithm, we shall here present a
comparison of the algorithm to conventional MPC. For this purpose, we simulated the highly-
oscillatory, non-minimum phase mechanical system first mentioned in §2.5. The transfer func-
tion of the system is,
G1(z) =
−5.7980z3 + 19.5128z2 − 21.6452z + 7.9547
z4 − 3.0228z3 + 3.8630z2 − 2.6426z + 0.8084 (6.8)
with the characteristic poles located at {0.5162 ± 0.7372i, 0.9952 ± 0.0877i}. To simulate an
instantaneous change to the system, at sampling time k = 400, the poles of the system was
changed to {0.5162± 0.8000i, 0.9952, 0.9952}, resulting in the second transfer function G2(z)
as follows:
G2(z) =
−0.01942z3 + 0.06737z2 − 0.07251z + 0.02665
z4 − 3.023z3 + 3.952z2 − 2.827z + 0.8978 (6.9)
The parameters used for the simulations are as follows: WQ = 1, WR = 1 × 102, with the
parameters for the recursive, subspace RSMPC-RCL algorithm are also given as ε = 0.01,
Ω = 0.25, λ = 0.85, p = 70, f = 70, a = 0.9, and NL = 15. The input signal was also
constrained at −30 ≤ u ≤ 30, as well as its rates of change −20 ≤ ∆u ≤ 20. At the beginning
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of the simulations, the subspace predictor coefficients Lw and Lu were first calculated using
I/O identification data of the original system G1, while the MPC algorithm uses the state-space
version of the transfer function G1. The MPC algorithm used in this simulation is as described
in [126].
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Figure 6.9: RSMPC-RCL simulation of highly-oscillatory mechanical system with instantaneous
change; setpoint (dashed), output y of RSMPC-RCL (solid).
Figure 6.9 shows the result of the simulation for RSMPC-RCL algorithm for the highly-
oscillatory mechanical system as well as its setpoint. From the figure, we can see that at
sampling time k = 400, an instantaneous change of the poles of the system caused the output
of the system to spike, indicating a system-model mismatch. At this point, the recursive algo-
rithm was activated, and input signals consisting of random values were fed into the system.
At about sampling time k = 700 to k = 800, the error of the predictor became smaller than
the tolerance parameter ε set in this example, thus disabling the recursive updating algorithm.
This is as demonstrated in Figure 6.10, where the output predictor error is plotted together
with the allowable tolerance. After the convergence of the predictor was obtained, the output y
was successfully controlled to its desired setpoint value (see at sampling time k > 800 in Figure
6.12).
Additionally, Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show a zoomed-in plot for the output y at sampling
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times k < 400 and k > 400, and Figure 6.13 shows the input signal u and its rate of change
∆u obtained from the simulation. From the result obtained, it is shown that the recursive
RSMPC-RCL algorithm is able to manage instantaneous changes to the characteristics of the
system, making it a suitable candidate for fault-tolerant control applications.
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Figure 6.10: Output predictor error for RSMPC-RCL algorithm of highly-oscillatory mechanical
system with instantaneous change; predictor error ek (solid), tolerance ε (dashed).
Figure 6.14 displays the MPC simulation for the same highly-oscillatory system, with an
instantaneous change in system characteristics at sampling time k = 400. For sampling time
k < 400, we can see that the MPC algorithm managed to successfully control the system to
the desired setpoint (see Figure 6.15 for a better illustration). However at time k = 400, the
system underwent an instantaneous change thus resulting in an unstable response from that
moment onward, as shown in the top plot of Figure 6.14.
Therefore, comparing the performance of RSMPC-RCL to MPC algorithm, it is clear that
the recursive RSMPC-RCL algorithm is more tolerant to the changes of system characteris-
tics/poles, thus making it a preferable choice for fault-tolerant applications.
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Figure 6.11: RSMPC-RCL simulation of highly-oscillatory mechanical system with instanta-
neous change for k < 400; setpoint(dashed), output y of RSMPC-RCL(solid).
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Figure 6.12: RSMPC-RCL simulation of highly-oscillatory mechanical system with instanta-
neous change for k > 400; setpoint(dashed), output y of RSMPC-RCL(solid).
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Figure 6.13: Input u and change of input signal ∆u for RSMPC-RCL simulation of highly-
oscillatory mechanical system with instantaneous change; Top plot: input u (solid), constraints
(dashed); Bottom plot: change of input ∆u (solid), constraints (dashed).
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Figure 6.14: MPC simulation for highly-oscillatory mechanical system with instantaneous
change; Top plot: output y (solid), setpoint (dashed); Bottom plot: input signal u (solid),
constraints (dashed).
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Figure 6.15: MPC simulation for highly-oscillatory mechanical system with instantaneous
change for sampling time k < 400; Top plot: output y (solid), setpoint (dashed); Bottom
plot: input signal u (solid).
6.4 RSMPC with variable λ
In the previous section, a recursive SMPC algorithm employing a novel recursive control law
has been presented. The uniqueness of this proposed algorithm is that the recursive updating
procedure of Lw and Lu is only performed when there is mismatch in system-predictor outputs.
In this section, a novel implementation of a variable forgetting factor is presented. The objective
of this variable λ is to facilitate faster convergence in the updating algorithm. Following the
same motivation of variable forgetting factor presented by Fortescue et al. [37] and Yoon and
Clarke [133], here we define the forgetting factor λ as,
λ =
ε
ek
(6.10)
where ε is the allowable tolerance and ek is the a posteriori output prediction error, both de-
fined earlier in §6.3. With this definition of variable forgetting factor, we have obtained a robust
forgetting mechanism where bigger errors in the output prediction will result in an aggressive
forgetting of old data, while errors near to the allowable tolerance will give a minimal correction
to the subspace predictor coefficients.
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Incorporating this variable forgetting factor into RSMPC-RCL algorithm, we will then
amend Step 4 of Algorithm 5 to become:
Step 4. With the availability of new I/O data, and if ek > ε, update the
subspace linear predictors Lw and Lu with the efficient recursive algo-
rithm in Algorithm 1, using Equation (6.1) for Step 3 of that algorithm
and Equation (6.10) for λ in Equation (6.1). Otherwise if ek ≤ ε, skip
this step.
To demonstrate the advantage of variable forgetting factor, we hereby present another
recursive SMPC example.
Example 18 Recursive SMPC (RSMPC-RCL) with variable λ.
Assume that we have a system having the discrete state-space matrices as below,
A = [0.7408] , B = [0.2500] , C = [0.3456] , D = 0
At time k = 250, the system undergoes an instantaneous change resulting in the final state-space
matrices,
A =
 1.7826 −0.8187
1.0000 0
 , B =
 0.1250
0
 , C = [ 0.0373 0.0349 ] , D = 0
For this simulation, the simulation parameters are as follows: p = 10, f = 10,Ω = 1, ε =
1× 10−3. The RSMPC-RCL simulation was performed for different values of forgetting factor
λ (i.e. λ = variable, 1, 0.9, 0.1 and 0.01. Figure 6.16 below shows the output y for RSMPC-
RCL algorithm employing different values of forgetting factor λ. From this figure, we can see
that all RSMPC-RCL simulations using λ = variable, 0.9, 0.01 and 0.01, managed to suc-
cessfully recapture the new dynamics of the system. For λ = 1, the implementation obviously
never achieved convergence since the influence of old data was not discounted, resulting in an
incorrect set of predictors.
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Furthermore, Figure 6.17 shows the prediction error plots for all of the forgetting factors.
From time k = 250 where the instantaneous change occurs, we can see the progression of the
prediction error as the recursive updating algorithm is activated. From this figure, we can see
that the variable forgetting factor implementation shows the fastest convergence rate compared
to the other λ’s. This faster rate of convergence results in a better control performance in terms
of convergence rate and output overshoot, as evidenced by Figure 6.16. Finally, Figure 6.18
displays the corresponding input u for the different forgetting factors.
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Figure 6.16: Output y from RSMPC-RCL for various λ.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we started with the development of recursive SMPC algorithm that employs
the efficient updating steps introduced in Chapter 5. By introducing a forgetting factor, we
managed to arrive at a recursive SMPC algorithm that can adapt to the changes to the prop-
erties of the system. We then introduced a novel recursive SMPC algorithm for time-varying
systems that employs a switching mechanism, together with a novel recursive control law. The
main advantage of this new algorithm is that the input and output of the system need not be
persistently exciting at all times. Extra excitation signals are only introduced only when there
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Figure 6.17: Prediction error from RSMPC-RCL for various λ.
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Figure 6.18: Input u from RSMPC-RCL for various λ.
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is mismatch between the predictor output and real plant data, and only then the subspace linear
predictor coefficients Lw and Lu are updated. As a result, RSMPC-RCL algorithm manages
to avoid unnecessary fluctuations in input and output signals, resulting in a smoother control
response especially during steady-state conditions. Finally, we have introduced an implemen-
tation of variable forgetting factor, resulting in a faster convergence rate for the updating of
the subspace matrices.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Conclusions
The development of a control system first involves the understanding of the dynamics of the
system, followed by the formulation of the control strategy itself. A common practice in devel-
oping the system model is to use experimental data in order to approximate the behaviors of
the system, also known as the field of system identification. The drive to create control algo-
rithms that are robust and powerful, as well as the ability to be deployed quickly has inspired
researchers to combine these two steps of system identification and development of control
into a single-step implementation. This thesis concerns about one such algorithm, which was
conceived as a combination of results from subspace methods in system identification with
predictive control theory, resulting in Subspace Model Predictive Control (SMPC) class of al-
gorithms. SMPC combines the best of two worlds; the robustness and efficiency of subspace
methods, plus the flexibility and comprehensiveness of MPC, makes it an attractive topic for
researchers.
Motivated by the initial purpose of developing a comprehensive, fast-deploying control al-
gorithm, this thesis presented a collection of algorithms that will result in novel, efficient im-
plementation of SMPC. First, a filtering implementation of the input and output variables was
introduced, resulting in a filtered version of subspace linear predictor equation. The filtering
action successfully negated the effect of non-stationary disturbance in the identification data,
resulting in a better prediction of the real system. Next, a study on the viability of parame-
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terization of input trajectory using Laguerre functions was performed. It has been shown that
this parameterization will reduce the computational requirement of the algorithm. This is an
important result because at the heart of SMPC algorithms is an optimization problem, and
reduction in computational complexity is certainly desired.
Additionally, we have presented a novel efficient recursive updating algorithm for the sub-
space linear predictors. Taking advantage of the unique structure of the subspace data ma-
trices, we have derived an efficient recursive algorithm, further reducing the computational
requirement. This efficient updating algorithm was then implemented in an auto-tuning SMPC
controller, with further results on the ideal initial conditions and convergence criteria.
Extending the efficient recursive updating algorithm developed earlier, we then presented
a novel implementation of recursive SMPC for time-varying systems. By introducing a switch-
ing criteria, the developed algorithm will only update the subspace predictors when there is
predictor-plant mismatch. When this happens, a novel recursive control law will introduce
excitation signal into the system thus capturing the new dynamics. Thus with this new imple-
mentation, we have negated the requirement for the input signal to be persistently exciting at
all times, resulting in a smoother steady-state response and avoiding unnecessary signal fluctu-
ations. Finally, an implementation of a variable forgetting factor was presented, aiding in the
convergence of the recursive updating algorithm.
As a conclusion, the novel algorithms presented in this thesis are in line with the earlier
motivation of developing a comprehensive, fast-deploying control implementation. Additionally,
the reduction of computational complexities will make SMPC algorithms a promising choice
for control implementation.
7.2 Recommendations for future work
An open area of research concerning this class of algorithm is a formal stability analysis of
SMPC-based algorithms. One might consider stability analysis of unconstrained SMPC algo-
rithm, since it is difficult to prove stability for constrained optimization problems. Furthermore,
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an extension of the filtered subspace linear predictor equation to a higher-order disturbance
model order can be explored. With this, more complex model of non-stationary disturbance
entering the identification data can be dealt with. Additionally, exploration of a continuous-
time version of the algorithms might be of interest. Lastly, one might be interested in looking
into the application of SMPC algorithm in systems with long plant delay, or in applications
with long prediction or control horizons.
Appendices
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Appendix A
Matlab M-files: Chapter 2
A.1 Compute Subspace Predictor Coefficients
% SPRED Generate Subspace-based linear predictor coefficients with p-past
% data and f-future data order
%
% [Lw,Lu] = spred(uid,yid,p,f,type)
%
% input:
% uid, yid: I/O data (row vector)
% p,f: past & future predictor coefficients orders
% type: normal (’n’) or differenced data (’v’), default is (’n’)
%
% output:
% Lw,Lu: subspace based linear predictor coefficients
%
% Last modified: 17 April 09
% Noor Azizi Mardi
function [Lw,Lu] = spred(uid,yid,p,f,type)
%% check input variables
if nargin<5; type = ’n’; end;
if size(uid,1) > size(uid,2); uid=uid’; end
if size(yid,1) > size(yid,2); yid=yid’; end
m = size(uid,1);
l = size(yid,1);
Nsysid = length(yid);
% difference data if velocity form
if strcmp(type,’v’)
uid = filter([1 -1],1,uid);
yid = filter([1 -1],1,yid);
end
%% Generate linear predictors
Up = hankel(uid(1:p*m),uid(p*m:(Nsysid-f)*m));
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Up = Up(:,1:m:end);
Uf = hankel(uid(p*m+1:(p+f)*m),uid((p+f)*m:Nsysid*m));
Uf = Uf(:,1:m:end);
Yp = hankel(yid(1:p*l),yid(p*l:(Nsysid-f)*l));
Yp = Yp(:,1:l:end);
Yf = hankel(yid(p*l+1:(p+f)*l),yid((p+f)*l:Nsysid*l));
Yf = Yf(:,1:l:end);
Wp = [Yp; Up];
[R,Q] = RQ_Gram([Wp;Uf;Yf]);
%% Generate linear predictors, contd.
L = R(p*(m+l)+f*m+1:end,1:p*(m+l)+f*m) * pinv(R(1:p*(m+l)+f*m,1:p*(m+l)+f*m));
Lw = L(:,1:p*(m+l));
Lu = L(:,p*(m+l)+1:end);
A.2 QR decomposition
function [R,Q] = RQ_Gram(A);
% RQ decomposition, using a modified Gram Schmidt algorithm.
%
% [R,Q] = RQ_Gram(A)
%
% The A matrix can be of any size, but there should be
% more columns than rows.
%
% Q is the same size as A with orthonormal rows, and
% R is lower triangular square matrix.
%
% A = RQ’
%
% This algorithm was written by Tim Barry
% on Thursday, 20th February 2003.
% make sure that A is correctly orientated
if size(A,1) > size(A,2)
A = A’;
end
[m,n] = size(A);
% initialize Q and R
Q = zeros(n,m);
R = zeros(m,m);
% begin loop
for j = 1:m
% calculate the values of R and Q for jth entry
R(j,j) = sqrt(A(j,:)*A(j,:)’);
Q(:,j) = 1/R(j,j)*A(j,:)’;
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% calculate the rest of the R values in the jth row
R(j+1:m,j) = A(j+1:m,:)*Q(:,j);
% update the A matrix
A(j+1:m,:) = A(j+1:m,:) - R(j+1:m,j)*Q(:,j)’;
end
A.3 Unconstrained SMPC simulation
% USMPC Unconstrained Subspace-based Model Predictive Control in Velocity form
%
% [yout, uout, xout] = usmpc(sysd, Lw, Lu, Q, R, Nc, Yd, delwp0,x0,u_prev)
%
% input:
% sysd: discrete system simulated
% Lw, Lu: subspace based linear predictor coefficients (velocity form or
% normal) (ie. Lw Lu or Lw,delta Lu,delta
% Q: output variable weighting coefficient (l-row vector)
% R: input signal weighting coefficient (m-row vector)
% Nc: control horizon
% Yd: desired setpoint vector
% delwp0: initial past I/O vector (optional)
% x0: initial system state (optional)
% u_prev: initial input (optional)
%
% output:
% yout: output result
% uout: input result
% xout: state result
%
%
% Noor Azizi Mardi
% 23/04/09
% Last modified 08/05/09
function [yout, uout, xout] = usmpc(sysd,Lw,Lu,Q,R,Nc,Yd,delwp0,x0,u_prev)
% get simulation parameters
[l,m,n] = getsysprop(sysd);
f = size(Lu,1)/m;
p = size(Lw,2)/(m+l);
[A,B,C,D] = ssdata(sysd);
Nsim = length(Yd);
% check input arguments
if ~exist(’delwp0’,’var’) || isempty(delwp0);
delyp = zeros(p*l,1);
delup = zeros(p*m,1);
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delwp = [delyp;delup];
y_prev = zeros(l,1);
else
delyp = delwp0(1:p*l,1);
delup = delwp0(p*l+1:p*l+p*m,1);
delwp = [delyp;delup];
y_prev = C*x0;
end
if ~exist(’x0’,’var’) || isempty(x0);
x_k = zeros(n,1);
else
x_k = x0;
end
if ~exist(’u_prev’,’var’) || isempty(u_prev);
u_prev = zeros(m,1);
end
wide(Yd);
yd = Yd(:,1);
usim = zeros(m,Nsim); % initialize recording matrices
ysim = zeros(l,Nsim);
xsim = zeros(n,Nsim);
% Calculate USMPC Gain Matrices
[Kdelwp Ke] = usmpc_gain(sysd,Lw,Lu,Q,R,Nc);
%% simulation loop
for cnt=1:Nsim
del_u = -Ke*(y_prev-yd) - Kdelwp*delwp;
u_k = u_prev+del_u;
[y_k,x_kplus1]=dssim(A,B,C,D,x_k,u_k);
%record result
ysim(:,cnt)=y_k;
usim(:,cnt)=u_k;
xsim(:,cnt)=x_k;
% update simulation variables
% update wp
delyp = delwp(1:p*l,1);
delup = delwp(p*l+1:end,1);
delyp = [delyp(l+1:p*l,1); y_k-y_prev];
delup = [delup(m+1:p*m,1); del_u];
delwp = [delyp;delup];
% update x_k, y_k
x_k = x_kplus1;
y_prev = y_k;
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u_prev = u_k;
% update setpoint
if cnt ~= Nsim;
yd = Yd(:,cnt+1);
end
end
yout = ysim;
uout = usim;
xout = xsim;
A.4 Unconstrained SMPC Gain Matrices
% USMPC_GAIN Calculate Unconstrained Subspace based MPC Gain Matrices
%
% [Kdelwp Ke] = usmpc_gain(sysd,Lw,Lu,Q,R,Nc)
%
% input:
% sysd: discrete system
% Lw, Lu: subspace-based linear predictor coefficients
% Q,R: optimal control I/O weighting coefficients (l,m)-column vector
% Nc: control horizon
%
% output:
% Kdelwp, Kykminus1: SMPC Gain matrices
%
% Noor Azizi Mardi
% 23/04/09
function [Kdelwp Ke] = usmpc_gain(sysd,Lw,Lu,Q,R,Nc)
[l,m,n] = getsysprop(sysd);
f = size(Lu,1)/m;
IL = eye(l); Im=eye(m);
Tl = zeros(l*f);
Fl = zeros(l*f,l); Fm=zeros(m*Nc,m);
for cnt = 1:l:f*l
for cnt2 = 1:l:cnt
Tl(cnt:cnt+l-1,cnt2:cnt2+l-1) = IL;
Fl(cnt:cnt+l-1,:) = IL;
end
end
for cnt = 1:m:Nc*m
Fm(cnt:cnt+m-1,:) = Im;
end
WQ = diag(Fl*Q);
WR = diag(Fm*R);
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Lwstar = Tl*Lw;
Lustar = Tl*Lu;
if Nc < f;
Lustar = Lustar(:,1:m*Nc);
end
Kdelwp = pinv((Lustar)’*WQ*(Lustar)+WR)*(Lustar)’*WQ*(Lwstar);
Ke = pinv((Lustar)’*WQ*(Lustar)+WR)*(Lustar)’*WQ*(Fl);
% return the first m rows of the gain matrices
Kdelwp = Kdelwp(1:m,:);
Ke= Ke(1:m,:);
end
A.5 Constrained SMPC
%% CSMPC Constrained Subspace-based MPC without Laguerre function
%% parameterization
%
% [yout,uout,xout] = csmpc(sysd,Lw,Lu,Q,R,Nc,Yd,del_umax,del_umin,
%umax,umin,del_ymax,del_ymin, ymax,ymin,del_wp0,x0,u_prev);
%
% input:
% sysd: discrete system simulated
% Lw, Lu: subspace based linear predictor coefficients (velocity form)
% Q: output variable weighting coefficient, (l-row vector)
% R: input signal weighting coefficient (m-row vector)
% Yd: desired setpoint vector
% umax,umin,del_umax,del_umin: various contraints for input variable
% ymax,ymin,del_ymax,del_ymin: various contraints for output variable
% del_wp0: initial past I/O vector (optional)
% x0: initial system state (optional)
% u_prev: previous input (optional)
%
% output:
% yout: output result
% uout: input result
% xout: state result
%
% Noor Azizi Mardi
% 29/04/09
% Modified 07/05/09
%MPC constrained, subspace, laguerre, MIMO
function [ysim,usim,xsim] = csmpc_nolaguerre(sysd,Lw,Lu,Q,R,Nc,
Yd,delumax,delumin,umax,umin,delymax,delymin,ymax,ymin,delwp0,x0,u_prev)
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% get simulation parameters
[l,m,n] = getsysprop(sysd);
p = size(Lw,2)/(m+l);
f = size(Lu,1)/m;
[A,B,C,D] = ssdata(sysd);
Nsim = length(Yd);
% check input arguments
if ~exist(’delumax’,’var’) || isempty(delumax); delumax = inf.*ones(m,1); end
if ~exist(’delumin’,’var’) || isempty(delumin); delumin = -inf.*ones(m,1); end
if ~exist(’umax’,’var’) || isempty(umax); umax = inf.*ones(m,1); end
if ~exist(’umin’,’var’) || isempty(umin); umin = -inf.*ones(m,1); end
if ~exist(’delymax’,’var’) || isempty(delymax); delymax = inf.*ones(l,1); end
if ~exist(’delymin’,’var’) || isempty(delymin); delymin = -inf.*ones(l,1); end
if ~exist(’ymax’,’var’) || isempty(ymax); ymax = inf.*ones(l,1); end
if ~exist(’ymin’,’var’) || isempty(ymin); ymin = -inf.*ones(l,1); end
if ~exist(’delwp0’,’var’) || isempty(delwp0);
delyp = zeros(p*l,1);
delup = zeros(p*m,1);
delwp = [delyp;delup];
y_prev = zeros(l,1);
else
delyp = delwp0(1:p*l,1);
delup = delwp0(p*l+1:p*l+p*m,1);
delwp = [delyp;delup];
y_prev = C*x0;
end
if ~exist(’x0’,’var’) || isempty(x0);
x_k = zeros(n,1);
else
x_k = x0;
end
if ~exist(’u_prev’,’var’) || isempty(u_prev);
u_prev = zeros(m,1);
end
% desired setpoint initialization
wide(Yd);
yd = Yd(:,1);
% initialize recording matrices
usim = zeros(m,Nsim);
ysim = zeros(l,Nsim);
xsim = zeros(n,Nsim);
% create the necessary simulation variables
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IL = eye(l);
Im=eye(m);
Tl = zeros(l*f);
Tm=zeros(m*Nc);
Fl = zeros(l*f,l);
Fm=zeros(m*Nc,m);
for cnt = 1:l:f*l
for cnt2 = 1:l:cnt
Tl(cnt:cnt+l-1,cnt2:cnt2+l-1) = IL;
Fl(cnt:cnt+l-1,:) = IL;
end
end
for cnt = 1:m:Nc*m
for cnt2 = 1:m:cnt
Tm(cnt:cnt+m-1,cnt2:cnt2+m-1) = Im;
Fm(cnt:cnt+m-1,:) = Im;
end
end
WQ = diag(Fl*Q);
WR = diag(Fm*R);
if Nc < f;
LuNc = Lu(:,1:m*Nc);
else
LuNc = Lu;
end
H = (Tl*LuNc)’*WQ*(Tl*LuNc) + WR;
f = (Tl*LuNc)’*WQ*(Tl*Lw*delwp + Fl*(y_prev - yd));
A_QP = [eye(Nc*m);
-eye(Nc*m);
Tm;
-Tm;
LuNc;
-LuNc;
Tl*LuNc;
-Tl*LuNc];
b_QP = [expcon(Fm,delumax);
expcon(-Fm,delumin);
expcon(Fm,umax) - Fm*u_prev;
expcon(-Fm,umin) + Fm*u_prev;
expcon(Fl,delymax) - Lw*delwp;
expcon(-Fl,delymin) + Lw*delwp;
expcon(Fl,ymax) - Fl*y_prev - Tl*Lw*delwp;
expcon(-Fl,ymin) + Fl*y_prev + Tl*Lw*delwp];
opts = optimset(’LargeScale’,’off’,’Display’,’off’); % options for quadprog
for cnt=1:Nsim
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% Quadratic programming optimization of cost function:
del_u_Nc = quadprog(H,f,A_QP,b_QP,[],[],[],[],[],opts);
delu_k = del_u_Nc(1:m,1);
u_k=u_prev+delu_k;
% simulate input into plant
[y_k,x_k]=dssim(A,B,C,D,x_k,u_k);
%record result
ysim(:,cnt)=y_k;
usim(:,cnt)=u_k;
xsim(:,cnt) = x_k;
% update simulation variables
delup=[delup(m+1:p*m);delu_k];
delyp=[delyp(l+1:p*l);y_k-y_prev];
delwp=[delyp;delup];
y_prev=y_k;
u_prev = u_k;
% update setpoint
if cnt~=Nsim
yd = Yd(:,cnt+1);
end
% update quadratic programming variables:
f = (Tl*LuNc)’*WQ*(Tl*Lw*delwp + Fl*(y_prev - yd));
b_QP = [expcon(Fm,delumax);
expcon(-Fm,delumin);
expcon(Fm,umax) - Fm*u_prev;
expcon(-Fm,umin) + Fm*u_prev;
expcon(Fl,delymax) - Lw*delwp;
expcon(-Fl,delymin) + Lw*delwp;
expcon(Fl,ymax) - Fl*y_prev - Tl*Lw*delwp;
expcon(-Fl,ymin) + Fl*y_prev + Tl*Lw*delwp];
end
A.6 Expand constraints
% EXPCON Expand constraints (allows for +inf & -inf constraints,
%instead of very large(small) values realmax(-realmax),
% to be used in constrained SMPC algorithm
%
% expandedconstraints = expcon(Fl,const)
%
% input:
% Fl: coefficient matrix
% const: constraints in column vector
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%
% output:
% expandedconstraints: expanded constraints
%
% Noor Azizi Mardi
% 7/5/9
function expandedconstraints = expcon(Fl,const)
expandedconstraints = zeros(row(Fl),1);
for cntrow = 1:row(Fl);
runningsum = 0;
for cntcol = 1:col(Fl);
if Fl(cntrow,cntcol) == 0
if const(cntcol)~=inf && const(cntcol)~=-inf
runningsum = runningsum + Fl(cntrow,cntcol)*const(cntcol);
else
runningsum = runningsum + 0;
end
else
runningsum = runningsum + Fl(cntrow,cntcol)*const(cntcol);
end
end
expandedconstraints(cntrow,1)=runningsum;
end;
A.7 Get system properties
% GETSYSPROP Obtain model properties
%
% [l,m,n] = getsysprop(sysd)
%
% input:
% sysd: model in question
%
% output:
% l: number of output
% m: number of input
% n: number of states
%
% Created by Noor Azizi Mardi
% Last update 22 April 2008
function [l,m,n] = getsysprop(sysd)
[A,B,C,D] = ssdata(sysd);
l = size(C,1);
m = size(B,2);
n = size(A,1);
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A.8 Simulate system
function [y,x]=dssim(A,B,C,D,x,u_delay);
%A,B,C,D are the state space model parameters
%x: the states
%u_delay: input with delay
x=A*x+B*u_delay;
y=C*x;
Appendix B
Matlab M-files: Chapter 3
B.1 Unconstrained SMPC with filtering
% USMPCF Unconstrained SMPC with filtering action
function [yout, uout] = usmpcf(sysd,Lwf,Luf,alpha,Q,R,Nc,Yd)
[l,m,n] = getsysprop(sysd);
f = size(Luf,1)/m;
p = size(Lwf,2)/(m+l); Nsim = length(Yd); [A,B,C,D] = ssdata(sysd);
cnt = 1;
ypf = zeros(p,1);
upf = zeros(p,1);
wpf = [ypf;upf];
yd = Yd(cnt);
% generate Gammaa transformation matrix
Iinvalpha = (1-alpha).*eye(l);
Gammaa = zeros(f*l);
for cntGamma = 1:l:f*l
Gammaa(cntGamma:cntGamma+l-1,cntGamma:cntGamma+l-1) = eye(l);
for cntGammacol = 1:l:cntGamma-1
Gammaa(cntGamma:cntGamma+l-1,cntGammacol:cntGammacol+l-1) = Iinvalpha;
end
end
% generate Fl transformation matrix
Il= eye(l);Im=eye(m);
Fl = zeros(l*f,l);
for cnt = 1:l:f*l
for cnt2 = 1:l:cnt
Fl(cnt:cnt+l-1,:) = Il;
end
end
Falpha = zeros(l*f,l);
for cnt = 1:l:f*l
for cnt2 = 1:l:cnt
Falpha(cnt:cnt+l-1,:) = alpha.*Il;
end
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end
Fm=zeros(m*Nc,m);
for cnt = 1:m:Nc*m
Fm(cnt:cnt+m-1,:) = Im;
end
y_prev = 0;
u_prev = 0;
yf_prev = 0;
uf_prev = 0;
x_prev = zeros(n,1);
WQ = diag(Fl*Q);
WR = diag(Fm*R);
snrdBsysid = 10;
randn(’state’,1);
d0 = randn(Nsim,1);
d0 = filter([1 -alpha],[1 -1],d0);
for cnt = 1:Nsim
uff = -1.*pinv((Gammaa*Luf)’*WQ*(Gammaa*Luf)+WR)*((Gammaa*Luf)’*WQ*
(Gammaa*Lwf*wpf+Fl*y_prev - Fl*yd - Falpha*yf_prev));
u_k = uff(1,:) - alpha*uf_prev + u_prev;
[y_k,x_k] = dssim(A,B,C,D,x_prev,u_k);
dscale = snrscale(y_k, d0(cnt),snrdBsysid);
y_k = y_k + dscale.*d0(cnt);
yout(cnt) = y_k;
uout(cnt) = u_k;
% update variables
upf = [upf(2:end); uff(1,:)];
ypf = [ypf(2:end); y_k - y_prev + alpha*ypf(end)];
wpf = [ypf;upf];
x_prev = x_k;
yf_prev = ypf(end);
y_prev = y_k;
uf_prev = uff(1,:);
u_prev = u_k;
if cnt<Nsim; yd = Yd(cnt+1); end;
end
Appendix C
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C.1 Constrained SMPC with Laguerre
%% CSMPC_LAGUERRE Constrained Subspace-based MPC with Laguerre function
%% parameterization
%
% [yout,uout,xout] = csmpc_laguerre(sysd,Lw,Lu,Q,R,Nc,Yd,del_umax,del_umin,
%umax,umin,del_ymax,del_ymin,ymax,ymin,del_wp0,x0,u_prev,a,L);
%
% input:
% sysd: discrete system simulated
% Lw, Lu: subspace based linear predictor coefficients (velocity form)
% Q: output variable weighting coefficient, (l-row vector)
% R: input signal weighting coefficient (m-row vector)
% Yd: desired setpoint vector
% umax,umin,del_umax,del_umin: various contraints for input variable
% ymax,ymin,del_ymax,del_ymin: various contraints for output variable
% del_wp0: initial past I/O vector (optional)
% x0: initial system state (optional)
% u_prev: previous input (optional)
% a: Laguerre function scaling factor
% L: Laguerre function order
%
% output:
% yout: output result
% uout: input result
% xout: state result
%
% Noor Azizi Mardi
% 29/04/09
% Modified 07/05/09
%MPC constrained, subspace, laguerre, MIMO
function [ysim,usim,xsim] = csmpc_laguerre(sysd,Lw,Lu,Q,R,Nc,Yd,delumax,
delumin,umax,umin,delymax,delymin,ymax,ymin,delwp0,x0,u_prev,a,L)
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% get simulation parameters
[l,m,n] = getsysprop(sysd);
p = size(Lw,2)/(m+l);
f = size(Lu,1)/m;
[A,B,C,D] = ssdata(sysd);
Nsim = length(Yd);
% check input arguments
if ~exist(’delumax’,’var’) || isempty(delumax); delumax = inf.*ones(m,1); end
if ~exist(’delumin’,’var’) || isempty(delumin); delumin = -inf.*ones(m,1); end
if ~exist(’umax’,’var’) || isempty(umax); umax = inf.*ones(m,1); end
if ~exist(’umin’,’var’) || isempty(umin); umin = -inf.*ones(m,1); end
if ~exist(’delymax’,’var’) || isempty(delymax); delymax = inf.*ones(l,1); end
if ~exist(’delymin’,’var’) || isempty(delymin); delymin = -inf.*ones(l,1); end
if ~exist(’ymax’,’var’) || isempty(ymax); ymax = inf.*ones(l,1); end
if ~exist(’ymin’,’var’) || isempty(ymin); ymin = -inf.*ones(l,1); end
if ~exist(’delwp0’,’var’) || isempty(delwp0);
delyp = zeros(p*l,1);
delup = zeros(p*m,1);
delwp = [delyp;delup];
y_prev = zeros(l,1);
else
delyp = delwp0(1:p*l,1);
delup = delwp0(p*l+1:p*l+p*m,1);
delwp = [delyp;delup];
y_prev = C*x0;
end
if ~exist(’x0’,’var’) || isempty(x0);
x_k = zeros(n,1);
else
x_k = x0;
end
if ~exist(’u_prev’,’var’) || isempty(u_prev);
u_prev = zeros(m,1);
end
% desired setpoint initialization
wide(Yd);
yd = Yd(:,1);
% initialize recording matrices
usim = zeros(m,Nsim);
ysim = zeros(l,Nsim);
xsim = zeros(n,Nsim);
% create the necessary simulation variables
IL = eye(l);
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Im=eye(m);
Tl = zeros(l*f);
Tm=zeros(m*Nc);
Fl = zeros(l*f,l);
Fm=zeros(m*Nc,m);
for cnt = 1:l:f*l
for cnt2 = 1:l:cnt
Tl(cnt:cnt+l-1,cnt2:cnt2+l-1) = IL;
Fl(cnt:cnt+l-1,:) = IL;
end
end
for cnt = 1:m:Nc*m
for cnt2 = 1:m:cnt
Tm(cnt:cnt+m-1,cnt2:cnt2+m-1) = Im;
Fm(cnt:cnt+m-1,:) = Im;
end
end
WQ = diag(Fl*Q);
WR = diag(Fm*R);
phi = philag(a,L,Nc);
if Nc < f;
LuNc = Lu(:,1:m*Nc);
else
LuNc = Lu;
end
H = (Tl*LuNc*phi)’*WQ*(Tl*LuNc*phi) + phi’*WR*phi;
f = (Tl*LuNc*phi)’*WQ*(Tl*Lw*delwp + Fl*(y_prev - yd));
A_QP = [eye(Nc*m)*phi;
-eye(Nc*m)*phi;
Tm*phi;
-Tm*phi;
LuNc*phi;
-LuNc*phi;
Tl*LuNc*phi;
-Tl*LuNc*phi];
b_QP = [expcon(Fm,delumax);
expcon(-Fm,delumin);
expcon(Fm,umax) - Fm*u_prev;
expcon(-Fm,umin) + Fm*u_prev;
expcon(Fl,delymax) - Lw*delwp;
expcon(-Fl,delymin) + Lw*delwp;
expcon(Fl,ymax) - Fl*y_prev - Tl*Lw*delwp;
expcon(-Fl,ymin) + Fl*y_prev + Tl*Lw*delwp];
opts = optimset(’LargeScale’,’off’,’Display’,’off’); % options for quadprog
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for cnt=1:Nsim
eta = quadprog(H,f,A_QP,b_QP,[],[],[],[],[],opts);
del_u_Nc = phi(1:m,:)*eta;
delu_k = del_u_Nc(1:m,1);
u_k=u_prev+delu_k;
% simulate input into plant
[y_k,x_k]=dssim(A,B,C,D,x_k,u_k);
%record result
ysim(:,cnt)=y_k;
usim(:,cnt)=u_k;
xsim(:,cnt) = x_k;
% update simulation variables
delup=[delup(m+1:p*m);delu_k];
delyp=[delyp(l+1:p*l);y_k-y_prev];
delwp=[delyp;delup];
y_prev=y_k;
u_prev = u_k;
% update setpoint
if cnt~=Nsim
yd = Yd(:,cnt+1);
end
% update quadratic programming variables:
f = (Tl*LuNc*phi)’*WQ*(Tl*Lw*delwp + Fl*(y_prev - yd));
b_QP = [expcon(Fm,delumax);
expcon(-Fm,delumin);
expcon(Fm,umax) - Fm*u_prev;
expcon(-Fm,umin) + Fm*u_prev;
expcon(Fl,delymax) - Lw*delwp;
expcon(-Fl,delymin) + Lw*delwp;
expcon(Fl,ymax) - Fl*y_prev - Tl*Lw*delwp;
expcon(-Fl,ymin) + Fl*y_prev + Tl*Lw*delwp];
end
C.2 Generate Phi matrix
%
% PHILAG Construct Phi matrix for Laguerre polynomials
%
% phi = philag(a,L,M)
%
% input:
% a: decay constant - smaller a results in faster laguerre polynomials
% decay to zero, 0<a<1
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% L: order of Laguerre polynomials
% M: order of subspace predictor
%
% output:
% phi: phi matrix
%
% Noor Azizi Mardi
% 27 October 08
% Corrected 24/08/10
function phi = philag(a,L,M)
m = length(a);
phi = zeros(M,L,m);
for cnt=1:m
phi(:,:,cnt) = genphiminor(a(cnt),L,M);
end
if m>1
phinew = zeros(M*m,L*m);
for cntphirow = 1:m:M*m
for cntphicol = 1:m:L*m
phinew(cntphirow:cntphirow+m-1,cntphicol:cntphicol+m-1) =
diag(reshape(phi(ceil(cntphirow/m),ceil(cntphicol/m),1:m),1:m));
end
end
phi = phinew;
end
function phiminor = genphiminor(a,L,M)
L0_L = zeros(L,1);
L0_L(1,1) = 1.*sqrt(1-a^2);
for cnt=2:L;
L0_L(cnt,1)=[(-a)^(cnt-1)*sqrt(1-a^2)];
end
phi=L0_L’;
Omega_L=zeros(L);
for cnt2=1:L
for cnt3=1:L
if cnt2==cnt3
Omega_L(cnt2,cnt3)=a;
end
if (cnt2>cnt3)
Omega_L(cnt2,cnt3)=(-a)^(cnt2-2-(cnt3-1))*(1-a^2);
end
end
end
for cnt=2:M
L1_L=Omega_L*L0_L;
phi(cnt,:)=L1_L’;
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L0_L=L1_L;
end
phiminor = phi;
Appendix D
Matlab M-files: Chapter 5
D.1 Efficient recursive updating algorithm
% Assume we have sysd, uid, yid
% Generate function parameters
[l,m,n] = getsysprop(sysd);
if size(uid,1)>size(uid,2); uid=uid’;end
if size(yid,1)>size(yid,2); yid=yid’;end
%% initialization of recursive matrices
uidrecinit = uid(1:cntinit);
yidrecinit = yid(1:cntinit);
wide(uidrecinit,yidrecinit);
Uprecinit = hankel(uidrecinit(1:p*m),uidrecinit(p*m:(cntinit-f)*m));
Uprecinit = Uprecinit(:,1:m:end);
Ufrecinit = hankel(uidrecinit(p*m+1:(p+f)*m),uidrecinit((p+f)*m:cntinit*m));
Ufrecinit = Ufrecinit(:,1:m:end);
Yprecinit = hankel(yidrecinit(1:p*l),yidrecinit(p*l:(cntinit-f)*l));
Yprecinit = Yprecinit(:,1:l:end);
Yfrecinit = hankel(yidrecinit(p*l+1:(p+f)*l),yidrecinit((p+f)*l:cntinit*l));
Yfrecinit = Yfrecinit(:,1:l:end);
Wprecinit = [Yprecinit; Uprecinit];
[Rrec,Qrec] = RQ_Gram([Wprecinit;Ufrecinit;Yfrecinit]);
Lrec = Rrec(p*(m+l)+f*m+1:end,1:p*(m+l)+f*m) *
pinv(Rrec(1:p*(m+l)+f*m,1:p*(m+l)+f*m));
Lwrec = Lrec(:,1:p*(m+l));
Lurec = Lrec(:,p*(m+l)+1:end);
Lwrecinit = Lwrec;
Lurecinit = Lurec;
Rrecinit = Rrec;
ufrec = uidrecinit(:,end-f+1:end)’;
yfrec = yidrecinit(:,end-f+1:end)’;
yprec = yidrecinit(:,end-f-p+1:end-f)’;
uprec = uidrecinit(:,end-f-p+1:end-f)’;
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delwp = [yprec;uprec];
% x_prev = zeros(n,1);
y_k = yid(:,cntinit+1);
%% recursive identification loop
randn(’state’,10);
tol = 1e-3;
prederr = 1e10;
cnt = cntinit + 1;
lambda = 1;
% initialize recording variables
ypred = zeros(Nsysid);
prederrsim = zeros(Nsysid,1);
lambdasim= zeros(Nsysid,1);
uidsim = zeros(Nsysid,1);
yidsim= zeros(Nsysid,1);
while cnt<Nsysid
u_k = uid(cnt);
phiup = [uprec(2:p,1); ufrec(1,1)];
phiyp = [yprec(2:p,1); yfrec(1,1)];
phiwp = [phiyp; phiup];
phiuf = [ufrec(2:f,1); u_k];
phiyf = [yfrec(2:f,1); y_k];
Adummy = [Rrec, [phiwp; phiuf; phiyf]];
Anew = Adummy;
[rowAdummy,colAdummy] = size(Adummy);
for i=1:rowAdummy
snew = Anew(i,i) / sqrt (Anew(i,i)^2 + Anew(i,colAdummy)^2);
cnew = Anew(i,colAdummy) / sqrt (Anew(i,i)^2 + Anew(i,colAdummy)^2);
Anew(:,colAdummy) = Adummy(:,i)*(-cnew) + Adummy(:,colAdummy)*snew;
Anew(:,i) = lambda.*Adummy(:,i)*snew +Adummy(:,colAdummy)*cnew;
Adummy = Anew;
end
Rrecnew = Adummy;
Rrec = Rrecnew(:,1:size(Rrecnew,2)-1);
Lrec = Rrec(p*(m+l)+f*m+1:end,1:p*(m+l)+f*m)*
pinv(Rrec(1:p*(m+l)+f*m,1:p*(m+l)+f*m));
Lwrec = Lrec(:,1:p*(m+l));
Lurec = Lrec(:,p*(m+l)+1:end);
Rrec = Rrecnew(:,1:size(Rrecnew,2)-1);
yftest = Lwrec*phiwp + Lurec*phiuf;
prederr = abs(yftest(f,:) - y_k);
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% 1-step predictor
if cnt<Nsysid - 1
phiup1step = [uprec(3:p,1); ufrec(1:2,1)];
phiyp1step = [yprec(3:p,1); yfrec(1:2,1)];
phiwp1step = [phiyp1step; phiup1step];
phiuf1step = [ufrec(3:f,1); u_k; uid(cnt+1)];
yftest1step = Lwrec*phiwp1step + Lurec*phiuf1step;
prederr1step = abs(yftest1step(f,:) - yid(cnt+1));
prederr1stepsim(cnt) = prederr1step;
end;
%update uprec ufrec yprec yfrec
uprec = phiup; ufrec = phiuf; yprec = phiyp; yfrec = phiyf;
% record variable
ypred(cnt) = yftest(f,:);
prederrsim(cnt) = prederr;
lambdasim(cnt) = lambda;
uidsim(cnt) = u_k;
yidsim(cnt) = y_k;
cnt = cnt + 1;
if cnt<Nsysid
y_k = yid(cnt);
end
end
D.2 Autotuning SMPC
% Assume we have sysd uid yid
% Generate function parameters
[l,m,n] = getsysprop(sysd);
p = 10;
f = 10;
%% initialization of recursive matrices
Rrec = zeros(2*p+2*f);
Rrec = eye(row(Rrec));
Lrec = Rrec(p*(m+l)+f*m+1:end,1:p*(m+l)+f*m)*
pinv(Rrec(1:p*(m+l)+f*m,1:p*(m+l)+f*m));
Lwrec = Lrec(:,1:p*(m+l));
Lurec = Lrec(:,p*(m+l)+1:end);
Lwrecinit = Lwrec;
Lurecinit = Lurec;
Rrecinit = Rrec;
ufrec = zeros(f*m,1);
yfrec = zeros(f*l,1);
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yprec = zeros(p*l,1);
uprec = zeros(p*m,1);
delwp = zeros(2*p,1);
x_prev = zeros(n,1);
y_k = 0;
%% recursive identification loop
randn(’state’,10);
tol_a = 1e-4;
tol_b = 1e-5;
prederr = 1e10;
cnt = 1;
lambda = 1;
% initialize recording variables
ypred = zeros(Nsysid);
prederrsim = zeros(Nsysid,1);
lambdasim= zeros(Nsysid,1);
uidsim = zeros(Nsysid,1);
yidsim= zeros(Nsysid,1);
prederr1stepsim = zeros(Nsysid,1);
Lwrec_prev = Lwrec;
Lurec_prev = Lurec;
while cnt<Nsysid
u_k = uid(cnt);
if cnt<Nsysid - 1
phiup1step = [uprec(2:p,1); ufrec(1,1)];
phiyp1step = [yprec(2:p,1); yfrec(1,1)];
phiwp1step = [phiyp1step; phiup1step];
phiuf1step = [ufrec(2:f,1); u_k];
yftest1step = Lwrec*phiwp1step + Lurec*phiuf1step;
prederr1step = abs(yftest1step(f,:) - y_k);
prederr1stepsim(cnt) = prederr1step;
end;
if prederr1step < tol_a && cnt>1; break; end;
phiup = [uprec(2:p,1); ufrec(1,1)];
phiyp = [yprec(2:p,1); yfrec(1,1)];
phiwp = [phiyp; phiup];
phiuf = [ufrec(2:f,1); u_k];
phiyf = [yfrec(2:f,1); y_k];
Adummy = [Rrec, [phiwp; phiuf; phiyf]];
Anew = Adummy;
[rowAdummy,colAdummy] = size(Adummy);
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for i=1:rowAdummy
snew = Anew(i,i) / sqrt (Anew(i,i)^2 + Anew(i,colAdummy)^2);
cnew = Anew(i,colAdummy) / sqrt (Anew(i,i)^2 + Anew(i,colAdummy)^2);
Anew(:,colAdummy) = Adummy(:,i)*(-cnew) + Adummy(:,colAdummy)*snew;
Anew(:,i) = lambda.*Adummy(:,i)*snew +Adummy(:,colAdummy)*cnew;
Adummy = Anew;
end
Rrecnew = Adummy;
Rrec = Rrecnew(:,1:size(Rrecnew,2)-1);
Lrec = Rrec(p*(m+l)+f*m+1:end,1:p*(m+l)+f*m)*
pinv(Rrec(1:p*(m+l)+f*m,1:p*(m+l)+f*m));
Lwrec = Lrec(:,1:p*(m+l));
Lurec = Lrec(:,p*(m+l)+1:end);
Rrec = Rrecnew(:,1:size(Rrecnew,2)-1);
yftest = Lwrec*phiwp + Lurec*phiuf;
prederr = abs(yftest(f,:) - y_k);
%update uprec ufrec yprec yfrec
uprec = phiup; ufrec = phiuf; yprec = phiyp; yfrec = phiyf;
% record variable
ypred(cnt) = yftest(f,:);
prederrsim(cnt) = prederr;
lambdasim(cnt) = lambda;
uidsim(cnt) = u_k;
yidsim(cnt) = y_k;
figure(1); clf;
subplot(221); plot(Lwrec(:)); hold all; plot(Lwori(:));
subplot(222); plot(Lurec(:)); hold all; plot(Luori(:));
title(cnt);
subplot(223); plot(Lwrec(:)-Lwrec_prev(:));title(’Lwrec-Lwrec_prev’);
subplot(224); plot(Lurec(:)-Lurec_prev(:));title(’Lurec-Lurec_prev’);
% CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
maxperchange(cnt) = max([abs((Lwrec(:)-Lwrec_prev(:))./Lwrec_prev(:)*100);
meanperchange(cnt) = mean([(abs(Lwrec(:)-Lwrec_prev(:)))./Lwrec_prev(:)*100;
Lwrec_prev = Lwrec;
Lurec_prev = Lurec;
y_k = yid(cnt+1);
cnt = cnt + 1;
end
Appendix E
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E.1 Recursive SMPC for time-varying system
% Recursive Initialization
% Initialize Rrec
Rrec = zeros(4*M);
% fill with ones
for cnt = 1:row(Rrec)
Rrec(cnt,1:cnt) = ones(1,cnt);
end
Lrec = Rrec((M*(m+l)+M*m)+1:(M*(m+l)+M*m+M*l),:)*pinv(Rrec(1:(M*(m+l)+M*m),:));
Lwrec = Lrec(:,1:M*(m+l));
Lurec = Lrec(:,M*(m+l)+1:(M*(m+l)+M*m));
% recursive variables
ufrec = zeros(M*m,1);
yfrec = zeros(M*l,1);
yprec = zeros(M*l,1);
uprec = zeros(M*m,1);
u_prev = 0;
tol = 1e-3;
Omega = 10;
Lwrec = Lwreal;Lurec=Lureal;
%% Other constrained simulation variables
IL = eye(l);
Im=eye(m);
Tl = zeros(l*M);
Tm=zeros(m*M);
Fl = zeros(l*M,l);
Fm=zeros(m*M,m);
for cnt = 1:l:M*l
for cnt2 = 1:l:cnt
Tl(cnt:cnt+l-1,cnt2:cnt2+l-1) = IL;
Fl(cnt:cnt+l-1,:) = IL;
end
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end
for cnt = 1:m:M*m
for cnt2 = 1:m:cnt
Tm(cnt:cnt+m-1,cnt2:cnt2+m-1) = Im;
Fm(cnt:cnt+m-1,:) = Im;
end
end
delup = zeros(M*m,1);
delyp = zeros(M*l,1);
delwp = [delyp;delup];
y_prev=0;
u_k=0;
x_k=zeros(n,1);
yd = Yd(1,1).*ones(l*M,1);
uresult = zeros(m,Nsim);
yresult = zeros(l,Nsim);
yftestsim = zeros(l,Nsim);
e_ksim = zeros(l,Nsim);
lambdasim = zeros(l,Nsim);
correct = zeros(l,Nsim);
diffyprevydsim = zeros(l,Nsim);
%Construct phi matrix for laguerre implementation:
phi = philag(a,L,Nc);
% quadratic programming variables:
H=(Tl*Lurec*phi)’*Q*(Tl*Lurec*phi)+phi’*R*phi;
f=(Tl*Lurec*phi)’*Q*(Tl*Lwrec*delwp+Fl*y_prev-yd);
A_QP=[Tm*phi;-Tm*phi;eye(M*m)*phi;-eye(M*m)*phi;
Tl*Lurec*phi;-Tl*Lurec*phi;Lurec*phi;-Lurec*phi];
b_QP=[Fm*umax-Fm*u_k;
Fm*u_k-Fm*umin;
Fm*delumax;
-Fm*delumin;
Fl*ymax-Fl*y_prev-Tl*Lwrec*delwp;
Tl*Lwrec*delwp+Fl*y_prev-Fl*ymin;
Fl*delymax-Lwrec*delwp;
Lwrec*delwp-Fl*delymin];
for cnt=1:Nsim
% Quadratic programming optimization of cost function:
eta=quadprog(H,f,A_QP,b_QP);
% calculate delta uf at time 0:
deluf_k=phi(1:m,:)*eta;
u_k=u_prev+deluf_k;
u_kcalculatesim(cnt) = u_k;
% Recursive control law:
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if cnt<=4*M %initialization, auto-tuning
u_k = randn(1,1);
else
if e_k < tol;
u_k = 1.*u_k;
elseif e_k >= tol;
% novel constrained control law
if abs(u_prev) < tol
deluexciterandn = randn(1,1);
else
deluexciterandn = Omega.*randn(1,1);
end
u_k = u_k + deluexciterandn;
end
end
% check constraints
if u_k - u_prev > delumax
deluf_k = delumax;
u_k = u_prev + deluf_k;
end
if u_k - u_prev < delumin
deluf_k = delumin;
u_k = u_prev + deluf_k;
end
if u_k > umax;
u_k = umax;
deluf_k = u_k - u_prev;
end
if u_k < umin
u_k = umin;
deluf_k = u_k - u_prev;
end
u_kactualsim(cnt) = u_k;
% simulate into plant
[y0,x_k]=dssim(A,B,C,D,x_k,u_k);
y0result(cnt) = y0;
% add disturbance
d0 = randn(1,1);
d0result(cnt) = d0;
dscale = snrscale(y0result(1:cnt),d0result(1:cnt),snrdB);
d = dscale.*d0;
y_k = y0 + d;
dresult(cnt) = d;
% Update Recursive variables
ynew = y_k; unew = u_k;
phiup = [uprec(2:M,1); ufrec(1,1)];
phiyp = [yprec(2:M,1); yfrec(1,1)];
phiwp = [phiyp; phiup];
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phiuf = [ufrec(2:M,1); unew-u_prev];
phiyf = [yfrec(2:M,1); ynew-y_prev];
% predictor
yftest = Lwrec*phiwp + Lurec*phiuf;
yftestsim(cnt) = yftest(M,:) + y_prev;
e_k = abs(yftestsim(cnt) - y_k);
e_ksim(cnt) = e_k;
% updating criterion for recursive linear predictors
if e_k >= tol
Rrecnew = [Rrec, [phiwp; phiuf; phiyf]];
Adummy = Rrecnew;
Anew = Adummy;
[x,y] = size(Adummy);
lambda = tol/e_k;
lambdasim(cnt) = lambda;
for i=1:x
snew = Anew(i,i) / sqrt (Anew(i,i)^2 + Anew(i,y)^2);
cnew = Anew(i,y) / sqrt (Anew(i,i)^2 + Anew(i,y)^2);
Anew(:,y) = Adummy(:,i)*(-cnew) + Adummy(:,y)*snew;
Anew(:,i) = lambda.*Adummy(:,i)*snew +Adummy(:,y)*cnew;
Adummy = Anew;
end
Rrecnew = Adummy;
Rrec = Rrecnew(:,1:size(Rrecnew,2)-1);
else
correct(cnt) = 0;
end
Lrec = Rrec((M*(m+l)+M*m)+1:(M*(m+l)+M*m+M*l),:)*
pinv(Rrec(1:(M*(m+l)+M*m),:));
Lwrec = Lrec(:,1:M*(m+l));
Lurec = Lrec(:,M*(m+l)+1:(M*(m+l)+M*m));
%record result
yresult(:,cnt)=y_k;
uresult(:,cnt)=u_k;
delup=[delup(m+1:M*m);deluf_k];
delyp=[delyp(l+1:M*l);y_k-y_prev];
delwp=[delyp;delup];
y_prev=y_k;
u_prev = u_k;
diffyprevydsim(cnt) = y_prev - yd(1,1);
% update desired setpoint
if cnt ~= Nsim;
yd = Yd(cnt+1,1).*ones(l*M,1);
end;
%update uprec ufrec yprec yfrec
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uprec = phiup; ufrec = phiuf; yprec = phiyp; yfrec = phiyf;
% check predictor norms
norm1(cnt) = norm(Lwrec - Lwreal,’fro’);
norm2(cnt) = norm(Lurec - Lureal,’fro’);
%update quadratic programming’s variables:
f=(Tl*Lurec*phi)’*Q*(Tl*Lwrec*delwp+Fl*y_prev-yd);
b_QP=[Fm*umax-Fm*u_k;
Fm*u_k-Fm*umin;
Fm*delumax;
-Fm*delumin;
Fl*ymax-Fl*y_prev-Tl*Lwrec*delwp;
Tl*Lwrec*delwp+Fl*y_prev-Fl*ymin;
Fl*delymax-Lwrec*delwp;
Lwrec*delwp-Fl*delymin];
%simulate abrupt change
if cnt == floor(Nsim/2);
sys_dc = newsystem; % newsystem is the new system
sysd = c2d(sys_dc,Ts);
[A,B,C,D] = ssdata(sysd);
nnew = size(A,1);
if nnew ~= n
x_k = zeros(size(A,1),1);
x_prev = x_k;
end
end
end
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